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Maine Good Templars.
'rile 39th semi-annual
Grand Lodge of Good

Obituary.

session

of Marne
Templars was held iu
Caribou, Oet. 1 and 2. The attendance was
much smaller than usual,
owing to the long
distance from central points; and a rain

Esther Hiclrborn

OCTOBER 8, 1896.

Churches.

The

who died in
At the Unitarian church next Sunday foreStockton Springs, Sept. 27th, was the
noon the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, will
youngest daughter of Simon and
Isabel Fletcher, speak on “The Symbolism of the Sea.”
and sister of Mrs. Ruth Ellis
Clifford, who
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Searsport occupied
survives her and sister of the late Oliver and the
storm of three days duration
pulpit of the Congregational church Sunprevented the
and interesting disCrawford
S. Fletcher and
local lodges from being
Nancy Jane Clif- day, preaching an able
fully represented.
course.
ford.
[North Star, Presque Isle.
She married Capt. Thomas Merrill
The reports of the Grand
Secretary and
Rev. L. L. Hanscom, formerly of the
Grand Superintendent show the order to be Hickborn about 1800, by whom she had two
now presiding elder of
sons, Irving M. and Frank M.
iu good condition,
Capt. Hich- Maine Conference,but
although no regular orburu died Feb. 23, 1S84, and on the second Marshall District, Minnesota Conference,
ganizers have been employed
the
during
at Wilder, Sept. 13.
summer months.
Fifteen new lodges have day of April following occurred the death of dedicated a new church
their son Frank, aged 21, aud on
been instituted,
of the Waldo
convention
The
sixth
annual
230
April
10,
making
lodges, with a
membership of about ll,o»»>, and 70 Juvenile l>i*2, Irving died, aged 30. Thus from years County C. E. Union will be held at the Conof happy prosperous life she was left
alone, gregational church in Searsport, Tuesday,
Temples, with 4,000 members.
ami when most women would have been Oct. 20th. The
Much routine work was
program will be given next
accomplished, although many of the reports from standing wholly broken in spirit her heart grew larger week.
committees were deferred until the annual and her sympathies reached out to all who
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley and Mr. W. It.
were afflicted, until all felt and learned to
session.
Howard have been elected delegates from
Resolutions were passed thanking the dif- love the tenderness of her nature, as the the
Cougregatioualist Sunday school to the
ferent railroads and hotels for reduced rates. kind and tender words both from her lips State
Sunday school convention to be held
;
and
have
on
so
pen
sad
A memorial service was held
occasions tesmany
at Saco Oct. 13, 14, 15.
Friday fore|
tified.
She
was
of
one
nature’s noble women,
noon for Bro. Ezra MoGlautlin of
South
Services at the Universalist church next
ami as an active member of the Ladies’ LitPresque Isle, Grand Guard, ami a member
I Sunday will be as follows: Morning worof the International Supreme Lodge, and R, erary Club, Village Improvement Society,
with sermon, at 10.45; subject, “Our
the Grange, etc., and local correspondent of | ship,
F. Dodge, a prominent member of
Perham,
Centre of Gravity.” Sunday school and
several county papers at different times, and
Aroostook county.
Young People’s Union at the. usual hours.
Thursday evening there was a public meet- one year superintendent of our publicRev. C. H. Wells weut to Biddeford Tuesshe
always stimulated the best
ing of the State Institute of Juvenile Work- s'bools,
day to atteud the Universalist State Sunday
ers, presided over by Mrs. E, E. Cam. Presi- qualities of ali those who came in contact
with her.
dent. An address was given by Rev. E. \S
During the last year there had School Convention and the meeting of the
Christian Union. lie debeen
rumors of her intended
P.
G.
O.
a
marriage, and Young People’s
Webber,
T.,
paper read by Miss
livered the address before the two societies
on the fourth day of June last it became a
Nellie Guilford of Old Orchard, followed
by
remarks from Rev. D. N. Piper, Mrs. Flor- happy reality, and Rufus 15. Ellingwood of Tuesday evening.
Mrs b. H
Leavenworth, Kansas,formerly of Frankfort,
Mathews, Mrs. Geo. D. Maence 0. Porter of Caribou and other memMe., was the one of her choice. This second honey, Miss Maud E. Mathews and Mr. N.
bers of the order.
E. Keen were elected delegates from the
A public temperance meeting was held happy union with all its apparent, promises
Friday evening, addressed by officers of the was cutshort in only four short months, aud Belfast church to the Baptist Association at
Mr. Ellingwood, with the conscious pride in
Damariscotta. The pastor, Mrs. Mathews
Grand Lodge and the local clergy.
At a meeting of the Grand Council held Ins accomplished wife, though the greatest, i and Miss Mathews attended.
Friday afternoon Mrs. E. L. Brackett was loser, must know lie is not alone in his beGeorge Pratt Epworth League held a rally
chosen a fraternal delegate to the National reavement, or without the deep sympathy at the Methodist vestry Sunday evening.
The room was very neatly decorated with
Non-partisan W. C. T. U. convention to be of all who have ever known them.

Ellingwood,

j

I

red and white hunting and flowers of the
Washington iu December.
Mrs. Hannah D. Curtis died at the home same colors.
The exercises consisted ,of
Notwithstanding the unfavorable weather
I
the meetings were pleasant and profitable of her daughter, Mrs. James W. Knowlton, solos, duetts, quotations, etc.
on
Union
after
an
illness
of
street, Sept. 30th.
and much credit is due to the local memThe music at the Baptist church next Sunthan two weeks. Saturday, Sept. 10th,
bers, who were untiring in their efforts to less
day morning will include “Be Thou Exshe had a paralytic shock, which was followmake the session interesting.
alted.” (trio) from Mercadante. In the evenfew’ days by two others.
She was
Many of the delegates are under great ob- ed after a
ing the chorus will sing Many’s “There is a
a
native
of
and
in
womanWarren,
early
ligations to Mrs. Florence C. Porter for courHappy land,” and “Cast Thy Burden,” from
tesies extended and those who had the privi- hood married Simeon Curtis, with whom she
Elijah.
lege of attending the public meeting on lived in Belmont and Monroe until his
Union religious services were held in the
which
occurred
3o
in
the
death,
years
ago
were
Thursday evening
deeply impressed
brick schoolhouse, East Belfast, Sunday
latter
For
ten
has
she
years
her
place.
past
Mrs Porearnest, eloquent words.
by
the Christian Endeavor Societer is a busy woman.
Slie is the Field Sec- lived with Mrs. Knowlton in this city. She afternoon, by
ties of the Congregationalist and Baptist
retary of the Children’s Aid Society of leaves three daughters, Mary, wife of Isaac
churches
and
the
Methodist Epworth
Maine, National Secretary of the Non-parti- Curtis. Susie, wife .if Henry R. D’wson,
League. The meeting was led by Mr. H. M.
san W. C. T. U.,
and Superintendent of both of Monroe; and Eliza, wife of James
Prentiss of the North church. Services will
Schools of Caribou, having lib schools under W. Knowlton of Belfast. She was a lifebe held at the same place next Sunday at 3
an
and
was
for
her care. With all this she does not fail to long Christian
many years
]>, m.
give time and attention to other lines of active worker in the Baptist church in MonThe Advent Christiau conference opened
work, and is broad and charitable in her roe. Her faith remained with her to the
in Auburn last Thursday ami
continued
last. The funeral was held at her late home
views.
Mrs. A. C. Paul. President <f the Non- in this city, Saturday morning, and the in- over Sunday, Rev. D. F. Call of Biddeford,
At the session Oct. 2nd
partisan W. C. T. L’., was also present at terment was at Monroe. Among the many president, presiding.
the public meetings.
tioral offerings were a pillow from the fami- the following officers were elected; President,- Rev. D. T. Cal of Biddeford; secretary
ly, wreaths from Mrs. Peter F. Welch, Mrs.
and treasurer, Rev. E. O. Diusmore of Rich-.
Meeting of the Waldo Veterans.
Alpheus Dyer, Miss Hattie Maddoeks, bouheld at

rHE

WEEK.

The Wilder Steam11 oik»lulu is advertising
Maine young men to
m
its steamers.
The
iy mariners has gone
ith the fame of Maine
■

Steamship Company

■
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are
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iu

uudoubtedly

tlie inter-island
from the Demou
i;ni tee met Secretary of
the State House, Sept,
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Hyde's building
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finding temporary

Considerable money
...lion. William C.
Secretary of the Navy,
Randolph were married
i uesday noon, Sept. 29,
dug took place at St.
a I church
and the Rev.
formed the ceremony,
bridegroom have been
irbor for many seasons.
Smith,aged 4b, one of
most prominent citidied suddenly Satui
home on Cape Elizagraduate of Harvard
"
'alied law with Judge
ite was a member of
■I Mvan A Barrett.
He
Thu Knox County
n will be lieKl at RockMiitendent of Schools
oi address on “Literthe Teacher.”.

Detective

State
two
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who, it is believed,
sharpers who have
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several weeks.
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Sons of Veterans, votmove from Memorial
Owen Bros.' clothing

<‘ts to

T-iarters

meetings

are

will

now

being

beheld there

quets from Mrs. M. E. Patterson, Mrs. J. (1.
Patterson, Mrs. H. L. Bucklin and daughF.
ter, Mrs. Chas. R. Harrison, Mrs. B
Maddoeks, and white ruses from the grand
ing iooked unfavorable, bur rhe log soi.u j children. The funeral services were conlifted up ami the comrades began to arrive.
ducted by Rev. G. G. Winslow.
President Dawson called the meeting t.o
order in the G. A. R. ITali, and the rec- j
The Hurricane's Wild Sweep.
ords of the last meeting were read ai d I
i
The hurricane of last week, w hieh ravaged
accepted. Comrade* Stinson, Onhvay and
Piper were appointed a emmittee on time | the Southern coast Sept. 2V>th, liad its origin
in the Eastern Gulf, began its baleful work
ami place of next meeting.
This iteiug
by sweeping away the town of Cedar Keyes,
tic- annual meeting the election of
ofpassed rapidly up and along the Atlantic
ticers was next in order, and resulted in e oast, to Hatter as, then switched off with a
sharp plunge to New York,amt finally gatherthe choice of the
A.
The, Waldo County Veteran Association
met with (it-.', G Davis Post, Brooks, ()< t.
Tire weather in the eari) morn1st,

1

following:
Stinson,
President, A. P. Hatch, Chaplain: Lorenzo
Jones, Secretary F. L. Palmer, Treasurer, j
Remarks were made by Comrades Dawson,
Stinson, Billings, Gunn y Harding, Hatch
and others. Adjourned for dinner. It was!
thought best to adjourn to the church for

ing its forces moved West to be lost in the
great lakes. The city of Savannah, in many
respects the queen city of the South, ranking
with Charleston, Atlanta ami New Orleans
as a great centre of trade and commerce,
sustained a loss ot more than a million dollars, ami a dozen lives. Ti e city of Brunswick, lower down the coast, hardly onethe size of Savannah, lost its shipping
The afternoon meet- j third
the afternoon meeting
and more than *500,000 worth of property.
ing was called t.o order by Pres. Stinson and Farther North, we rind that throughout
opened with prayer b\ ■•l.apiain Hatch. Sec- Lancaster and Berks counties of Pennsylvania tlie loss will aggregate over a million
retary Lorenzo Jones gave the address of
dollars, the central figure of interest being
welcome; response by A. Stinson. Singing the destruction of the famous long bridge
by the Brooks choir. The committee re- over the Susquehanna between Columbia
and Wrightsville, a structure a mile and a
ported time id next meeting Nov. 5;
quarter long, and that cost a million dollars
place, Freeman McGilvery Post, Searspurfc; to build. This bridge was lifted bodily from
McGilvery its 50 piers and cast into the river. At the
program to be furnished by

National Capital buildings were unroofed
next in order, and
were
and otherwise damaged and the shipping
by Comrades Billings, Gur- along the river front suffered. Like reports
Dawson, A. E. Nickerson, come from Baltimore, where many of the
ney, Sleeper,
The New England
Harding, Hatch, ami Sisters Palmer, Nash streets were flooded.
coast escaped with minor damage.
and Piper. Much praise is due the choir for
The latest advices show that the damage
their part in the program. “Tenting on the to the property m Florida from Tuesday's
Old Camp Ground,’ was very beautifully storm will foot up a million dollars. Fully
a hundred lives were lost and perhaps ten
rendered, as was a solo by Mrs. Gilley of thousand
people were rendered homeless.
the
was
A
of
thanks
Brooks.
vote
given
In Baker county not a score of houses out of
of
ladies of the Relief Corps, the Comrades
a thousand were left standing, and thousands
killed.
Relief committees
Geo. G. Davis Post, and the choir, for the of cattle were
have been organized in several towns to aid
manner in which we were entertained at
Brooks. Taken all together it was one of destitute people.
our best meetings and will long be remembered.
The Belfast Schools.
Post.

were

Remarks

made

If You Have

a

Sick Child This is
sage of Hope.

Surely

a

1es=

The plan of relieving the crowded condition of the classes in some ofj the city
This is the best news for parents of weakly schools has been put in operation to the exIt. is a fact that our peoor sickly children.
teut of employing two additional teachers.
ple have heretofore not had the same oppor- | Miss Ethel Ladd is
assistant in the Lower
tuuity for having their children who suffer
from chronic or lingering complaints treated Grammar and Miss Mabel Brown is assistant
aud cured by eminent specialists in child- iu the North
Primary. It is also proposed
ren’s diseases as do the residents of the great
hall over the High schoolroom for
cities, where such skilled physicians reside. I to use the
In other words our people have been debar- a recitation room.
red from seeking a cure for their children by
A preliminary meeting for the reorganizathe great physicians, owing to the cost of
tion of the Waldo County Teachers’ Associatravel to the large city aud the high fees
tion was held in this city last Saturday. Fifcharged by such physicians.
Here, therefore, is a chance for the ( lire of teen teachers were present. A committee
the children of our community which should
of seven was chosen to make arrangements
Dr. Greene of ."4 Temple Place,
not be lost.
Boston, Mass., who is beyond doubt the for a teachers’ institute, as follows: Messrs.
most, successful specialist 111 curing diseases
Brick, Ilsley, Ellis and Miss Bird of Belfast,
of children, offers to give tree eunsultatiou
Mr. Meade of Searsport, Mr. Jewett of Searsof
ehihlren’*
in
all
cases
complaints.
by mail
mont, Miss Mason of Morrill. The institute
Parents have the privilege <4 .onsulting Dr.
Greene by letter, describing tlieir children’s will probably be held in this city Oct. oOfch.
diseases and he will, after carefully considA branch of the Maine Teachers’ Reading
ering the symptoms, write a letter fully exFriplaining the trouble, telling everything Circle was organized iu this city last
about their complaint so plainly that you
day. The object of the circle is to improve
will understand exactly what ails your
the teachers and make them better qualified
children. He will also give his advice,
founded upon his vast experience and won- to teach, and thereby improve the schools.
derful success in treating such cases, as to The circle meets fortnightly Monday evenjust what to do to effect a cure. All this ings at the Superintendent’s office.
will cost you nothing and you can thus have
consultation with the best known physician
News of the Granges.
and acknowledged most successful specialist
in the world without leaving home aud at
The Doctor is the
no expense whatever.
Seaside Grange will discuss the life of
discoverer of the greatest of medicines, Dr.
Thomas Jefferson next Saturday evening.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve
1

remedy

and has discovered many other most valuable remedies. Write to him now about
your child, for this is a chance of cure which
you may never have again.

South Branch Grange will have a harvest
The Grange keeps up a
feast Oct. 10th.
good interest and membership.

The next meeting of Waldo County
Grange will be with Mystic Grange, Bel
Mrs. Eleanor Marriner_Isaac Flilis and raont, next Tuesday, October 13th. The adCharles Mahoney of East Northport were in
dress of welcome will be by Mrs. Hannah
town Sunday_Mr. U. Worthing and wife
Alexander and the response by Joseph Ellis.
of Palermo spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Mahoney-Esther Hills of East The question for discussion will be, “Resolv'
Northport was in town Sunday, the guest of fed, That the income tax is a just tax.” The
Mrs. Nettie Mahoney.Mrs. Alfaretta
Ingraham of Belfast spent Sunday with Mr. program will include a recitation by Mrs. E.
and Mrs. Edgar P. Mahoney-Mark A. P. Alexander, song by A. L. Mudgett, reWadlin, wife and two children were in town
marks by the sisters, and a program by
Sept. 27th....Mrs. Abbie Marriner is in
Mystic Grange.
Northport.
East Searsmont. Misg Grace Pendleton
of Belfast spent Saturday and Sunday with

moud.

tlie

vacation,

selections

choir

rendered several

composed ly Mr. Robert P. Chase

city. Miss Ivat Bickford sang a solo
entitled
‘One sweetly solemn thought” 111
an admirable manner.
At the service next
Sunday Miss Susie Linsmorc will sing a
solo.
of tins

Services

Methodist Episcopal
•hurch Sunday, Oct. 11th, will be: At 10.45
a. in', sermon by Rev. V. P. Wardwell; 12 in.,
Sunday s<-!iooi; 4 p. m. Junior League meetat

incorrectly published last
week by inserting an “and” between “in-

dustrial” and “real estate.” Edward Sibley is a director of the company in addition
to those whose names were published last
week. As this company will have as stockholders a large part of our citizens, we give
the salient points of the organization papers: Name—Belfast Industrial Real Estate

Company ; Purpose—“Buying, holding, improving, leasing, selling and exchanging
real estate and such personal property as
may be necessary or proper for use in any
industrial business;” Officers—Five Directors; President elected by and from directors ; Secretary and Treasurer elected by directors. Their duties are such as is usual in

ing ; 0.15, Epwortli League meeting, ieader,
P. Blodgett; 7.15, song and prayer
service, conducted by Rev. V. P. Wardwell.

corporations; Meeting—Annual,

similar

on

first Tuesday of November in each year (so
there will be an annual meeting the first
Tuesday of next month.) Special meetings
called by President

giving

days

seven

or

stockholders by

five

notice; Quorum—Ten

stockholders constitute a quorum.
Mr. Chas. A. West of Boston, Treasurer of
and representing the Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
was in Belfast last Thursday and conveyed
the “Dana” real estate, etc., to John G.
Brooks, as trustee, by whom it will be held
until the mortgage bonds can be procured,
when he will convey it to the Industrial Co.
The property is insured.
It is intended to equip the main building
with a two supply automatic sprinkler system, and bids for furnishing same will soon
be received. The few alterations and repairs
necessary to adapt the building to a shoe

factory, are rapidly nearing completion. A
building will probably be erected on the
water front of the property, in which to
store the large number of bottles and other
property belonging to the “Dana” Company.
directors ascertain how
much of the property will be required by
the Legro & Spalding Shoe Co., they will
endeavor to find tenants for the balance, so
that it may all be made to contribute to the
prosperity of Belfast.
Saturday two car-loads of machinery for
the new factory arrived here from Lynn and
is now being set up. Six more car loads are
As

soon

the

as

the way.
A corporation

on

called the Legro & Spalding
organized in this city Monday.
The capital stock is $00,000, of which $25,000
is preferred and $55,000 common; number of
shares 000; par value of shares, $100.
The
Shoe Co.

was

<

directors
of

are

John J. Lennox and Arthur I*.

Lynn, Mass.; George

F.

Spaldiug

■
of
Newton Centre, Mass.; John Kohlrausli
■
of
Cliftondale, Mass., and A. C. Sibley of

City

Government.

The September meeting of the City Council Monday evening was attended by a full
board of Aldermen and seven members of
the Common Council. The Mayor was absent and Alderman Welch presided in the
Board of Aldermen. But little business was
done* The roll of accounts was very long
but not unusually large. The highway bills
were larger than usual on account of repairing damages from rain storms. The bills in
city district amounted to 8*275.51, and in
Dist. No. 7, in which the Brier or Downes
bridge was rebuilt, the bill was 8*247.00. The
expenses to the city for the September election were 82*25.50. Petition of O. R. Webster
for permission to erect and maintain a sta-

tionary

steam

engine, was

ordered for Nov. 2d.

Au

read and

hearing
order was passed
a

put in a hydrant at the corner of Peirce
street and River avenue. The following sums
were transferred from the appropriation for
permanent improvements on school houses:
8100 to free text books; 8200 to general
to

purposes; £2U<> to general repairs.
This was rendered advisable by the facts
that the changes made to the Grammar
ehool building amounted to £700, including improved heating apparatus, and the appropriation for the changes was £1,200. The
discrepancy was caused by the changes

school

made being much less than was at lirst intended. The roof of the High school building leaks badly, which calls for the change
the appropriation for general repairs. A
large percentage of the text books are not
serviceable and must be replaced, and on
account of an increase of scholars in some of
to

the schools additional teachers are necessawas not forseen when
ry, which condition
the appropriations were made.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman H. Curtis of Poor’s
Mills called at The Journal office yesterday
and left some specimens of their harvest.
These included a slice of water melon, a
curiously formed pumpkin, a California vaof pop corn, and
riety, a handsome specimen
some finely flavored apples.

PERSONAL.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Woodcock went to
Boston Tuesday for a short visit.

Oscar A. Edgerley of Elkhart, Ind.,
in Belfast Sunday.

Mrs. Elizabeth Berry of Bostou is
of Mr. and Mrs. Win. T. Howard.

was

E. P. Michaels has moved into Edwin
Frost’s house on Lake avenue, East Belfast.

Mr. Ralph Pitcher is in Bangor attending
the Commercial college.

An original widows pension has been
granted to Mary Haskell of Palermo Centre.

Samuel G. Hills of Union
S. H. Mathews last week.
a

was a

guest of

Mrs. Sarah Gates of Ware, Mass., is visitH. Beckwith of Waldo.

ing Mr. and Mrs. W.

Orman Patterson was at home from Lynn
few days the past week.

Fred W. Brown, Esq., left Tuesday for a
week’s trip to Old Town and intermediate

Miss Emily F. Miller went to Rockland
last Saturday to visit friends.

points.
Mr. Will Richardson and wife of Clinton
in town last week, the guests of G. A.
Leavitt.

Abram Ingham of Providence, R. I., visited relatives in Belfast last week.
M.

B.

Lawrence

were

and W. W. Cates left
business.

Monday for Boston

Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Perkins and Mrs. L. R.
Hart are spending the week with fri.-nds in
Moutville.

on

Miss Nellie Ferrill of Boston visited Mr.
and Mrs. L. A. Brown last week.

Rev. James Boyd of IsleSboro made a
brief social call at The Journal office last

Mrs. Helen A.

Carter went to Lowell
Mass., Monday to spend the winter.

Capt. and Mrs. Charles Baker have
turned

Thursday.
Mrs. Augustus Morton and son
Ralph of
Round Pond visited her sister, Miss L tvisa
Hart, last week.

re-

from their visit to New York.

George W. Barnes of Waterville was in
Belfast Monday on pension business.
Miss Kate P. Bickford leaves to-day to resume

Mrs. G. A. Leavitt, master Raphael and
little Lucie,are in Clinton anil
vicinity visiting relatives and friends.

her study of music in New York.

Mrs. I. M. Cottrell and little daughter left
for their home in Laconia, N. H., last Friday morning,after a visit to relatives in this

Miss Hattie Burkett of Union is a guest of
Misses Maude E. and Mabel R. Mathews.
Susan Murch of Bangor arrived
a visit to Mrs. Francis Murch.

Miss

city.

Monday for

Hon. R. W. Rogers and wife went t Waterville yesterday to attend the wedding of
Miss Nellie, daughter of Hon. I. C.
Libby,
to Dr. W. M. Pulsifer.

Chas. T. French and daughter went
to Lowell, Mass., Tuesday, for a short visit.
Mrs.

Mrs. N. E. Brown and

Saturday from

a

son arrived home
visit to friends in Lynn,

Mrs. J. A. Merrill, who lias been the guest
of Mrs. G. W. Cottrell through the month
of September, lias returned to her home in

Mass.
Mrs.

Kate

Damariscotta.
the week.

Conant is visiting friends in
She will return the last of

Newburyport,

Thomas Rice went to Boston by steamer
to attend the marriage of

Saturday niglit
his daughter.

A. A. Hurd went to Bellows Falls, Vt.,
last week, to join his wife, who has visited
relatives there.

Charles B. Sanford and party, who have
been spending the summer at Fort Point,
left for New York by the 1.25 train from Belfast yesterday.

Mr. and Mrs. Win. Hill returned to Belfast Saturday, after a residence of several

Mayor Hanson lias been confined to the
house for a few days by illness, and was unable to attend the meeting of the city
gov-

Winterport.

years in

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Sleeper took a carriage
drive to Rockland Saturday, and spent Sunday in that city.

ernment

Geo. S. Mills went to Calais Monday
accompany her mother, Mrs. Vose, who
has been visiting her.
Mrs.

Nash

left

cut

urday
Local

Industries.

her

stable, and C. F. Cohhett has moved Ins
shoe shop to the buildiug formerly occupied
by Mr. Howard.
1

died in California in 181)4, and was inSearsmont. They are also making
stones for Hamilton Jenkins of Monroe, and
in connection with J. F. Feruald, a square
who

terred in

tablet of statuary marble for
Johnson of Belfast.

Dr.

H.

H.

the frame
of the hot house which once stood in front
of the John Peirce block to the easterly end
of his large hot house, and is to re-glaze it,
and make other improvements. The present
office is to he taken down, a new one built, I
and the houses extended several feet.
Willis E. Hamilton has moved

Selwin Thompson has
the interior of his

made

a

clothing factory

change
to

in

accom-

modate a new branch which lie is to open
He is to manufacture pants and
there.
overalls fur the wholesale trade, making
first-class garments for everyday wear. He
buys the cloth, cuts the goods in the shop
and puts out the sewing The other manufacturing business will be continued as before.
The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co., at
casting last Saturday, made 1,000 pounds
of window weights for the new shoe factory,
a lot of Hussey plow parts, a set of car wheels »
and castings for a number of job orders.
The latter include a patent saw bench for
John F. Rogers, au<l an improved foot-power
for John A. Briggs.
The company has
orders for castings for the Standard Granite
Co. of Mt. Desert, a set of heavy blocks for
F. G. White, two iron keels and a stave
its

mill, besides

a

good

run

of

job

Transfers in Real

work.

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending October 7, bS‘.K>:
Win. F. Ellis, Searsport, to Fred M. Ellis,
Stockton Springs; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs. Geo. 1*. Rowel! Advertising Co., New York, to Dana Sarsaparilla
Co., Belfast; laud and buildings in Belfast.
Emma J. Russ, Deer Isle, to Henrietta A.
Marsh, Belfast, land and buildings in Bel-

Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, to J.
trustee, do.; land and buildings
Arthur W. McCurdy et als.,
Tliomaston, to Samuel R. McCurdy, Vassalboro; land in Liberty. Adelia A. Sargent,
Belfast, to Abbie H. Roix, do.; land and
buildings in Belfast. Eiiza A. Andrews,
Frankfort, to Albert J. Bowen, Monroe;
land and buildings in Monroe. John C.
Hannan, Liberty, to Lindley C. Hannan, do.;
land in Liberty.
Frederick Hurd, Winterport, to Carrie E. Stubbs, do.; land and
buildings in Winterport. Nettie E. Richards, Lincolnville, to Luther J. Calderwood,
do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
George Peirce, Frankfort, to Josiah Woodman, do.; laud and buildings in Frankfort.
Lydia J. Harlow, Winterport, to Frank W.
Carletou, do.; land in Wiuterport.

fast.
Dana
G. Brooks,
in Belfast.

luii'ii

of

nynu, M

iss.. was

Capt. L“ighton
their

at

\V.

home

Coombs and wife
Ish-sboro iast

.-'a,

is

W.

Willis, accompanied

came home from Boslast Friday to attend the funeral of his
grandmother, Mrs. Hannah I). Curtis. He
returned Monday, accompanied
l»y Ins

Andie L. Knowlton

George.

and Mrs. A. S. Hinds and ■•l,ild

were

Augusta Saturday, on their way to Benton, Mr. Hinds’ old home, where they passed
Sunday. Mr. Hinds is the associate editor
of the Portland Press.
in

Capt. Calvin Elwell of Nortliport arrived
in Belfast yesterday after a year’s absence.
He has been first officer of the steel ship
Dirigo of Bath, in a voyage, to San Francisco,
the Hawaiian Islands and return.
Castine went to Folwell's

Island, Islesboro, last Thursday and brought
the Folwell family and their baggage to
Belfast, from whence they took the steamer
Penobscot, ou their return to Philadelphia.
Frank H. Colley, Esq., is in Belfast for a
short visit. He was admitted to the bar at
Alfred at the September term of S. .J. Court,
aud is now looking the ground over with a
view to locating.
He is as yet undecided
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Prof. O. C. Evans’ reception Saturday
evening was a social success and though all
regretting the rainy evening on account
of its preventing many of our people from
accepting this opportunity to meet Prof.
Evans, we think the rain a blessing for had
it been pleasant what a crush we would have
been obliged to endure. A large number
was present and firmly believed in the old
saw, “It’s an ill wind," etc.
[Ilenniker,

H., Courier.

E.

C.

Bassick of Bridgeport, Ct., spent
The celebrated Bassick
many to be the richest

Sunday in Belfast.
mine, believed by
mine in the world,

is still in

litigation,

has

been worked for years, and is full of
water.
Mr. Bassick, who hopes to regain
possession, has had two verdicts in hi A favor
and the case is now before the New York
Court of Appeals. Mr. Bassick was accompanied on his visit to Belfast by a uepliew,
Mr. Ellis, of Denver, Colorado.
not

;

n

h.s
,at
f tiehack
thronging
.}•■!! i.;m.
afternonii he insisted lb*\
F. > 1 »
ed
the l.'mon eimreh, and in the even ng
the C. K. Society m their regmar a
.tig.
tin*
client address
delivering an
topic, “Christ in the Carp.-liter s Sho;
:i
I
E. C. Hidhrook has gone to P
l>ow of the Ca-t.mbusiness., .(ira.e F
-\
tli
Normal JSeln»(*1 spent last
Sunda-.
her friends in Brooks.. .Charles Pvug :s
la*
finishing up the Webster building
bridge for a jeweler's shop-Fred 1* ugav
,» >n
of Fryehnrg is for the. time acting at
-The free ii gh
agent here at Brooks*.
schools arc prospering tim*!y, with A ln-rt
Stephenson at the village and Mr. Sn ti at
South Brooks.... The lair announced last
week to he given by the ladies of rh. \V. U.
C., will take place on t he lath of (> toher. nstead of the ‘JOth. There will he a s.ile of
aprons and fancy articles in the afternoon
oua supper at six oh lock, a girls’ musi.
cert at 7..">*», and a dance at S..;o with good
music.
A baked beau supper furnisheh for
the dance. The ladies are working hard to
make, this a success in every particular.
Turn out and help them.
in

and the many memories

<

■

eame

were

*-r

t

s w !'.
;..i^
Taunt- m, Mass., wi\!
ing his sister, Mis. A ! L m
sat t i.e l-'.
ing he assisted i: t he v\

Chapel; n king
regard tot his.

1

Mr-*.

n

Zilpha Foss ot S;. Ai1nis. \vl
the tie legates r.. the W. C. T. F.
M.

Mr. M. (L Prentiss "f Brewer and Mr. and
Mrs. II. M. Prentiss of Belfast have returned from a short trip te Aroostook county.
During then stay there they attended the
session of the (fraud Lodge of Maine, I. ().
(I. T., at Caribou. Mr M. (i. Prentiss is
State deputy of the order
[Bangor Whig.

--

Libkkty
Miss Annie Tw .:••! ,-! a
her millinery •-pening Motnla\ an
1
i i\,
Oct. 1‘Jtli tlld b'Jth. She ?;. s s e a ■■■.{ 'in*
of
services
Miss White, an experb-n
s1.
liner, who ;s now in Poston >.-bng-- ;
fall and winter goods.... Frank Hn-wn iias
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a Muwoods for tin- past three
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a
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t
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jure ln-r in the least. This is tin
wihl animal Hen has <• tuglc witl
:>isr
two years and he is looked up--n .is
•!
hero in these parts ...Mrs. <,unh\
tie girls who liavi been visiting Mrs (i.'s
brother, ,f. J. Walker. Ks-p. hweeks, started for *ln-’r boim- m i i;pi
n*
Fla., last week.... Charles Norton an-'
of Howard, H. I., are visiting in
a
W
Mrs. .J. W. Clough is «}u11- sick.
.s
do with >ur apples is the ipie-une
exercising most of us at tins t.u
a sight to beh-dd.
!:
orchards
T1
on tin- trees oiitnumhering the
L. C. M use was at. iiomo fr-•:». i‘ **- »•
f
Churllb -M,
Saturday and Sunday
Spencer, Mass., paid his mother s- u
last week... Some needed rep
ng
.v
made on tin* church... Miss.-- i *
t ;ru
Small, the village dressmaker-*, w.
from tln-ir vacation tins week u:,
F
husim*ss at the old stand..
Hi- hi:
died at Ins home mi Ho!an Hi!
aged Sb y* ars.

her

N.

I*. 11.1

roe, in Tin»rnd
preached at tin*

Brooks. Mrs. Cynthia l:

C. B. Hazeltine and II. T. Ilankin
last week from a fishing trip to
Maine. The hunting season openthey were there and the woods
full

the

Mountain.\ II. Wyn
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-m\
,r
to
a
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It is expected
r
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diaries Staves.son ami v\ .'
are .uj a hunting t-.-ur in t-b** mg;
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The steamer

-.1

son,

ar-

Bev. Frank Snell, wife and daughter, of
Brooksville were guest of Capt. and Mrs. \\
S. Lord iast Friday. They were returning
from a visit to relatives in East Somerville,
Mass.

Mr.

learn of their safe arrival at l’oj-s
Ya., as the steamer on which the;

County Correspondence.

we«*k

and Mrs. Frank Wilds of Fitchburg,
Mass., returned home last Thursday, from a
visit to
friends in Belfast.
W.'s
Mr.

brother

md

sage

in

Mr

E.

;d

v

in

from Bristol, B. I., where Capt. C.
command of the steam yaelr Nautilus.

mother, Mrs.
them.

1 ist

-vio-re

to

Beliest last week visiting friends. She left
Monday for Portland, win re sin- wl! remain
a short t ime before returning home.
rived

or

Tl»e many friends of M;ss C oa V.
of Mr. ami Mrs. P. H. r.arr. 't Wi

accompany her.

to

Mrs. O. 1!

William T. Howard lias moved his marble
shop from Main street to the Knowlton
house basement, opposite the Phivnix House

tin ir stay short.

Mrs. F. E. Cottrell and sou K
Friday morning for Laconia, \ n
they will v'sit Mr. and Mrs. 1 M
B -•
They will visit relatives
Waltham before r* t urn:ng v

Tuesday for

Lawrence, Mass., to accompany home
mother, who has been visiting here.

improving.

sojourn
Quantabacook. They had some
good fishing, but the unpleasant weather

Mr. and Mrs. P. S. J. Talbot of Malden,
Mass., returned home Tuesday from a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Sargent.
E.

He is

Messrs. C. O. Poor and \Y. F. Bean returned to the city Tuesday after a few davs'

Capt. E. F. Bramhall is to move to the
Havener house, corner of Cedar and Franklin sts., November 1st.

Porter

Monday evening.

Miss Cushman, Mrs. Cates’ milliuer, has
returned from Bostou with the new goods of
the season, and the opening will be announced iu the advertising columns later.

to

Mrs.

Mass.

Chester W. Cottrell has returned home to
New Haven, Conn., after spending his vacation of several weeks with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Cottrell.

Amos Clement arrived home last Friday,
George F. Spalding is president ! from Seal Harbor, having closed his season's
A. P. Legro clerk and treasurer. Of
;
and
business there. The Seashb- Inn, as usual,
the capital stock $15,000 is already paid in, has been well patronized.
all for common stock. The lirst four direcMrs. S. S. Bartlett of Boston, who has
tors in the list represent
the common
been visiting relatives in Belfast, returned
Mr.
the
and
stock
Sibley
preferred.
horn. Tuesday. Mr. Bartlett, came last Sat-

Concerning

guest

a

Mrs. E. D. Ryder arrived home from
Rockland last Saturday.

Belfast.

Tuesday evening at 7.15, prayer meeting.
Paul Carnes and H. E. Bradman have
Thursday evening, class meetings. The
pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, will be absent j formed a partnership for the manufacture of
for several weeks. During his absence Rev. cigars. They will occupy Mr. Bradman’s
V. P. Wardwell will occupy his pulpit.
1 over store on the “bridge hill.” Mr. Carnes
has been foreman of I. L Perry’s factory,
At the Congregationalist prayer meeting
where he is succeeded by a lady foreman
this, Thursday, evening, the pastor, Rev. from St.
John, N. B.
Geo. S. Mills, will report the State ConferHutchins Bros, are finishing a, handsome
ence of Congregationalist churches, recently
held iu F'irt Fairfield. A business meeting granite sarcophagus for John A. Gilmore,
of the church will be held after the prayer
meeting. Matters of importance are to be
discussed, such as the coming centennial of
the church, and the meeting of the State
conference in Belfast, next fall. Sunday
morning there will be a sermon by Rev. Geo.
A. Mills of Deunysville, at 10.45.
Sunday School at 12 m. There will be but one
service Sunday evening, a missionary meeting at 7.00 o’clock, having for its theme
‘•India.”

PERSONAL.
Fred J. Biather of Boston was in town
last Saturday.

Factory.

was

company

the

Mrs. F.

Shoe

The new shoe factory enterprise continues
to advance in a business-like way and we
shall soon hear the hum and rattle of the
machinery in the old Dana building. The
Belfast Industrial Real Estate Company,
the corporation which owns the equity
above the mortgage in the former Dana Sarsaparilla Company real estate in Belfast,
and is to manage it, has been fully incorporated since our last issue. The name of the

Legro

the opening service at the Unitarian
• •hur<;h
last Sunday after the pastor s sumAt

liier

New

The

NUMBER 41.

—

W.

C.

T.

U.

A

Convention.

QflERiDAfm

The pi eeediugs of the State Convention
of the Woman's Christian Temperance
Cnii-ii were reported up to Wednesday
•r.oon iu The Journal last week.
Ti *■ afternoon session Wednesday was ;
opei < -11 y the usual devotional exercises, j
after which the following reports were!
made:
Or. >al hath observance, by Mrs. F. A. j
lb Lies oi Winthrop: on purity, by Mrs.
bio I. St-ivniuns of Amity: on franchise,
b\ M>s l.ouise Titconth of
on lectures *.111 franchise, by Mrs. A. F. |
\
.f Ellsworth.
(»: t;
Iu \. Ot >. s. Mills and Rev. Geo. E.
Tufts were introduced and gave brief

•

Alim

ram

McKinley

Mrs. Hannah Treat, who is peacefully
sleeping in the far West, first saw the
She was a
light in Prospect, Maine.
late
S.
S.
of
the
Heagan of
daughter
Stockton Springs. Before she was twelve

while

the

mother’s
We

youngest

was

eldest;

babe in

a

its

the questhe mother taken from her

hardly help asking

can

was

little ones, who needed her loving care so
much? We should not question the wis-

greetings.

The old hoard of officers was re-elected,
follow*: President, Mrs. L. M. X.
Stevens, stroudw ater; Corresponding Secretary. Mrs. Sarah Lord Cram, Biddeford;
Recording Secretary, Miss Clara M. Farwell, Rocklaud; Assistant Recording Secretary. Miss Estelle M. Brainerd, China:
Treasurer, Mrs. Adelaide S. Johnson,
Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Miss Sarah M.
Hall rendered solos iu their usual pleasing manner at intervals of the business.
A greeting was read from Mrs. Hannah
J. Bailey of Winthrop Centre.
The committee on credentials reported
that there were present ITS delegates, 15
State superintendents, 11 vice presidents,
four general officers, making a grand total
of _’MS present.
Closed with singing “Woman's Cause
Shall Win.'’
Wednesday evening’s meeting was held
«n Belfast Opera House, which was well
idled.
The decorations were lemoved
from the church and put up in the Opera
lb-use.
The meeting was opened by the
baptist i'horns Choir in an appropriate
as

matter what kind
Therefore, noSheridan’s

Mni'p
tuis rail

food yon use. mlx

Mrs. L. J. opauuting, Caribou; Cumberland, Miss Cornelia M. Dow, Portland,
Mrs. M. M. Bodge, South Windham;
Knox, Mrs. K. C. Hall, Rockland, Mrs.
S. K. Taylor, Rockland;
Washington and
Sagadahoc, Miss Margaret Hunter, ClierMiss
E.
C.
ryfield,
Smiley, Bath; Androscoggin and Waldo, Miss Emily F. Miller,
North Searsmont, Mrs. R. A
Brav, Auburn; Penobscot and Piscataquis, Mrs.
Abbie Hamlin, Milo, Mrs. Flora A. Carr,
Dexter; York and Somerset, Mrs. F. M.
( handler. St.
Albans, Mrs. If. B. C.
Beedy, Farmington; Kennebec and FrankHoi way, Augusta, Mrs.
lin, Mrs. (>.
Annie Cross, Bethel; Lincoln and Oxford,
Miss x\. F. Ginn, Damariscotta. Mrs. R.
G. Smith, < ornisli.
hymn.
Miss Hall sang a hymn written for use
Mrs.
hit- K. >hapleigli read a Scrip- i
of L. T. L. by Miss Isabel Shirley.
-i;ie , as>age and offered prayer. followed
j
Miss Cornelia M. Dow extended a hearty
■} a 1:;. mn by the chorus choir,
invitation to the- State Union to hold its
1
i\. Talent then tailed upon Miss
next annual convention in Portland. The
Thorndike Sibley who in an
in •itation was accepted and it was voted
eh-Mid earnest manner presented
to bold the next convention in that city.
he
North I hurch ClirisMiss Agnes K. Slack was called to the
ia a Em h v »r Soi let v.
and after brief remarks led in
M >'
di >i. liall then sang, by re- platform
t he noontide prayer, after which the morn:••>’
iavoi ite s- -ng of t lit W
<T.
ing session closed.
are Bunds of Uibhon White.”
At the afternoon session tlie following
: wmM
then
the
introduced
reports <»i' superintendents were presentm 1 i:c euiiing. Miss
Agues E. ed: .Scientific
temperance instruction in
::
e.
him hind, SfC] etai V of !
L. French; securing
schools, Mrs.
:
M-SS Slack
W. (
T. r.
li>>nu‘> tor homeless children, Miss Jennie
,r-:
the ties of kinship between
litera«.
of id land and America and Anthoine, Portland; temperance
)•<
ture. Mrs. X. S. Fernahl. Portland;
pivss
(■rent i=o ;mgs experienced by
Miss
L.
Auburn:
work.
Mary
French,
’.Ting in New York and Paris. narcotics. Mrs.
1. s. Wentworth, Fkowsi e fe
at liome and among
hegin; work among railroad employes,
n
me othei h-iu sonn. and among
Mrs. Helen A. Thomas Greene: work
The work of the \Y. (J. rJh IT. \
soldiers and sailors, Mrs. Evelyn
T
h- a -'.n-ik for humanity.
We are among
Tremont.
h .-nougii. >he iilustra ted the Xeal,
t
Greetings were sent to and received
:i;«. active workers by the man
from the (Hand Lodge of Good Templars
i. ■eometive t--r the first lime
in session in Caribou.
nb
.no.
it > 11.• >\ i ng hy saying, “it
The greetings of Eastern Lodge of Good
!m a;..
n
The State protects
Templars were received by letter.
::
>aie of adulterated food of
Miss Hall sang a solo appropriate to the
n
pel mils tiie sale of that
work for children.
oh,
ah
1.
We
spend
poiseu,
Miss Harriet A. Leavitt of Portland
W in building su!-•«*<*i houses,
: T
on si-curing homes for
homeless
•n
:
Ti o upbuilding of the people, spoke
children, a department which has been at
ee
we si .end one pound in buildwork live years, during which time homes
inn u;
spend many in tearing «lo\vn. have be-; n found for loO children.
Mi»
11 e; gave some }»i;«i:» Words to
Mrs. Kntheiim* Leute Stephenson, Nah ; ie b linkers, warning them of
the
tional Press Superintendent, made brief
1!I cv are doing in the example
remarks on the value of the press, desigvh«
■•■fore others.
A young man
tin1 press as the strong right arm
d man'’ take a glass of liquor nating
-e.
..••
of the union.
ie> that lie can do the same.
me committee on resolutions reported
T
ke in words of eulogy of Frances
>i
and after some discussion and amendi■ •: ;.nd
\Y:
Lady Ilenry Somerset and ments tlie resolutions were adopted. The
e
rk for 1 he cause in England and
resolutions are quite long, and include,
v’utnn ". and cpioted Miss Willard's opinother matters the following: An
f 3;
•n
Maine President, Mrs. Stevens, among
of the action of the Congrega•W<
like t1. o lingers on one hand— approval
tional conference in favor of the enforce> mu eh alike and working together.”
ment of the prohibitory law.
The ballot
Mis.-, sun k is an earnest speaker.
Her
for woman. The instilling of principles of
arid: •, s-. was listened to with close attenpurity into the hearts of pupils iu the
tion. i.n Iti ineatly applauded.
public schools. In favor of amending the
.•
;e*
JLinut«*i- ot ( herrylield
law which allows Judges to impose a line
Mis- Mack in brief remarks on
01 imprisonment on liquor sellers.
For
Hi-.
•»
money foi the work, and a
reformatory prisons for women. Against
taken.
Papers were also the U. 8.
government allowing the sale of
d
among the audience for signabeer at Togus.
Against vivisection in
::s
•■‘inf’.i
who wished to become
medical schools, and fashions which inei:.ii• -1>11 the W. (’. T. V. and of men
crease the sufferings of birds.
Of symh" u ibi sign as honorary members.
with the Armenians.
impathy
Against
i
closed
with
a
the
cfting
hymn by
proper and indecent exhibitions at fairs,
i
:
: oil and the benediction
Miss
by
etc.
Against certain methods of adver•Shu k.
and against the sale of
T!i.:i>ine.*NS meetings Thursdays were tising tobacco,
Appreciative of the work of
:i< id at me Methodist church.
The fol- cigarettes.
the press of Maine, and ol the honor of
v.
>i_
1
>;;peiiiitendents reported: Work
having Miss .Slack's presence and help.
:
m;
: -feigners. Mrs. Gertrude Stevens
j
The last resolution is of local rather than
i."
UivoL’le work, Mrs. Annie C. !
interest and is as follows:
\
;
sag
T. l
medal contests, Miss general
Hcsm] veil, That \ve extend our sincere and
M
Hunter; state a id county fairs,
heartfelt thanks to the Heifast Union and al!
Mrs. ;v ;• h .\. <iakcs; scientific temperother friends of our cause
who have so
aim-- re;
iiug. Mrs. <«. P, French.
kindly welcomed us to th.-rir homes iml
M's. •' unie F. Seamans, State Mission- generously
j*rovided fur our romfort in so
11 y.
'-poited the numb r of miles travel- many ways; to the Baptist and Met. odist
i. to"; addlresses given si': unions or- churches for the use of their house of worship; to the press for courtesies extended to
mmized •; L. T. P. orgai ized 1.
The greetings of the Kpworth League; us. to the railroads and steamboats for reduced
rates ; to the committee on decorations
were presented by Miss Lena Sanborn of 1
for their labor in making the place of our
Belfast, and greetings of tiie King’s;
meeting especially beautiful; to the enterBaugh;- rs by Mrs. L. P. Alexander.
tainment committee, the singers and pages,
Miss i-.'hel Silvery of Belfast, aged 7, and to all other committees and individuals
a
sang
song very prettily and was hearti- who have in any way contributed to make
this convention a success.”
ly applauded.
The following Superintendents of work
Miss Theresa Aran qf Camden was
’a ere chosen:
chosen Y delegate to the World’s ConvenSabbat ii
Observance—Miss Frances D. tionAfter a greeting by the President to
Moody
Part' -Mrs. Jennie Seamans, Amity.
the pages and reporters and some minor
Pun tv :n Literature and Art—Mrs. A. L. business details, the business of the conPage, IF •niton.
vention closed.
Legislation and Petition Mrs.L. C. Lamb,
Thursday evening another meeting was
Li •verm--re Falls.
Fran-Fist—Miss Louise Titoomb, Stroud- held at Belfast Opera House, which was
filled to its utmost capacity.
The meetA a’ el'
L*-.-r
on Franchise—Mrs. A. F. Greeing was opened by Scripture reading and
Ellsworth.
and
a
the
chorus
prayer
hymn by
choir,
Pe.e-. and Arbitration—Miss A. M. Dougafter which Mrs. Stevens introduced the
las, Bath.
of
the
Mrs.
Katherine
evening,
B ••
1 leading and Evangelistic Work— speaker
Lente Stevenson, who delivered an eloMrs. L y A. Snow, Windham Center.
Fa.’em eut-ed Wine at Sacrament—Mrs. L. quent address on the Woman’s Christian
Union and its work.
She gave a brief
;. Spa a loiug, Caribou.
S.»:
nati. (.living—Mrs. Annie M. IInsoutline of its origin, in the so-called Cru's v, N
.r i Berwick.
saders, and of its growth to the present
P:
Jan and Almshouse Work—Mrs.
day. Its aims, objects and lines of work
(. base Knapp, Turner.
were explained and many points made in
IF :•
Pri'-.a for W men Mrs.. H.
favor of tiie temperance reform.
F.r
v, Wintiiiop Center: Mrs. Helen
The chorus choir and congregation then
i
edy. Faimingtou: Miss Clara M.
sang the hymn “Some Glad Day” written
Varwe! I, Rockland.
M
k Among Lai1 road Employes—Mrs. by Mrs. Stevenson and very popular with
JF
a. Thoiins, Greene.
the white ribboners.
V. '.
AUJi ‘m Soidieis and Sa: :ors-*-Mrs.
Mrs. Helen Coffin Beedy of Farmington
IP iyn Neal. Tremoiit.
spoke of some of the strong women of
W ik Ani' 1 :: i.umbt :m. n and RMiarryNew England of past days, and then pre:i,ei
Mis. A la e Bigelow. Auburn.
::•■ Temperance
instiu•tarn—Mrs. sented Miss Slack with portraits of Neal
F.
(V V>:> ucii, Port land.
j Dow and II. W. Longfellow and photoS- i;•
Sola -a Work Mrs E. A. G. graphs of scenes made historical by hem,
St
k s « \ East Brownfield.
concluding by presenting a silk American
ior IF meless Childr* n- Miss Jen- I
JP u
flag, which she said would doubtless be
na- Am:
ine, Portland.
lmng in tl c recipient’s home in London
Ten |'» auce Literature--Mrs. N. S. Ferside by side with the British flag and the
i. .id. Pi.rtland.
united by a knot of white ribbon.
Intin. n. :ng the Press, and Reporter for two
Miss Slack responded briefly and feeli na
signal—Miss Mary L. French, Auburn.
ingly, speaking in the highest terms of
Nan ia •—Mrs. I. S. Wentworth, Skow- her treatment since her arrival in AmeriIiegan.
ca, and especially of the hospitality shown
W. C. T. F. Medal Contests—Miss Margaby the people of Belfast to herself and
ret Hunter, Cherrytield.
the members of the convention.
Flower Mission—Miss Belle Downes, Houlairs. Stevens tlien presented atiss Slack
ton.
State and County Fairs—Mrs. Edith N. with a copy of “The Mothers of Maine”
written by Mrs. Beedy, which Mrs. B. was
Oakes, Foxcroft.
Merc\— Mrs. Luella Littlefield, Vinal- too modest to present herself.
haven.
The convention finally closed by singing
State Missionary—Mrs. Jennie E. Seathe hymn “God be with you till we meet
n aus, Amity.
Work Among Foreigners—Mrs. Gertrude again.”
Stevens Leavitt, Stroudwater.
Young Woman’s Branch—Miss Lubella
Fads in Medicine.
Patrick, Groveville.
There are fads in medicine as in every
Juvenile Work—Miss Annie C. Bagley,
thing else and a “new thing” frequently
Springvale.
The following delegates were elected to sells fora short time simply because it is
But in medicine, as in nothing else,
the World's W. C. T. IT.: Mrs. L. M. N.
new.
Stevens, Mrs. Helen C. Beedy, Mrs. Geo.
the people demand and will be satisfied only
F. French, Miss Cornelia M. Dow; alterwith positive, absolute merit. The fact that
nates, Mrs. A. S. Johnson, Mrs. Gertrude Hood’s Saisaparilla has stood its ground
Stevens Leavitt, Mrs. L. J. Spaulding,
against all competition, and its sales have
Mrs. A. L. Harvey, Mrs. Abbie Sliap- never wavered but have remained steadily
at the top, demonstrates, beyond any doubt,
leigh.
of this medicine. The
The following delegates and alternates the intrinsic virtues
new things have come and gone but Hood’s
were chosen to the National Convention,
Sarsaparilla rests upon the solid foundation
the first name in each couplet being the of absolute merit and its power to cure, and
name
the
alternate:
its sales continue to be the largest in the
delegate, the second
Aroostook, Mrs. Jennie Seamans, Amity, world.
1
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after the mists have cleared away.
The father was left lonely, with his lit-

plain

tle ones to

Hannah had excel-

for.

care

lent abilities,
home affairs.

and

After

Results Astonish

the father

time

a

second mother for his children;
then his daughter had her liberty and

brought

a

could be in school.

She

was

MEN OF SCIENCE.

good

a

intelligent beyond her years.
long time before she was
qualified for teaching, and was a successShe was highful teacher here in Maine.
ly endowed by nature: physically, meutally and morally. In form and features
and

scholar,

It was not

she

AYER’SH

a

A MEDICINE

WITHOUT AN

fair to look upon.
She was a
and one of
woman of mental power,

said

her

of

that

and

woman

she

was

the

Bolden Rule the rule of her life.

its

She

true.”

Friendship was her ruling organ.
leaving her native State her heart
often yearned for old-time friends. About
! ie year ’58 she left Maine and engaged in
teaching in California. She was an eminent teacher there.
It was not a long
California,

a

...

|

other

continued in the business of
and

money,

earned
that she

so

for

teaching

large

a

of
able to assist her

was

amount

companion in his financial affairs. As
the time passed by they prospered in their
business.
They made a visit to their
native State, and in their prosperity tlie\
not unmindful of those who needed
their assistance.
To his .second mother
were

Mr. Treat gave quite .1 sum of money, as
she was a lone w idow, for his father had
joined the celestial throng some time beTheir time

fore.
but

was

passed
they had

none were

ed all whom

Admitted at the World's Fair.

dyer's Pills for liver and bowels•

Mrs. Treat’s father

FALL

”■>*-

^—STYLES
As Oict &f Miiiratii l

somewhat limited,
by: they remember-

305T0N

known.

ever

was a

man

of intel-

MKIlfo

ligence and a public spirited man. He
held important offices in his town and
for some years. He was three times
married. By the two first marriages there
were six sons and five daughters.
After
State

mature

reaching

the eldest

years

son

west, and after residing there for

went

long

years he
scenes of his

the

crossed

sons

passed away,
early home.

far from the
Four of the

“great divide” in the

prime of life; and left four lonely widow s.
The youngest son passed away in early
manhood.
The youngest daughter died
in infancy.
The two youngest surviving

daughters

settled

are

their

near

home, while the eldest lias

early

home

a

one

w

ith

in business in

and Mrs.

AN UP-TO-DATE HAT

a

Treat, in her great sorrow,

no

that her beloved child was

one

great blessings to her; for

F7AL.L.

lonely

than

a

Any

-—

childless widow,

lu

who

of

wears one

our

new

immediately becomes

admiration' -not of
of everybody who
and let

us

an

style WILobject of

himself alone -=but
him. Come in

sees

help you to be handsome.

Dwight P. Palmer,

of God’s
feel

man

COX HATS

doubt felt

one can

no

.MASONIC TKMPIK.

her bereavement she

was far away from
No doubt the promise

all her kindred.
was

verified

to

shall

strength

her that “as
be.”

She

of business to be

amount

thy da} thy
a
large

had

looked after.
Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The symptoms are—indigestion, with a variable appetite, foul tongue; offensive breath hard
and full belly, with occasional gr.pings and
pains about the navel; beat and itching sensation in the rectum and about the anus; ey. s
heavy and dull; itching of the nose short, dry
cough ; grinding of the teeth ; starting .luring
sleep; Blow fever; and often in children, onvulsions. The best worm remedy made is

She put it in the hands of competent men
It was not long after her
for adjustment.

companion’s death, before her health beThe thought of leaving her
gan to fail.
only child doubly orphaned must have
been a trial to her faith; but she remem-

TBBIC’CpiN worm1

bered God’s promise “that He would be
a father to the fatherless.”
In making

TKUCOELIXiR

arrangements in her business affairs she

kindly

remembered her

It has been in use
yrs. is purely vegetable,
w. Tins are
harmless and effectual. Where n
present itactsas a Tonic and corrects the condition of the mucous membrane of the atom-

aged
unmarried sister.
It was a gradual wasting away with her; she lingered some
months and then gently passed away.
With her surviving schoolmates and
friends her memory will always be fresh
and green.
Her daughter is settled in
father and

cure

for

Constipation

and

Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all the common
complaints of c h 1 d e a.
35f. at all Druggists.
Dlt. J.F.TKi;E A CO.,
Auburn, .Me.
For Tape worms we have
a special treatment.
Write
for pamphlet.

TRADE-MARK

California.
Mrs. Treat’s father survived
short time.

her, only

a

His companions had ail preAfter

ceded him to the “better land.”

reaching

his tour

to rest in the

large

years he was laid
cemetery, where a

score

village

number of his kindred repose.
j.

Stockton

e.

m.

Springs.

The October issue of Table Talk contains an article on “The Foods of .Some
of the North American People," by Dora
ii. Morrell, in which the characteristic
dishes of the Esquimaux, the Hudson Pay
Colony, and the Mexicans are described
There is also an interestamong otheis.
ing article on Hallowe’en and its entertainments; one on Child-life in Japan, by
Mrs. M. C. Myer; another paper of the
“Friends in Council” series by Mrs. Bur-

BY

Quick Relief

Kingsland; some “Dainty 'English Desserts,” by M. A. W. Rogers, the
usual Creole Recipes which are given by

a

The October number of The Cosmopolitan contains among other articles of interest “A Modern Fairy Tale,” by Theron
C. Crawford; “The Modern Woman Outof-doors,” by Anna Wentworth Sears;
and “The True History of Our Cooks,”
This
by Francis Courtenay Baylor.
magazine as usual is profusely illustrated.

aimila

near to Grandeur is our
So close to God is man :

FOR

|

PRICE 15c.

mappM.

1

And

so

nearly two

minions

ot

men

when

duty called, no matter what the exactions
demanded, were ready to answer to the

of country and defend their counfree institutions.
1 have always been in favor of pensioning the deserving and disabled soldiers of
the Republic, and. favoring their pensions,
1 am now in favor of having their pensions paid in a money whose value does
not depend upon mere fiat, which cannot
1 am opposed to
I be depreciated by fiat.
cutting down pensions in that way.
I want the pensioners, who are among
the largest creditors of the Government
i to-day, as 1 want ail the creditors of the
1 Government, great or small, to be paid in
the best money in the world, dollars worth
j
| 100 cents every day and everywhere. 1 am
| glad to have this large body of veteran
j soldiers declare, as your spokesman has
1
declared, that they are still in favor of
I the country and the country’s honor. A
color bearer during the war, while in front
of the enemy, iii his anxiety to accomplish
something, withtwoor three hundred men
marched in front of the lines and on
toward tlie enemy's works.
When the General commanding, trom
the rear, called out, “Bring those colors
back to the line.*’ the Sergeant answered
promptly witii the voice of command that
went back to the General:
“Bring the
line up to the colors."
We are carrying
the same old colors to-day that we carried
years ago.
Boys, bring the line up to
the colors. 1 beg that you convey to those
dear old comrades who could not come
with you on this inclement day my best
wishes and warmest regards, and my sincere prayers for their health and contentment: and l also beg that you convey to
that dear old commander, Gen. Force,
my sincere respect and best wishes, and I
hope you will take back with you pleasant memories of your visit to Canton.
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the Upper Kennebec.
of

to-day

it may seem

building

was

carried

on

at

one

time

in

Waterville, Winslow and Vassalboro. But

1

such is the case.
The first record that i
we have of ship building on the Kennebec [
above Augusta is A. I). 1800, when the!
ship Ticonic was built at Winslow. Her |
was John
owner
Clarke of that town, j
and she was commanded by George
Clarke.
Her measurement was 207 tons,
which in those days was considered a
good-sized ship. In lsOO the schooner
Antelope was built at Vassalboro. She j
was 10b ton measurement.
Again in ls07 !
the schooner Jane, of 71 tons, was built
at the same place.
The same year the
schooner Ticonic was built at Waterville.
She measured 122. tons.
Nathaniel Smith
was
master, and Nathan Gilman owner.
In ISOs tin1 schooner Janies was launched !
from the same yard.
One hundred and
seventeen tons was her measurement, and
she was owned by James Stack pole, and
lu 180'J, >
Waterville was her hailing port,
brigs America, 125 tons, and Madison, j
100 tons, were the products of Waterville |
yards. The same year Vassalboro built ]
the scnooner Eleanor, 00 tons, and the ;
brig Union, 1S1 tons, In lsOl Winslow
built the ship Hornet. 21 0 tons.
In 1811 Vassalboro sent out the brigs
John and Hannah, and Rufus King, the
former of ISO tons and the latter 220 tons.
Tlie.same year the ship Native was built
at that place.
She measured 202 tons.
Waterville in that year is credited with
the brig Hiram, 441 tons.
In 1S12 Vassalboro people built the brig Romp, 101
tons, and ship Superior, 000 tons, lu
1814 Waterville builders built the ship
Francis and Sarah of 200 tons, for Boston
parties, lu Is 15 schooner Fayette, 110
tons, was built at Vassalboro, in 1810
| schooner Sawco, 40 tons, in 1817 brig Dolphin. 140 tons, and sloop Perseverance, 52
In Isis Vassalboro built schooner
tons.
Hero, 07 tons, and Winslow the brig
Dingley, 07 tons. In 1824 Waterville built
the brig George King, 10S tons, in 1S25
brig Waterville 178 tons, in lsgO tin NewI trility. 102 tons, the Lydia, 17s tons,
j Both brigs were launched at Waterville.
The same year the brig Elizabeth, Isl
tons, and the schooner Eagle <>f sit tons,
were built at Vassalboro.
Again, in lsOO,
! the schooner Baniel Webster, of 100 tons.
! was built at the sumo [dace. In 1 s;;4 Wa
terville sent out the brig Somerset, of 100
| tons. I u is48 Vassalboro people lnult
| the brig Mayiiower, of 0s tons, and the
hark Mary Varney, of 10‘J tons; in 1810
j
j the brig Sarah Moors, of 221 tons. In
| 1S50 Waterville built the steamer Clipper,
| <>i 11 tons. She was undoubtedly built
for Biddeford parties, as that was her
No record of
registered hailing port.
!
shipbuilding on the upper Kennebec can
he found later than this date, so it is fair |
1
to presume that none had been built outside of a few llat boats.
The total number of vessels built, it will be seen, was
00, which represented a total tonnage of
over 5,000 tons.
[Waterville Mail.
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Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction or
Price 25 cents per box.
money refunded.
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
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DRUGGISTS.
J™

SWEET CAPOR‘1
CIGARETTES

When duty whispers, “Lo, thou must,"
The youth replies, “I can."

Headache!
HARMLESS and CERTAIN.

j

dust;

Free Insurance. The Rand-McNally Guide
has a system of insurance, whereby a person
holding a copy is insured against Accidental
death for SI,000, in the Fidelity & Casualty
Co.
CASTOR.IA.

OASTOB.ZA.
Tie fas-

A

Scotch Physician.

ton

member of one of the oldest Southern
families, as well as the standing departments of “Housekeepers’ Inquiries” and
Menus and Seasonable Recipes, by Miss
C. C. Bedford; “The New Bill of Fare,”
by Mrs. M. C. Myer; and a fashion article
by Miss T. M. Forney, which will form a
most interesting and delightful number of
A sample copy will be
the magazine.
forwarded our readers by the Table Talk
Publishing Co. of Philadelphia, Pa., if
you send your name and address to them.

So

package of

strange, viewing the upper Keunebee in
its present condition, to know that ship

FOR

Treat

engaged

was

distant part of the State.
He was stricken down and passed away
far from the loved ones at home.
Mrs.

more

DERBY.

W INTER

Some time alter Mr.

with cacti

THE YPS1LANTI SPECIFIC CO._
BOSTON

THE

of her sisters.

visited in Maine Mr. Treat

AN ELEGANT BUTTON FRSf

call

Aver’s oSt Sarsaparilla

former resident of Maine. As

«

•»

cases, where

the years rolled around, a little daughter
was welcomed to tlieir home.
Mrs. Treat
years,

bers of tlio Ohio Soldiers and Sailors’
Home of Sandusky to this city to pay me
visit.
My comrades, I fully and heartily appreciate it.
No body of men who have visited me in
the last three months have given me more
pleasure or touched me more deeply than
my old comrades of the Sandusky Home.
Wheu you entered the service you were
younger than you are now. 33 years ago
most of you enlisted and 31 years ago
most of you were mustered out of the service.
You were then fresh and young,
with the red wine of early manhood mantling your cheeks. You are older now, but
your heart warms to the country and the
flag just as it did in 18(51. Wheu you entered the service, it was uot for fame. You
entered not for the pittance that was paid,
you entered uot for glory or for popular
applause, hut you entered the service
from the purest and highest motives of
patriotism, that no harm should come to
That was the motive of
your country.
every old soldier.
Thiuk what the great army, of which
you were a part, was willing to do! They
were willing to give life and health and
strength: they were willing to die that the
American Union might he saved.

avail, and have been

no

Augusta. Me.

Mr. Treat in

a

of

and effects so many permanent cures as
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.”—Dr. II. F. Mliuui.l,

After

time before she married

was

astonished at the results. No other blood
medicine that I have ever used, and I have
tried them all, is so thorough in its action,

favorite with the “tried and

a

Well Known Doctor

effects in chronic

treatment

praised real worth and admired the diamond, even if it. was not in a line setting.
Site was

a

“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is without an equal
as a Mood-purifier and Spring medicine, and
cannot have praise enough. 1 have watched

womanly

a

learned to make

early

Statement of

It could well be

Nature’s noble women.

<
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EQUAL.

was

1

—

Merrill.

Dr. II. F.

great help in

a

was

F

a

It will all be made

Almighty.

dom of the
of

Powder. Otherwise, your profit
and winter will he lost when the price for eggs
ls very high.
Ir a^sun-s perfect assimilation of the food
produce health and form eggs. It i3
sold by druggists,
grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
Single pack,2.r> ets. Five ftp lerge two-lb. can fi.20. Six
NM'
!,ail1- Sample Rkst Porr.TRY Paper” free
I. S. JOHNiSOIs & CO.. 22 Custom House St.. Boston, Mass.

Hants
the

on

Canton, O., Sept. 20. Following is j
Gov. McKinley’s address to the Sandusky i
soldiers’ delegation to-day:
My Comrades, Ladies and Gentlemen: I
I wish I might he able to make fitting and
suitable response to tlie gracious words of
congratulation and good-will which have
been spoken iu your behalf by Sergt. Hopkins and Mr. Hull.
It is, indeed, a kind
and generous act of comradeship that
brings on this unpleasant day the mem-

arms.

Why

tion:

Hannah was the

children.

seven

It will ke<
your thickens strong rind healthy. It
will make young pullets ]uy early. Worth its weight
*r
la gold
moulting kens, and prevents all diseases. It
is absolutely pure. .Highly concentrated.
In Quantity
Costs only a tenth < >f a
m a day
No other kind like it.

Pensions.

on

He Tells the Sanduskv Veterans that He
Tnelr Money to be Worth 100 Vents
Dollar.

years of age, she was bereft of a Christian
After a few hours illness tli e
mother.
mother passed away, leaving a family of

Stroudwater;!
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The offices in Hay ford Block. Belfast, occupied
by Dr. H. H. Johnson, are offered for ivm. Possession given immediately. Tiiis location is very
central and the offices in every way desirable Vp*
W
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ose

at
least, according to the idea
from the laud of the
Mississippi,
Missouri and Ohio.
At this point,
and at this
season, it is merely a brook of
boiling foam, from 100 to HOO feet wide,
its bed full of
smooth, round rocks; while
the Chiquito, as its

runaway tram
lines, through accident or neglect, control of a
and it speeds down the grade. It is so easy to
but the journey back is slow and hard. Have
:';-ing up in strength, accumulating force? Or

,t

the other way,

going

a

name

ish for

During

losing ground?

Oil and

hypophosphites,

needs

checks the

tonic: Scott’s Emulsion
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utimate

as

upon its
to find en-

li'-ine of

a

well-to-do

libel

a

of

•Mint

day’s

one

do-

of many in these
.••Ice far niente, where

t'
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varies little

tmature,

j

in

ment

he eastern
v.

in the

murmur

will

desayuno

that

n

might

well be stir-

as

there is

frame to hold the

\

olla,

and

j

i

j

j

j
i
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j

i

j
j

them one

a

sequence; for in Honduras there are no
bed-room carpets to
spoil, the cement
iloors being covered with rushes woven
by
Indian hands into mats, six or
eight feet

long by

j

or

and the
“Blank-

window has

exclaim,

“in the

“forty

sand-stone

washbowl,
big.
by one, in the clear water ripjar of red pottery, in pling around her, over and over again till
one corner, full of water, which is cooled ail are white as
snow; and last but by no
by evaporation through the porous clay. means least, she twists each article into a
The olla. being much the shape of an
egg tight club and whacks the surrounding
shell, would not stand upright without rocks with it, with all the
strength of her
support, but is held in place by a uest, or practiced ai ms, until the buttons fly off,
rouud

else is up
he wooed.

another

for

•ng

fine arched

a

or so

great

glass

in its casement, but
the thick wooden shutter is studded with
the conical heads of nails,
wrought by
no

The new woman commands love and admiration because she has
the beauty and attrac-,
tiveness of health and
high spirits. She is truly a woman.
She is not necessarily an athletic woman.
She is merely strong and healthy
in every way. She knows something erf
her own physical make-up. She knows
the importance of the organs that make
her a woman. She knows that if she
keeps them healthy she need never be
very sick.
How can she keep them healthy ?
By proper care in the first place—by
Dr.
proper medicine in the second.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is for the
cure of all the ills distinctly feminine.
It makes a new woman out. of a fagged,
nervous, thin, useless, worn, discouraged
wreck of femininity.
It is for one purpose only—to make
women strong and well in a womanly
wav—to make life worth living—to drive
away the dragging, aching, insanity-producing pains from which diseased womankind suffers.
It is the invention of a

crack open, and the edges
hang
before her ardor is appeased.

do ttiis, 1 am unable to
learn,
was the way of their
ancestors,
handed down from mother to
daughter

through countless generations.
Tegucigalpa is eminently a city oi
contrasts, in which primitiveness and
advanced civilization are curiously blended.

It is laid out with tolerable regularity, its narrow streets roughly paved
with

cobble

sloping toward
providing that sur<
\ .gust .’"
face drainage which is so
ertainly; for
unsanitary.
native blacksmiths and set in ornamental The
t" the lessons of our
sidewalks, hardly wide enough
;
nd
both
Fie of which we have ever
window
and
door open for two to walk abreast,
designs;
are
pavuni ea rn i ug—re- directly into the flowery patio, or unroof- ed with stones or bricks and
u s iy
lighted with
ed central court-yard, where more of the Kerosene
i'*ve that Honduras is a
lamps. Through the open door regularly graduated—skilly,
expert spe’. ides, because it lies so family life goes on iu waking hours than of
cialist in tile treatment of the diseases ol
many a mud hut, with its floor of earth
women.
It has had a larger sale than
and scarcity of furniture, as well as in
.maginary line which, inside the house.
The business of the day is pretty much more
any other like medicine. Get it at your
encircles Mother
g.
pretentious homes, we see an Amerdruggist’s and do not be persuaded to
rlie truth is that a all done up before almuerzo, or mid-day ican
sewing-machiue buzzing away; or, take a substitute.
•! every night in the breakfast.
The servants go to market,
not
Constipation is the father of all manner of malunfrequently a harp, organ or adies.
in cases promptIt it did not exist, or
Latin countries, the the workmen to the lields or mines, the piano.
There are three pretty parks bely relieved, the majority of medical books could
be safely destroyed. It is the easiest sickness to
master to his office, the ladies to their sides the
•aeh a narrow cot,
plaza Moyoz, all adorned with
neglect and the simplest to cure. Dr. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets will cure constipation every
The shops, or flowers and
-painted affair, with shopping or visiting.
statuary. There ire two time. They cure it promptly, completely and
•'lin curtains; for al- tiendas, of Tegucigalpa are long, dark banks—the Banco Centro
permanently.
They
gripe.
Americano
beds may occupy cool buildings, one-storied like most of and the Banco Nacional
Ilondurtno, and |
'. two persons never
tlie houses, with enormous doors and
paper money does not circulate in the j
.•ugh so early alield, w indows extending from roof to sidew alk, country. Three newspapers are publish- j
land of “sweet idle- j protected by iron bars outside, and wood- ed in
Tegucigalpa—La Naciou, weekly,
;• enough, for not j en shutters within.
Many of the mer- and La Guceta and La Republics., both
iii the lark as well
chants speak English, and their goods semi-weekly. There.are two
FALL AF5RAa§GES!E?ST.
universities,
it spend the greater arc usually of “general
merchandise,'’ several colleges and 57.) public schools
While such as one linds in rural villages of the within the Republic.
•mg siesta.
The schools are Steamers City of Bangor and Penob=
with sleep and the United Mates, a few drugs and dry goods, nominally flee and education
scot in Commission.
compulsory,
.la. the chocolatesome cut lery and crockery, haul ware and
according to the constitution; but the law
FOUR TRIPS A WKEK.
you

Powerful and I'nsrrupulous Silver Trust.
In his recent visit to New England Mr.
Bryan indulged in liberal denunciation of
"combines,’' trusts and monopolies, but
it was significant that there was one trust
—the biggest, the most powerful and the
most audacious of all—which he did uot
mention.
It is the trust which controls the silver
product of America. Here is a partial
list of its membership:
J. B. Haggin. .$ 25,000,000
David Moffatt. 25,000,000
Senator John P. Jones.
25,000,000
John Mackay. 40,000,000
Marcus Daly. 25,000,000
W. A. Clarke..
40,000,000
Congressman Francis J. Newlands (Sharon).
55,000,000
Hears! Estate. 35,000,000
Fair Estate, California and Nevada mines. 25,000,000
S. O’Brien Estate.
25,000,000
Flood Estate. 25,000,000
Lloyd Tevis. 25,000,000
Denver Silver Smelting Works.
25,000,000
Senator William Stewart.
20,000,000
K. C. Chambers.
20,000,000
Joseph It. de la Mar. 20,000,000
Charles E. Lane. 20,000,000
Adolph Sntro. 20,000,000
S. T. Hauser. 20,000.000
L. E. Holden.
15,000,000
Butte Silver Smelting Works....
14.000,000
W alter S. Hobart...
10,01X1,000
French Syndicate.
10,1X10,000
Leadville Silver Smelting Works
8,500,000
Broadwater Estate.
5,000,000
Charles N, Felton.
5,000,000
Ilenry Wolcott..
5,000,000
David J. Campau.
5,000,000
A. J. Davis...
4,(X'0,000
N. C. Creede.
3,000,(XX)
Thomas Cruse.
5,000,000
J. B. Grant.
5,000,000
Nathan P. Hill.
5,000,0(10
James Murray.
2,500,000
Lee Mantle.
2,000,000
The

1

a

yard
wide, and over these
are scattered the tawny skins of
leopards,
killed in the near by hills.
The one

uil the blankets above

both

ing.
Dipping the garment into the water
111 which she
stands, she returns it to the
tray, and smears it all over with the
piteuy soap ru the country. Then she

is

the house, the openof cheerful

,i

smaller.

Tegucigalpa with its subComayaguaita, as the Brooklyn

framework, of twisted grass. There is a the seams
only long-stemmed gourd for dipping out the in fringes
“the rosy heralds of water, and if any is spilled or spattered in Why they
course of the sponge-bath it is of no cona hitting of dusky
except it
Very early
sky

ii.

even

however,

The Biggest "Combine” of All.

vigorously rubs every part of the cloth
typical sleeping apart- between her hands,
dipping it from time
tlie wealthy Itondurian’s casa. to time in the smls in
the tray. When the ]
the much berufHcd beds, each garment is
perfectly clean, she claps it on
Freuchy-looking stand at its the pile of washed clothes which tops
uphold the nightly candles, sumo convenient stone, until all have unlittle else hut a quaint iron dergone this
Then she rinses I
process.

Besides

mV

—

it.

delicious drink.

a

Our room is

duras.

!

supplies it.

gives

SCOTT & BOWNB, Chemists, New York.

egucigaipa.

i

season,

One never tires of
lounging upon its parapet and watching the lavenderas at work
in the shallow
current below.
Each has
before her a tray of
Spanish cedar, in
w hich is a
pile of some unfortunate's soiled clothing, which she
proposes to whip into tatters upon the stones
by way of cleans-

You
prepares you for it.

L'o::l«.

rainy

bridge connects New York with its auxiliary, is really an imposing work of art.

You cannot
die hill.
it's Emulsion makes it. Your tissues must have
:d of food : Scott’s Emulsion furnishes it. Your
cm

the

Thomas
Pkospect, Me., Sept. 30.
this morning by
Wagner committed suicide
head.
He
the
died inin
shooting himself
stantly. Wagner was a farmer about 00
this village. For a
years old and lived near
□umber of years it was thought that he was
mentally unbalanced. About three weeks
ago Wagner was injured by being thrown
Crum a wagon, and since that time he has
shown further symptoms of iusauity.
About a year ago Mrs. Wagner died, and
twice since that time it is said that WagNo serious results,
□er lias taken poison.
however, followed the use of the deadly
[loses in either case. This morning Wagner used a double-barrelled shot-gun with
which to end his life, and his attempt at
He died
suicide was at last successful.
instantly. His head and face were terribly mangled by the heavy charge from
the gun.
Wagner lived in his farmhouse
He had nine sous and
with his children.
[laughters, all of whom had reached the
Wagtge of manhood and womanhood.
ner was at one time employed in Perkins’
mill in Bucksport, where he was well
known.
One of the sons is at present
employed in Bucksport.

which connects

urb,

turns your face

better appetite: Scott’s Emulsion
ct: k ahead : Scott's Emulsion

Suicide in Prospect.

implies, (Span-

greatly increased. The
bridge of brick and white

downward
about, toward
do anything
vjithout good

halt; then

“little one, ’) is

are

cWfe £nvulsteru
causes a

title

ot one

the

centre,

stones,

thus

J. C. Power.
Alva Adams...
Less than 40 other mine owners
in Colorado, L’tali and Montana.

Maine’s Influence at

featured house)
her

head

a

1

lid

women

-plead a square "1' inUpon it .ire two
two

.id.
>

small loaves of

molasses, and millinery. high-heeled, tooth pick toed,
patent-leather shoes t"i the “haughty
sons,” and elaborately-stitched kid shoes
Mr the
senoritas, often scarlet:, pink,

pitcher white, blue 01 yellow,
but delightlully- ern babies sometimes
little

,i

ctei'.

1

hair switches, soap,

till coffee

a

llondurians have

..ilier

as oui

North-

wear, for the fair

passion for dainty

a

milk, and mug for | loot-gear.

such

Nearly
large | credit, though the purchasers
all

the sales

tire

on

have the
ocular \oung bowl, | money m tlieir pockets, it. being the cus_■ ia 1,
••Remember j tom of the
country not to do anything toke ourselves, an day which can be postponed until to-mora

very

.'h-speaking
!.

eoun-

voted to

:■

indulgent

our

smile for

still in bed when
dressed and the

g

ihe hour ol lour,
Reliance, as who
Mei ean be expeet-

properly
Deftly lower-

not

ga>

row, even to the paying of bills.
But the
people, of high or low degree, invariably*
\ spend a good deal of time over a bargain,

whether the amount involves

a

napkins before
u

i

n

us

uiiee

opening

on

of

the street and

old-fashioned

an

or a

corner

cup-board,

tilled with

laces, groceries, dried meats,
lish, elegant jewelry,and what not, in
wild confusion.
The retail price of an article is always less than the same thing in
a large quantity—the price
being double

aud

the latter case, because the amount desired shows that you want it, and, therefore, you must pay well for it. It looks
in

tauie-

then Jills it up
11 i:
1 people try

enough
using

queer

surpass this
house-mothers.

ue can
man

room,

dollar

a

one

salted

toot, Juanita

one

trout

resembling

head, while haul-

:

ih

Often the “store** is

dime.

in

the poorer shops to see
wooden and string scales

women

and coins for

weights. To the marketpeople bring their corn,
\n >rld— unequalled
beans, oranges, pine apples, melons,
i:i certain elevated
cheese, poultry; in short, everything
Mexico, and in the from the haciendas to tempt or apCentrai America is

place

the country

<

Bolivia.

1 ■

Bread and

the

pease

appetite.

There

the

young
farmer

iminings” whatever, daughter of the mestozo
and unvarying of more than half
Indian blood, the
reakfast of Honduras; rest of an
unclassified and
unguess—

ersal

o

grosser substantials

able mixture of

cetera, generally

et

lian, what
foreigners,

oranges or nuts at
them surrepti-

i

if any happen to be on hand.
Hers is the vivacious style of beauty and

eat

: is ten

of

•'

to

eating
t

an

earnest

conversation,

fruit before

seat

vice which the

will

as

of a chair.

piquant as a pin in the
Her dark olive skin has

been well washed for the occasion until it
shines like oiled mahogany; her snow-

surely bring
sort of tropical
i .go-bread.
by the way,
a

Spanish, Negro, Mongo-

not—drives a brisk trade with

on

a

camisa, embroidered with blue or
yellow around the very low neck and
light little loaf like sleeveless
armholes, does not quite reach
1 -arauee, but slightly
her waist, while the sagging skirtband,
digestible diet than independent of any support above, leaves
be found: but in a
broad, brown belt of natural hide bedigested, and long tween: and gaily she smokes her cigarette
almuerzo, or regu- and
laughs with the bargainer, while her
v'' ii
11 o'clock and
sparkling eyes entice him to purchase at

i

white

••

>

as a

hunter.

an

:;'ings besides bread
s'women of a halfmake to perfection,
'■hor.olate, which freplace of coffee at

repared from the
manner
A

handful
iih

a

morning is to the
( ‘the Lioness”) a

early
Leona,

haps a
government has converted into a park. A
large space on the top has been graded,

cacoa

two

summit of La

little conical hill, permile from the plaza, which the

from that in
or

exorbitant price.
of our favorite walks iu the

One

and

of

in the centre stauds an

wooden

few vanilla beans

well

octagonal
provided with

Flower beds and paths are laid
larger out, seats are arranged along the brow of
;'i
are ground up toj the hill and a zigzag road winds up from
''
'ate, that is, by being below, protected rtn the dangerous side by
'''
1 wo
stones, and after- a massive stone wall. The view obtained
until the mass is reduced from the Lioness’ back is fine and wide.
J
H I1
n *s rolled
out in tiny
Tegucigalpa may be said to lie at the botand allowed to harden. tom of an
ampitheatre of mountains, the
1,1
’hem is placed
upon the nearer foot-hills about evenly divided be1
number of the family tween wood and pasture lands.
The city
‘tn
as he
likes, drops them is built upon both sides of the Kio Grande,
'' a,i'* 1 '^urs
boiling milk upon and one side of the Kio Chiquita. The
i’dckly dissolve and the re- former stream hardly bears out its grand"n, and

a

benches.

building,

much

i

POWDER.
it for your

Try

dishes,

see

how

bright and clear
it makes them,
how much time
it saves.

A Model

Housekeeper writes:—“I want to tell
pleased I am with, your Ivorine WashPowder
for washing dishes of all kinds. In
ing

you how

2,000,000
2,(>(XI,(X)0

I find it indispensable.”
The cake of Superb Toilet Soap which the
manufacturers put in every package of Ivorine
Washing Powder is one of the charms which
makes Ivorine so universally popular with house-

fact,

20,000,(XX)

keepers.
The.I.

F>. WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.'

Makers of Williams Famous

Shaving Soaps.
Write for catalog!,i>

<■{ choice

preminro*.

Tobacco

Washington.

Maine, like Vermont, has for a long
time given the country an object-lesson in
the best way to exercise a great influence

never

>n

WASHING

Total.S61(j,TO0,00O

was

l

*

Here is a trust which discounts the
Standard Oil Company, and eclipses any
coal or iron combination.
By its side the
monopolies which Mr. Bryan so fervently
denounced are scarcely a circumstance.
Where they number their wealth by the
hundred thousands, this one counts its resources
by the millions. Most of its
members are rich beyond the dreams of
avarice—one might think, were it not that
in this silver propaganda they are reaching out for more and more, as if there
were no bounds to their rapacity.
This trust is big enough and rich
enough to buy political conventions and
control political parties. It has the men
of aggressiveness and unscrupulousness
to do it.
It lias entrenched itself in the
Senate of the United States, and is now
to seize the other branch of
out
reaching
Congress and the White House.
While he was condemning all trusts
and monopolies, why did Mr. Byran ignore this greatest trust of all?
Was lie
afraid of its power—afraid of incurring
its hostility in theheightof his campaign?
Or were there other reasons for his
silence? [Boston Journal.

u

I

IVOR S N E

\

national affairs.
She has simply
adopted the plan of sending good men to
Washington, and of keeping them there
long enough to gain commanding places
in Congress.
Thus, in the present Congress, Senator Frye of Maine holds the

over

\

ALWAYS

GOOD

IN

CONDITION

piaee of president pro

tern, of the Senate;
Reed of Maine is Speaker of the
I House; Mr. Dingicv of Maine is ChairR -■ ifiGTTS
\ t **>■
man of the Ways and Means Committee;
VERIKK
S
m O
and the other two representatives in the
*V
1
& 10 *J =4
I £
p |
House, namely, Messrs. Routelle and Milin the latter respect is uotvcnforced. Durliken, occupy very important chairman*r\ uta
To
The great p-me, y for tiercons jifo ■*
ing recent years the government has been
ships. Maine's population entitles her to
ieh a*
diseases of tie--m-ratie,. o«-:n.* oi
only four seats in the House, yet her
Nervous i’rosi ra: n. !• :i; i'o;- r!
paying more attention to educational matmoral iuJlurnce in Congress is greater by
M■
Nig!.;Iy End si, ns. Yo.flu i Nn
ters; but formerly the school funds were
fai than tic, possessed by the Slate d j
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium. u !>i•• i; '-ad
always appropriated by those in power,
New York, v-liich has thii t \-Huir seats in
'•o-n
tion and Insanity. With \ery ■*.">
the same body.
1
Maine's four members of
diverted to other purposes, and only
?{.•• iipii
s{,00
V guarantee t, cure or rent
the House. Messrs. Heed, IMtiglev, Ron- I
box
<>
r r
boxes
in the cities where public sentiment was
.«><>,
per
telle, and Milliken, are all re-elected this
IvbfOllh AM> A
Oi.:.w
-inuru,
strong in their favor were any schools
J)K. M >T'
year to the seats which they have oca u- I
maintained.
But the law compelling all
Commencing Monday, Sept. 28. 1N96, steam- pied with credit, for numerous terms.
FOIl SALK tV K. H. YNOIiY. HKLFAST, A! AI \ K
Each of the four received a majority in
able-bodied men between the ages of 21 j ers lea\ e Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Kocklaud, Monand 25 years to render active military ser- j days, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at his district of over ten thousand votes,
work was all notable, Lovell
about 2 ;b> i\ m., or upon arrival of steamer from i Their campaign
*
vice for at least one year, was never negwhile Mr. Reed’s speeches, which were
Bangor.
j
For Searsport, Bucksporr, Winierport, Hamp- I
lected in this revolution-haunted country. !
widely reported throughout the whole Diamond.
den and Bangor, Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Fridays
4gac; jiwrataagr^^arrrrTWiT —w n mb—
There is a standing army of 500 men and and W ednesdays at about 8.oo a. m.. or upon ar- ! country, were specially brilliant and incisive.
If the Republicans should control ;
rival of steamer from Boston.
a militia force of 20,707 men.
The police j
the next House, as now seems altogether
RETU KNIMi :
force of legucigalpa consists of J4 boys :
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays ! probable, no one will question Mr. Reed’s
title to another term in the Speaker’s
p. m.
hardly old enough to be called young men. and Fridays at 5.00 via
We have on hand a tine >n.ck <d c<>th la
From Rockland,
Camden, at from 5.00 to chair.
The Speaker wields an immense
dies and gents’ 18;J6 partem «»f the Lovell
They are under the captainship of au 6.00 a.m.
t
of
and
has
a
burden
respouheavy
From Bangor, touching at way-landings, Mon- j power
Diamond Bicycles. This lot will he
tiered
American, Col. E. 11. Baker, who says days,
No man is ever elected
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at ! sibility to bear.
to customers at 350 each.
Warranted tor
who has not proved his worth by
they are very brave and “bidable.” They 11.00 A. M.
Speaker
|I
one year.
These wheels may he seen at the
<;. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
a long term of service m the House.
In
are barefooted, but wear a sort of uniform
CALVIN AUSTIN, GenT Supt., Bostor.
I our
!
there
to
be
some
opinion
ought
specof blue cotton duck and large straw hats,
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston, j
ial compensation provided for the Speakwith their respective numbers on their
er, beyond the So,000 salary of a member
of Congress.
A good argument might be
jacket-fronts, and the word “police”
made to show that there ought to be atstamped in large letters on the hat band.
■Manager.
tached to the Speakership of the House
They are paid a dollar a day, which is Win'er Arrangement—In Effect October emoluments as
Belfast. .July 2, 1896.—26tf
great as those of the Vice
considered high wages for their class in
I President, whose function is to act as
1, 1816
this country.
Betty thefts are the chief
presiding officer of the Senate. It was
STEAMER 1’ASTI.N'K, on above date, I reported several
months ago that Mr.
delinquencies, the people being too lazy
wind and weather permitting:, will
Reed had decided that he could not afford
ween nay in eounecuou wnn u. *v
for more serious crimes.
They tell us run every
to devote any more time to public affairs
as follows :
there has been but one murder in a whole Co.,
Leave ♦West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine, ! at Washington, and that he would retire
7.45;
8.30;
Point,
Cove,
Hughes
Ryder’s
9.00;
in order to practice law and gain a larger
year—and that occurred in a drunken Lime Kiln, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
It is always unfortunate for the
income.
brawl among some American miners.
and
Satur
♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays
country when a man of great ability and
Capital punishment, as we know it, does days.
high character, of whatever party, who
W/ATCH \NI> CLOCK PE.'PAIRIVi
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 r. m., for the has served
not exist in Central America, though
PR0“1PTL\ dom:
through a long apprenticeabove named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine ship in public affairs, retires to private
thousands of political offenders have been
from Belfast at 2.00 i* m., every Mom ay, Wed- life in the
n\
prime of his strength and usesent to glory via the bullet. Tegucigalpa’s
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next day for a 1 fulness.
Mr. Reed’s acceptance of anto Bar Harbor.
great model penitentiary is almost empty, landings from Castine
Belfast National Bank Building. P. u. Sqi ar
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and other term in the House is, therefore, a
for it is difficult to convict a man of theft Machias
take steamer Castine from Belfast at matter for
public
[From
congratulation.
—the one besetting sin. The stolen prop- 2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take strnr. Frank i
of the World” in October
next morning for all landings from Castine jI “The Progress
erty must be actually found upon him, Jones
lie view of Reviews.
to Machias.
though perhaps in the case of horse
!f you have trouble
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder, I
thieves it would do if the man were found Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
The Journal and I he Tribune.
upon the stolen property, or else two wit- M. Vogell, Castrne; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
with your eyes so
nesses must swear to having seen the theft
S0tf
C. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager.
Last year The Republican Journal Pubcommitted.
Gambling is illegal and
lishing Company had a six months’ contract
that you
“dens” are often raided, and saloons are
with the publishers of the New York WeekPARTICl LAR VTTKNTION (il\IN 10
under strict surveillance of the police.
classes call on
The movements of the stranger within
ly Tribune by which the two papers were
the boundaries of Honduras are as closely
furnished to new subscribers at 82, and to
TIME-TABLE.
watched as if he were a newspaper correold subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
On and after Oct. 4, 189ft, trains connecting at
spondent in Siberia. Our inoffensive little
Another contract has been made on even
ami Waterville with through trains for
party, women and all, have had to sign Burnham
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adami from Bangor. Waterville, Portland amt Bos
our names and exhibit our
as
1
passports
vertising columns. New and old subscribers
will run as follows:
many as three times a day for the edifiea- ton
Office in LWIta.si National lianl
are now placed on an equal footing and all
FROM BELFAST.
tiiin of police and custom officials; and
who pay for The Journal one year in adA M
P M
P M
| whenever we enter a hotel or board a |
20
1 25
3 40
The New York Weekly
vance
can have
steamer or set out across country, we are Belfast, depart. +77 25
+1 30
t3 50
Citypoint
as
carefully checked and receipted for as Waldo. 17 35 :i40 +4 10 Tribune without extra charge. In remit,
7 48
1 51
4 45
if we were packages of rarest merchan- Brooks
ting it should he stated that the Tribune is
8 02
+2 03
to 10 I
dise or registered letters.
Our consola- Knox
8 10
2 12
5 38
Thorndike.
wanted, as it will not be sent unless the retion is in the thought that even the natives Unity. 8 20
!
2 22
00
0
quest is made. The New York Weekly
2 42
0 25
cannot walk about the streets of their own Burnham, arrive. 8 45
4 35
town after nightfall without being chal- Bangor. 11 40
j Tribune is acknowledged to stand w ithout a
A M
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
P. O. APPPKSS,
’(7
lenged by the sentries. I set out to de- Waterville
011
3 13
7 05
P M
AM
scribe the doings of a day in Honduras,
day. It is a twenty-page journal and gives
5 35
1 40
FREEDOM, RIASHE.
hut have digressed so many times that my Portland. 12 25
all the news of the world, while its different
415
E< D.
9 20
5 58
Boston J
allotted space is filled before almuerzo! Boston,
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
The first blow starts
j w D. 4 22
The rest another time.
make a most valuable paper to all. The ;
PILES!
FILES! FILES!
TO BELFAST.
nail but must be
a
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
Fannie Brigham Ward.
PM
am:
The Republican Journal
E- D.
7 00
9 00 which is its price.
Omnium:
will
I)r.
Williams'
Indian
Bile
ire
followed
others
by
Boston
Boston, I w. JD.
8 30 will be maintained at its present standard,
j
Blind Bleeding, V lee rated and It* ! n..: Bile*-- It
w ith special attention to local and State
p M
squarely on the head
absorbs tlie tumors, alkns tlie itchim: .it mpc* act
11 00
1 20
Portland..
news. Subscriptions may begin at any time.
A M
A M
to
In Williams’
as a poultice, gives instant relief
7 00
4 30 !
Waterville. GOO
Indian Bile Ointment i> prepared <-i > t*»r idles
Two Lives Saved.
7 15
1 40
Bangor
am
and Itching of the private parts,ami
am
pm
mug else,
Mrs. Phoebe Thomas of Junction City,
When you take Hood's Tills. The big, old-fash8 50
5 05
Burnham, depart.... 7 10
Every box is guaranteed. S*dd h\ dr j,_i>ts, sent
III., was told by her doctors she had con0 10
ioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
5 25
Unity. 7 50
and that there was no hope for
by mail, $1 .00 per bo?..
8 10
0 20
5 38 i sumption
Thorndike...
pieces, are not in it with Hood's. Kasytotake
WILLIAMS M FC < o.. Drop's, Cle\eland, *>.
+0 27
15 44 her, but two bottles of Dr. King’s New DisKnox. +8 25
8 50
0 42
5 5G
covery completely cured her and she says it
Brooks.
Sold at MOODY’S,
lfast.
Iy4l>
+9 53
+9 02
tG 08 saved her life. Mr. Thos. Eggers, 139 Florida
Waldo
+6 18
Citypoint. +9 15 +10 05
St., San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
9
25
10 10
6 25
Belfast, arrive.
cold, approaching consumption, tried withAll
advertisement
out result everything else then bought one
+Flag station.
followed by
and
in
of
New
must-be
bottle
Dr.
King’s
Discovery
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
and easy to operate, is true
two weeks was cured.
He is naturally
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
others that are c lear
of Hood’s Tills, which are
West
and
all
Norththankful. It is such results, of which these
tine view* of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
points
Through tickets to
BB B
west via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley,
up to date in every respect.
are samples, that prove the wonderful effiand to the point to fine cellar, city water in house nice garden, under
PAYSON TUCKER,
■ ■ ■
Agent, Belfast.
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
Safe, certain and sure. All ■
cacy of this medicine in coughs and colds.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
get the desired re- etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire <*t
Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
druggists. 25c. C. I. Hood & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
M. C. DILWORTH.
F. E. Boothby, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent,
The only Tills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Drug Store. Regular sizes 50c. and $1.
44tf
B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
sults.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.
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Hervey
Jewelry

Belfast, ani Castme Route.

Store,

Sterling Silver,

Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver i) Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets,

Glasses

H, J. Locke 6c Son,

FOR ALL.

need

Maine Central R. R.

GEO. R. POOR.

Optician.

j

Advertising is
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No

Like Driving Nails.

J. ffl. Fletcher. M. D.
Fitting Glasses, and Diseases
the Eye and Ear
H. H.

of

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
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Gripe

Hood’s

House for Sale.
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started,

was

originally

regards

the tariff.

a

a

has been

free trade

lie

badly

Watson says he
treated in the fusion ar-

like

changed

Prof. Bateman has been
hopes that the report of

complaint.

interviewed and

He says
Watson’s retirement is true.
that in that event a new convention will
be called and he has no doubt that Wat-

mote his personal interests. This was the
of the legislation to buy the product of the silver mines of the United

says:
The greenbackers refused to stultify
themselves in 1880 and the Populists refuse to stultify themselves in 1890. If this
is selling out, then thank God we have
not sold out to Gorman nor Tammany
We have never learned to train
Hall.
with that gang, and we shall not com-

the germ of the silver craze which
now
startlingly confronts the people by its
extent.
The basis of it is the compelling

Avon.

First District

EDWIN PAYSON.
Second District..A. R. NICKERSON,

the government to buy private property
at an artificial and extravagant price.

Third District.FRED ATWOOD.

The writer was

Fourth District.ALBERT H. SAWYER.

a

ent at the National

Sewall’s letter of formal acceptance of
Presidency is

newspaper correspond
Capital when Senator

We have been lighting for these princilobby. Ho ples for twenty years and we will continue
was then living in the residence
to
occupied
fight to the end. Free coinage of silver
published.
by Secretary Stautou at the time of his is only a small part of our demands. Tom
death—a roomy mansion, where “open Watson represents all of our principles
and we shall place him at the head of our
What Mr. Bryan expected to accomplish
house” was kept to promote the interests
ticket and our cause.
The cold-blooded
by his two speeches in Maine, no one I
of silver mine owners.
The press was traitors who have tried to sell us out will
seems to know.
[Biddeford Journal.
worked whenever and wherever possible, learn that God yet reigns and justice lives.
What he did accomplish may be exThe Allens and Weavers can go to the
on the line that the
people were craving Democrats if they please, but it will not
pressed by a cypher.
the “dollar of the daddies.”

Bridgton
found

News; All there is of
voice

m

and

Bryan

mannerisms.

these dollars

is

that tiie

11 is

speeches, when reduced to cold type upon
the printed page, are surprisingly illogical and
Ait hi
tie

|
|

v

has furnished 20.000 reahi* name sli mid not be taken off

Dem-P.-p.

>t «:

sii

|

New all

I

S'-ns v.

tickci.

fhey

were

out

But when

coined it
not

was

ruin this cause any more than the treachery of Arnold ruined the cause of liberty

found

They then.

want them.

Yes, 1 hope that Watson will resign. It
will clear the atmosphere and put au end
to the most hypocritical campaign that
ever disgraced t his country.

with

paid
apologies, received
under protest, and exchanged for bills at
tiie first

opportunity. The silver mine
owners cared nothing for that, however.
They only wanted to market their product

$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will he pleased
learn that there is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure in
all its stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall’s

and what afterwards became of it did not

gold

ampaigu fund.

Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known
to the inedh al fraternity.
Catarrh being a
constitutional disease, r -quires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is

was backed by
ample means and no doubt
used them. Jt has continued the agitation
<■ i.’.}
u.mils Editor Norton of the Port- j
I from that day to this, and the Chicago
land Ex] uss by saying that “he is gold
platform and candidates are distinctly the
all* he way through."
So are free silver
creation and the creatures of the silver
am
Am sew ail's freight contracts.
mine owners, who now. as then, are work-

ii•

i

file

sil\cr

Bangor

Commercial

taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of tin-disease, and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting

j
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the State election in

slow, hut indicate a
The
majority.
(•i rg;a dt ction was held yesterday. Both
States were conceded to the Democrats,
but hd'Tu
may make a different showing
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The new house of 7 rooms with stable, at No.
GG Cedar street. Terms reasonable. For further
particulars enquire on the premises.
LEWIS O. FERNALI).
1j
Jielfast, Oct. G, 189G.—Iw41

**i.s

House to Kent.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

The One True Blood Purifier.
,,

£1; six for $5.

In

Liver Ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

<*ure

i-fc-ii
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IIOOU S

years

more

ago....At

a

business meeting of the

d

a

artv,

their silver bullion restored by free coinThis is the whole secret of the silage.

hardly be indoded
They propose to prey

can

nation.

ountiy but

are

Philadelphia a few days ago, and ,J. R. Prescott aud family have gone to their home in
Newtonville... .The employes of the Knox
Woolen Mill have begun work on eight hour
per day time.

their efforts to have the nominal value of

of the silver trust, who are runand worst, end of the

Mb*

movement.

ver

no

not pious.

To-day

chatter for the free

there would be

coinage

McKinley.
i ::
Maiyland is the most exclusive
cuuiMi.' Baltimore, including re presen tat
of the old Maryland families and, in
blue degree, the wealth and intelligence
of the Monumental city.

Prospect ITerry.
Mrs. Kate Gilbert of
Providence, R. I., visited Miss Josephine
Ginn two days last week-Mrs. Bessie
Lord of Providence, It. I., called on relatives
here last week-Mrs. Dr. Webber of Winterport was the guest of Capt. and Mrs. A.

j

owners

Rev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast will occupy
the Baptist pulpit next Sunday afternoon.

Fall

u in»ur

so.see

HATS, CAPS

TO ORDER.

brief visit,

Abble Batchelder left last Saturday
for Cambridge, Mass., in response to an
offer of a situation that was tendered her.
Miss

Made in

Mr. Emery Brown lias returned to Rocklaud, after being laid up by a very sore baud
that required several days of absence from
his work.

New York City.

We person

dear read.:
WE MAKE A

Miss Mary Grant of Rockland, who taught
several terms of school hem, visited her
many friends last week and returned Saturday well pleased with lit-r visit.

look at

after

a

very

delightful

visit of

om

SPECIALTY
Of Extra Sizes in all lines

Miss Julia Pendleton and her guests, Mrs.
Geo. Pierce, Miss Marion Call and Miss
Amanda Sylvester, returned to Boston last

Saturday

i

.\M>

of Goods.

sev-

eral weeks to the Pendleton homestead.
llit: following are tlie unclaimed letters at
this post office for the week ending Oct. dd: i
Ladies—.Mrs. Ralph Berry, Mrs. L. R. Hart, 1
Mrs. Alice B. Poole.
Gentlemen—George
Gould, Geo. T. Harriman, Charles \V. Miles.

STAPLES & COTTRELL,

*

Mrs. Stillman York returned to her home
Carver’s Harbor Tuesday from a very
pleasant visit to her relatives, Mr. aud Mrs.
John Crockett. Mrs. Sarah J. Crockett reat

turned with her to

the

scenes

of

enjoy

short visit amid

a

her childhood.

Mr. and Mrs. A. F. El well received the
first, of last week the very pleasing announcement in a telegram that their son
Calvin,
first officer of the steel ship Dirigo, had arrived in New York, IMP days from Honolulu.
Mr. El well will probably be at. home in a
few days, and all will be glad to see him.

Thursday evening, Oct. 1st, at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Albert \V. Hasson,
their son Liu wood was united in marriage
to Miss Mary Nason of Castle Hill
by Rev.
Geo. A. Andrews. The happy couple received the congratulations of their many
friends as they departed to enjoy their hon-

?

X

on

a

It will pay you to look over our 1 ne of Guns if you are thinking of having. \\
a good safe Double Gun, warranted to shoot, for SI 1.88.
Don’t think K
price is so low it is no good. Call and look at it and you will be surprise that
it for so little money.
A full line of guns and ammunition.
you

Everything

in

60 nail

Hardware.
~

thm country afford to turn the Nation-

to the Populists.
In
Georgia contemporary:
pulist victory would give notice to
rid that our people have taken up

government
words of
l’i

over

our

the vo
the l.v of government which has checked pi cress and blighted enterprise when
it has been tried.
a

It

has no doubt dawned upon Bryan
defeat, and lie grows
more n ekless in ids statements and more

tbal he is doomed to

lavish of Ids invective

digging deeper
destined to fall.
to

day by day,

thus

the pit into which he is
lie neglects no oppor-

day's boat for

and more distinct as the

the ministers with
luxurious class of loafers not in

being “a
sympathy

with the distresses of the masses.”
Itev.
Robert McDonald of the Warren Avenue

provocation.

A good program was well carried
out and all pronounced it a good time_
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan visited Capt.
and Mrs. Robert Killmau last Sunday....
Mrs. A. A. Ginn entertained a whist party
present.

campaign

Candidate Bryan widens the
gulf every time he opens his capacious

progresses.

night last week. Ice cream and cake
was served during the evening_Mrs. B.
C. Avery went to Bangor last week on busione

ness.

be

repudiated by honest, self-respecting
Democrats, who will either directly contribute to its defeat by voting the straight
Kepubliean ticket, or indirectly by their
support of the ticket headed by Palmer
and Buckner.

Its defeat is certain.

The
1

press, secular and religious, the clergy,
the Grand Army, the business interests,
the young men and the men of affairs, are ;
alike opposed to a platform which assails
the fundamental principles of our govern- I
ment, and to a candidate whose incendiary
utterances reveal his unfitness for the high
office to which he aspires.

|

It
so

seems

that the Yale students

much at fault after

which

severely

all,

were

not

Women and Women Only are most competent to fully appreciate the purity, sweetness, and delicacy of ( Vticuka Soap, and
to discover new uses for it daily. To cleanse,
purify, and beautify the skin, to allay itching and irritation, to heal chafinga, excoriations, and ulcerative weaknesses, nothing so
pure, so sweet, so speedily effective as warm
baths with Cuticura Soap, followed, when
necessary, by mild applications of Cuticura
(ointment), the great skin cure.
Sold throushout the world. Price, Cpticuba, 50c.;
Soap. 2.5c.; Kbsolvknt, .50c., and *1. Pottsb Dbuo
and Cmsm. Conk, Sole
Proprietor*, Boston.
How to Produce Luxuriant Hair,” mailed free.

papers
censured them for disturb-

ing the Bryan meeting in New Haven have
since withdrawn their criticisms.

The

exhausted what their fathers have left
them, and I will appeal to their children,
who will have to commence life where
their grandfathers commenced.
The New York Commercial Advertiser

well says:
That, after this, the meeting should
have resolved itself into a war between
the speaker and the lads in the audience,
was scarcely surprising.
Yale students
who would have tolerated such a harangue against their parents without making a lively demonstration of disapproval
would have been untrue to their instincts
as American lads.

the

I

danger
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in the

j

neglect—
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HALE’S
j
that’s why HONEY
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many

| colds
lead
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of
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j fatal disease.
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Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar is
made for throat and lung troubles. It
acts like magic. Sold by druggists,

i
«
*

Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute. 5

Boats.

The steam yacht Guinevere
out

Tuesday

in

was

hauled

this fall.

pattern

n. L.

an

Capt. Isaac Dunbar was in Belfast last
Friday and Saturday for supplies for his
winter lobster fishing.
He got his outfit
partly in Bucksport and partly in Belfast.
A daily paper gives a picture of the sloop
Spray, now on a voyage around the world,
which shows a topmast without forestay or
backstays. We do not believe that Capt.
Slocum went to sea with such a rig as that.
R.

Coombs has

photographed I. W.
Parker’s knockabout under sail in a stiff
breeze. Mr. Coombs has a large collection
of local photographs, which may be seen at
the store of R. H. Coombs & Sou, Main

State prison.
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HOT AIR
COAL FURNACE

days,
1 1

C

.0(1 A. M.

K .IOH Nst »\ Airenr.
CALVIN At STIN. Co
M ILLIA.M H HILL

'■

Hot Air and Hot Water
Combination Heater
will keep the air Pure and Warm,
is Economical, Durable and Easy
to Run.
We make seven sizes,
portable and brick set, and e
Warrant every >. ne. Ask us for

c

Bishop Co., Bangor, Me.
Open

GLASS WARE.,*—
QUART

1
15 CENTS.

GLASS TUMBLERS ONLY

2

SAUCERS.

3

GLASS HAPP1ES,
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“

Belfast,

SAMUEL.
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Dissolution of P
Notice is
that

the

hereby given

firm of STOKKlt

Me., liave this day dissoh(»ut

their business, and
are

a
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hereby

them for pay men t, ;,ci
them are requested to sc;

—

Morrill,

(>c

3. 1800

FREEDOM NO

Direct from the Manufacturers.

Repairing

tin'

2.30

SEAUSPOKT,

against tliem

NEW STORE,

H

I roni I

Maine.

ADAMS,

Jeweler to the

-im

Office hours

JONES,

21 Main Street,

4 F

to

E. II. DUKiil

Look out for our Lump advertisement next week.

CARLE

from 9 to I<

DK.rosi r>

PITCHERS,

GLASS

GLASS FRUIT

N

Belfast,

particulars.

Wood &

street.
In the supreme court at Rockland last
week Claude Meredith pleaded guilty of the
larceny of the sloop Ivanlioe, while the boat
was at her mooring inRocklaud harbor, and
was sentenced to one and one-half years in

Steamers

1

iron

keel for the sloop yacht Swallow. The kee
is expected to weigh about one ton.

a

Mitchell’s,ns„Hi:h S.Me.

2

for

FALL A R R A ft

FUEL SAVERS. They are PRICE
SHAVERS. Come and see one at

The piukey Nancy Hauks sailed Saturday
fishing trip. II. G. Bieknell and T. J.
Hopkins composed the crew.
a

you

are

Dyer’s yard.

made

bought

the
will

Glenwood Furnace

on a

C.

H0REH00ND

and

zero

scot in Conin

very satisfactorily indeed, and was most
heartily enjoyed by the children. The contributions from tiie harvest of the field,
though not quite so large as expected, were
wry good in v ariety and quality, and were
s*'iit. to the Children’s Home in Belfast, with
the compliments of the members of the J. T.
S., of this place, with their good wishes and
blessings to those who dwell therein.

Yachts

blows and

below

wish that you had

1

be appreciated by visitors next season.
The children connected with the Juvenile
Templars Society gave their first Harvest
Home entertainment at the Doyle schoolhouse Monday evening, Sept. 28th. It was
the anniversary of Miss Willard’s birthday,
which they propose to celebrate annually
in connection with the Harvest Home entertainments. The society, under the management of its president, Mrs. Charles Brier,
spared no pains to render the occasion
pleasant as well as profitable to the ehildren. The school room was beautifully decorated with the vines and wild flowers of
the woods. The speaking and singing by
the young folks was very good imleed.Jand
the instrumental music by the Priest and
Heal children was very fine and highly appreciated by all present. At the close of
the exercises by the members of the society,
Mr. F. A. Rhoades and Rev. Mr. Andrews
made some very appropriate remarks which
deeply interested the children. Miss Delia
Hills, the teacher of the school, also spoke
words of hope and encouragement for the
society and its members. This was their
first public entertainment and it passed off

the cold wind

thermometer is

stories and a basement has been built to
the old Pioneer, giving four beautiful

to

Webster lias

and

Baptist Church, Boston, in replying to students made no demonstration until
til is chaige, well said that there is no posBryan deliberately insulted them by ussible excuse for Bryan’s words against
ing the following language:
the- ministry as a body. He said further:
I am now speaking to the sons who are
"It is a wholesale denunciation that he
sent to college on the proceeds of ill-gotoff ers, and one that should uot be let pass ten
gains. I will wait until these have
without
refutation.
It is one that should
make every self-respecting citizen, to say
nothing about every Christian citizen,
think seriously before assisting to exalt
such a man to the highest office in the
United States.
A self-respecting and
Christian citizenship is deeper and more
vital to the welfare of the republic than
any allegiance to party, and, unless we
are ready to tear down our churches and
surrender all hope for the best life now
and in eternity, we should be cautious
how we patronize any man, be he Republican, Democrat or Populist, who will intentionally utter such words, whatever the

Haverhill, Mass.The

Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Kate Harriman
last Saturday night.
Thirty-three were

The line of demarcation between the
false and the true Democracy becomes

.slur President Cleveland; and

charged

When

Mr John N. Stewart of Belfast has been
making decided improvement to bis cottage
at Temple Heights. An annex, 24x17
feet, of

improvements

of fiat paper money.

sue

mouth, and the Chicago platform is clearproducts? [Maine Populist.
The good it would do would be to fur- ly shown to be both un-Democratic and
The President elected by
nish the people with money to buy these un-American.
and other products.
The closing of the the Democratic party four years ago, and
mills and factories by the Wilson bill de- all of his cabinet, the leading Democratic
prived the people of employment and of newspapers all over the country, the men
the rewards of labor: and if the mills and who have been recognized as Democratic
factories remain closed, how are the people leaders in the past, men of ability and into get money, even with free silver?
fluence, are all opposed to the Chicago
candidates and platform, which stand for ;
"Georgia, cannot afford to turn its State
Altgeldism, Tillmanism and Populism, i
government over to the Populists,” says for
repudiation and anarchy. It is not
the Atlanta Evening Journal.
Neither
strange that such a combination should

has

if

SUIT5

Mr. Andrew Knowlton and Mr. Ormond
Patterson of Lynn, Mass were in town re-

1

more

W hat good would it do to open
up our
mills and factories as long as the people
have no money with which to buy their

tunity

New?

CUSTOM

commodious rooms above for guests, while
inspiration which the silver
the basenieut makes a line extension of
have given it by their conthe old dinning room. This will be a great
tributions to pay lecturers, pamphleteers
convenience to the hoarders, as the r -om can i
and lobbyists.
But for these men Mr.
now l(o reached by a
liight of stairs withBryan would not now be a presidential
out
being obliged to go outside, as was
A. Ginn one day last week_Mrs. Jessie
unless
it
were
as
a
candidate,
Populist,
required formerly. Verandas at each
Harding is visiting her husband in Boston. command beautiful views up and downstory
the \
pure and simple, urging the unlimited is-Mrs. Orilla Me Maim left on last Mon- hay, and these
will no doubt
mine

■

A

^Masonic Temp-

Something

two

of silver

i but for the
nea’-.y :.O0 members in the Maryland
in Baltimore, three men have been
dtuM who will vote tor Bryan: out of
iw-o huiidred members in the Baltimore
club, all but five will cast their votes for
<->•

toe

MANSFIELD’S,

NEWS.

NORTHPORT

A. G. Clafim and \Y. H. Brown left for
home last week.

on a

A. P.

ARE

recent

Biggest,

.'

can

at

BYE AMD BYE

Dem*

up-

just opened

t J. H.&J.W. JONES,

it

al

A. A. HOWES & CO.

cently

Prices to V,

Will be found among the NEW GOODS

Itself

rjj

Very Satisfactory

a

visit to other {.arts of the
ey-moon
•
speech he lias told the story of the Y. P. S. C. E., Miss Lottie Andrews was State.
D. Evans recording
elected
president,
Henry
f
free coinage movement.
So long as the
aid s..mthern States will end in
In conversing with Mr. Samuel L. Roband G.A. Poole corresponding secsilver in a 412 1-2 grain silver dollar was secretary,
bins about the accidental shooting of his !
i u.
The vote is will refuse to fuse
retary and treasurer_Mrs. Errold E. Hosworth more than a gold dollar, the
son, he was very desirous to correct a state: di
uallots will be diffused.
The
mer is visiting her sister, Miss Mary N. Hop.loneses and Stewarts of Nevada, and the
ment made in the papers that his sou was
sts are already
Kins in Merriinac, Mass. ..Miss Carrie B.
shouting, “ConfuTellers, were in favor of a simple gold Knowlton spent a few days in Belfast last shot by his cousin, which, he says, “is not so,
fusion!”
standard.
When the price of silver began week, the guest of Mrs. Isaac Wilband on as they were not related at all, and that our
Maim* Populist speaks of “the pie to fall, so that the bullion in a silver dol- Northport avenue-Nearly all the sum- family is in no way, shape or manner connected with others hearing the same name
mer
are closed.
Dr. Straw bridge
:
paupers who are running the lar was worth 95 cents and less, these aud cottageswho have a
family,
very pleasant sum- as mine in the neighborhood where I re:«iti.
mine
The
owners
became
millionaire
tireless
in
mer
home on the Belfast road, returned to
patriotic
party.'*
side.”

the

ir_

Also Latest and

direct from China.

wide range of diseases because
of its power a a blood purifier. It acts
directly and positively upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
corner of the human system.
Thus all
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
come under the beneficent influence of

cures

<

Dtim

received,

Our customers say it is as good as
tney pay 50 cents for elsewhere.

■

and

v

‘'Questions of the Day.”

as

:>ioi. arranged by committees
rsj.ective }»actics in several of the

1

wi>tt

that the Democratic and

suggested

silver

Camiien. Mrs. Sylvester A rail and Miss
Carrie Harrows were delegates from the
Camden \Y. C. T. I', to the State convention
owner.
As an owner of silver mines, Mr.
in Belfast, an i Misses Tort-sa Aran, Grace
Ehrieli secs that, in the end, no good can 1
Parker and Alice Moore from the Y.'s_
come to that interest by the free and un- !
The past year the Baptist society have erectlimited coinage of silver.
For a time that ed a
parsonage on Belmont avenue, a twopolicy would enhance the price of silver story house of eleven rooms with all modern
and start a widespread speculation in sib conveniences, at a cost of nearly S;i,000. It is
now completed and the pastor, Rev, Fred
ver mining stocks, but, like all other unnatural booms, values in silver properties M. Preble, and wife have moved in.... NViliis
in the United States would be wrecked Knowlton and Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Bisbee
visited the Brockton fair last week.... Miss
after a time and the country would be
Fannie Cliff Berry, the pianist of whom
down
a
loaded
hopelessly
by depreciated Camden is justly proud, has gone to Proviand depreciating silver currency.
Mr.
dence, It. I„ for the winter_Rev. T. S
Ehrieli is the author of a series of papers Ross of the Methodist church has returned
on the silver question read to business asfrom a vacation trip to the Aroostook_
sociations in Denver, aud later issued in Miss Araline A. Eells died Sept. 28th in the
book form in the I'utnam series, known house in which she was born eighty-three

every-

men

against

honor and

conspiracy has been
most effectively exposed by Louis R,
Ehrieli, a citizen of Colorado aud a mine

the financial question was made
< oiiservative estimates
give the

McKinley by

u

TIio free

hoot black.

c

as

in doiug its work. The proprietors
have so much faith in its curative powers,
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case That it fails to cure.
Send for testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
nature

i?°ld by Druggists, Toe.

We may
John kicking a

fallen!

hear oi'

to

c;

f.ewsb'

for their personal interests,
ex-champion pugilist, ing
the common welfare and the
other da> for assault
of the nation.
conductor in Boston. integrity

/divan.

>

<

OF THAT....

To

them. This lobby, like other lobbii*s that have existed in Washington, before and since, to further various schemes,
concern

1!•11:.*i>. contributed to the free

u

.1']'

people did

were

spiritless.

were

Peculiar

to

mence now.

Jones established the silver

his nomination for the Vice

Just

used in preparing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
unknown to other medicines, and
make Hood's Sarsaparilla

It

Latest Novelties in

30c.Tea 30c. DRESS COODSi^ THIMMINCS,

and process

are

will receive the unanimous nominaHe antiction as the head of the ticket.

was

Augusta.

combination, proportion

son

States, and in order to make the scheme ipates the cry of the pie-counter pauplausible the idea was started that the
pers'’ that the Popu lists have sold out to
people were to be benefited by it. Uere Hanna, and

...

Is what gives Hood’s Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The

rangements in the South and West. Sewell's friends are understood to make a

gold

origin

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
Fur electors at large:

JOEL V TLB UR of

would vote for Sewall.

his views both upon the currency and the
tariff, and for the same reason—to pro-

PRESIDENT,

JOHN F. HILL of

as

man

GARRET A. HOBART of New Jersey
FOR

craze was

standard man: he was also

william mckinley of otuo.
FOR VICE

the free silver agita-

Senator Jones of Nevada, by whom
this silver movement that has spread into

TWO TONS MORE

Merit

from the

tion.

iSSa,

PRESIDENT,

FOR

from Georgia that
contemplates retiring

comes

report

Thomas E. Watson

Populist ticket. This he will
neither affirm nor deny, but he says that
by Mr. David A. Wells, published in the bis retirement would defeat
Bryan, beNew York Tribune of Sept. 7th, attention
cause the Middle of the Road Populists
is called to some curious political
history would vote for McKinley before they

riTii ’>11 F.I* F\ FUV Till'US DAY MORNING I!Y THE

CHARLES A. 1‘ILSBXJRy,

A

Lobby.

In the masterly survey of the present
condition of public affairs in this country

BEL’•'AST, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1806.

publican

Silver

Lowest Prices.
Eleven Years Experience.

STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

Store formerly occupied by \V. C. Marshall.

ha
This mav eertrfv t hai
lb >|.i
my sou, I'.CUNA !U> \
ing the remainder of his n.n
not in the future pay any
of his wages.
Witness. M ,\ koki.h s .1. I
Brooks. Me., Oct. 5, 1800.
«•

*

BELFAST.

OF

Ther.will be no meeting of T. H.
Marshall
Relief Corps to-morrow,
Friday, evening. It
f the Georges Valley
is postponed to
Friday evening, Oct. ltith.
were S11.537; operatThe 1C. S. A. will give a dance in
Memor:ii ome from operating
ial Hall, Friday evening,October Uth.
Music
..ling off of about 8(500 by Sanborn’s Orchestra.
Admission 25c.
i-:ir.
The public is cordially invited to
attend.
!i "f this city ill an
The Belfast Non-Partisan W. C. T.
Al'■••' tor and has a large
liance will hold its annual
meeting and picbegin Nov. 1st a series nic
supper with Mrs. C. A. Pilsbury, 2(1 Mil«■« eiving bids
•v
by mail, ler St., on
Friday at 2 50 p. m. All members
t- first of each month,
and friends are cordially invited.
s sorrel horse “Bobby
The buildings of Frank Clark at
v rek
Oitypoint
of colic.
He was
narrowly escaped destruction by tire last
O.
Bernes
Norton and
week. A young son of Mr. Clark was in the
Mr. Logan added the
barn feeding the cattle and tire
caught iu
naming him after the the
hay, from the lantern. The boy tramScotch poet.
pled the tire out with his feet and went about
Main street above Bridge his work as
though nothing had happened.
i in plank ; that on ConFire. The buildings ou the place north
i' James street sheathed;
of the Head of the Tide, owned
by Calvin H.
street near Pearl street
Monroe and occupied by John H.
Adams,
lovements asked for on
were burned last
Sunday afternoon with all
tv* been attended to.
their contents, Two children were alone iu
i'. ately received a letter
the house when the tire broke out and its
'iher. Mrs. Pamelia Gilorigin is not known. The buildings were
wiio is 92 years old.
It old and of little value. Mr. Adams is a
hand very much like poor man and loses all bis household
effects,
il system,” but which tools, etc. There was no insurance.
tied in school when a girl.
“The Deacon's Dauqhter.” Mr. Archibald A. Gunter, one of the best known
g stration met last week
American authors, wrote this play for the
g lists for the November
v
hauges were the strik- late "Annie Pixley," who died leaving a
fortune of two hundred thousand dollars,
auies of 4 voters who had
board wil lbe in session since then the author lias been looking
around for a soubrette to step into Miss
-.1 for a final revision bePixley s path, and has succeeded in putting
this play in the hands of the
pretty and well
ater multiply these days,
known actress, Miss Lillian
Kennedy.
T he merry jingle of sleigh
Peculiar Ghowths. Miss Sophia
s
not far distant. Geo.
Staples
left at The Journal office last week an
and
hardware
apterprising
ple that was neither a single one nor
; .vj Main street, has two
twins.
Two apples were grown together in
s on the
to be here
5

1H t
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OPENING
...

1

>

Millinery
Fancy Goods,
The person who took a
strap, with name
on it, from the
Methodist church last

week,

way,

The weather rethe mouth
o
been unusually cold
Temperature for the
against til.32-, for Sepmkk.

September

for

i:

fell

;a

days

one

hand caught in a
*:«-!.t, Sibley & Co.'s
d.iy. and amputation

got

■>

1:1.

F

1.'

"

.,

a

:

in

Tji’tu

••:•••

"i

The

sou

the

Monday,
aiid departure are in

o

umns.Charles 0.
gent of the Maine Cellist Friday on business. A
City Point Tuesday to
o

meeting will he,“Resolved, That the present
school system is better than the former district

chugs... Geo. A. Aideu
11 town Saturday on railthe Belfast

on

'■motives of the branch
v shops last week.
Our Cnity correspondthe home of Mr. L. B. |
who is a model farmer,
isit
“His farm buildings |
and he has some of the
unty. He has ten milch
i.

J

<f other

cattle, five horses

latter

■

are

m

tine

transportation provided. About fifty and railway mail service officials. The work
availed themselves of the opportunity and in the Belfast
post office will be done by the
were most
favorably impressed with the regular force; but in the larger offices weighHome aud its efficient matron_Among re- ers are
appointed and receive >8 a day for
cent contributions were a
quilt and 80 from tlie thirty days they are employed.
the N. P W
T. A. of Munson; ten dozen
Big Deals for '9(5 and '97. There is no
eggs from C D. Davis of Brooks; pork from
business which admits of so many innovaW. H. Murphy of Monroe-Cash contributions as the

tions

are

con-

needed to pay for

a

theatrical business.

furnace.

and he had just sent
Dangerous Mischief. Hast week some
Tliis year lie sowed school girls changed the official lists of adr- and
this crop is not yet j vertised letters posted in the Post Office
s.x acres of corn
and ! corridor, and some school boys pasted Dana
cs'-d boo bushels of tur- i pill labels ou the front of one of the schoolo res
of potatoes and do : houses, on letter boxes, and anywhere else
with 1 bO bushels raised j they could find a place to stick them. There is
a State law which imposes a fine of 810 and
costs and -lo days imprisonment for defacing
m*
factory whistle was school
property, but the hoys were let off
last

e-Two
last

Thursday
coon

week to

eats

and it

were

Alameda,

with

a

reprimand,

it

as

I ncle Sam’s laws

are

was

the first

even

of the most essential necessities of life, aud are so thoroughly educated
as to the merits of what is good or bad that
it pays best to cater to them by presenting
only what is certain to he stamped “O. 1\.”
One of the strongest theatrical enterprises
which opened in New York City is the great
well known Sentimental Comedy, “The
Deacon’s Daughter,” that made such a terrific big hit in all the large cities, for wjiicli
extensive preparations have been carried
on, all special scenery with a magnificent
company of selected artists, and is sure to
make the same instantaneous and unqualified success that it has made in all the large

severe

with anything belonging
i: 'Aland Tribune says1 against tampering
to the mails, and probably his officers would
'atives from that city to
not be so lenient as our Superintendent and
mention were “royally

clam boils of the
widely heralded
'1 due press-A valuable
rse owned by a Boston
i'«veived at the Bay View
eek for training.... Pemlias s«.'id his market to his
pAs, who will continue the
d stand. ..H. L. and F. li.
"1 a number of valuable adolAction of Indian relics
i-t...

.The

teachers.

Shipping Items.

hare

recently_Charles T.
iy had dandelion greens
Monday, Oct. 5tli, and
L Sleeper found ripe raspus

>

on the same bush at
Oct. od.. .Over a hundred
were shipped from Belfast

--■■ms
h

Penobscot Monday
Anderson is building a
i• his farm in East Belfast.
new house next season.

steamer
r

Waldo shipped a veal
ist week that was 15 weeks
i A pounds. It netted S25.38.
'1
k• *11 up adrift some time
f

■

istine
•'

lels

belonged

to

Geo. R.

the Bryan
this city into tatters, and
untry will on Noy. 2d
represents in like conhave

torn

■

Still

no

tidings

Tims.

New York

He has

a

wife and two children in Brewer.

Steamer Notes. The steamer Sylvia has
Aug., 1895, the sch. Arthur V. S. made her last
trip between Rockland and
Woodruff, Capt. S. S. Heagan, sailed from North Haven for the season and
has, been
New York for Aux Cayes.
She has since
taken to Boston to be laid up and to receive
made two voyages to Aux Cayes; two to
the usual overhauling. Capt. Mills will not
Cayenne; one to Gov. Harbor, W. I., and run the
sailing packet Greyhound this winter
two coastwise trips.
She arrived at Philaas formerly, but will remain at his home in
30tli
from
via.
Porto
delphia Sept.
Cayenne
Rockland. The Vinalhaven of the Rock-

Rico.Sch. Wm. Downes sailed Oct. 5tli
for Charleston, S. C., light, to load railroad
ties for Boston-Sch. Maria Webster carried a cargo of coal for F. G. White to Saudypoint last week and loaded another for Isle
au Haut Tuesday-Sch. II. M. Stanley arrived Monday from St. John, N. B., with
shingles for Cooper & Co.Sch. Julia
Baker arrived Monday from Boston with
flour for T. I. Huxford of Brooks and sailed
the same day for Bangor-Sch. Miantonomah sailed Oct. 1st for Boston with hay from
L. T. Shales & Co... .Sch. Annie L. Henderson
arrived from Camden yesterday and
was taken on the marine railway for
re-coppering, a new shoe and painting.

Each doll has two

complete

suits.

Ameri-

French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Swiss, Turkish and Indian costumes. All parts being interchangeable, many combinations can be made,
can,

affording

endless amusement and instruction. A high-class series of dolls, patented
and manufactured for us exclusively and
not to be compared with the numerous
cheap paper dolls on the market.

How To Get Them.
Cut from five outside wrappers of None Such
Mince Meat the head of the girl holding pie.
Send these with ten cents in silver—wrapped
in paper—and your full name and address, and
Or we will
we will send the dolls postpaid.
send them free for twenty heads of the girl.
Send only the heads to avoid extra postage.

l»oll._

one

-In

Five beautiful dolls, lithographed on cardboard, eight inches high. Can be cut out and
put together by the children—no pasting.

Krt-.ioh

of the

as

J. Stewart, which sailed from
Sept. Nth for Boston, and she is cities, and it is unanimously conceded by
no doubt lost, but there is still hope that the
newspapers and theatrical critics that among
crew may have been taken oft’ by some outthe big deals for ’9(5 ami ’97 will be found
ward bound vessel. Capt. L. C. Blake, her Lillian
Kennedy in “The Deacon’s Daughcommander, formerly resided at Cape Rozier. ter.”

hark

beautiful Ooils
FREE.

Mu-

age

ments

offense.

more

The pres-

might he appropriately styled “The
Realistic." Men with vast capital have entered the field, snd their rivalry and spirited competition have called forth the most
astounding results. The public crave amuseent

irket

i:n;e

WERRELL-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Mrs. Wells’ Opening. Mrs. B. F. Wells
her millinery opening for the fall
of '96 aud winter of '97, for Tuesday and
Wednesday, Oct. 13th aud 14th. She has

Miss .T. C. SOULE,

announces

Milliner.

just returned from New York and Boston,
where the latest styles and most desirable
goods were obtained. Miss Florence Wells,
who is direct from one of the most
stylish
workrooms in Boston, will have charge of
the trimming department, and is
prepared
to give customers all the new ideas in that

lots of work and trouble for the post office

ami

ed

FI

system.”

The Girls’ Home. Some of the ladies
in attendance at the W. C. T. I", convention
expressed a wish to visit the Girls’ Home
and a general invitation was extended
by
the. President of the Children’s Aid
Society

nductor Tucker has been

gbi train

following

rank II.

Mason, H. 1>. McHellan. The admission fee
Nvas fixed at oh cts.
The sessions are to be
private, and held on Thursday evenings.
Tlie question for discussion at the next,

Central

table

battery.

DR. E. HOLDEN LANSING
~^VlS IN^-

To the Farmers of Waldo Co:
The time is near at hand when the new
crop of hay will be ready for market, and it
is essentially necessary that the same should
be pressed in such manner as to command
the highest market price. This can best be

Belfast for Two Weeks.

A Sufferer from Bright's Disease,

officers elected: President,
May,*; Vice Presidents, Geo. It.
P->or, < has. K. White; Secretary, Orrin J.
Dickey Treasurer, Kdwin P. Frost; Executive Committee, Noruiau
Wardwell, W. A.
I'

Miss FRENCH.

AT

THE^

WINDSOR HOTEL

The Belfast Debating Club was re-orlor the season last
Thursday and

of

SOUTHWORTH,

accomplished by using a Dedrick Columbian Press, three of which are now ready to
^►OFFICE
start in the vicinity of Belfast. Hay put up
a poor
by
Capt. Benjamin Condon, and Capt. Wash- by these presses is sought for and acknowlman loses his
all, as nothing was saved.
ington Hall, and was one of the busiest edged by all dealers to bring higher prices
repairs will be made on the lower bridge
Places in town in the days when the fishing than the same quality of hay put up by other
nt>x». week and it will be
closed to travel a
industry nourished here. Again in the (>0's presses. From twelve, to thirteen tons of
few days. A small portion of the old
work | it had a boom when the menhaden struck in Dedrick pressed hay can be loaded in a 1
has settled rendering a few new
timbers h r a few years and large quantities were common box car at a saving in
freight of J5
necessary and some additional piling.
tried out there for oil and the “slivers'* sold per cent, to the shippers and 20 per cent,
List of unclaimed letters
more hay can l»e pressed in a
remaining in the for bait.
given time
;
Belfast Bust Oltice for the week
The Oi.d School-house. The little build- than with the old style presses.
ending Oct.
•••
ISSN,
Ladies—Miss Florence Brewster, ing in the rear of the
These presses are being introduced and
Frye block, so Jong
Mrs. Maurice
Gentlemen—Mr. used as a sehuoi-house by Miss E. C. Frye
Harvey.
placed within the, reach of the farmers at
Elmer L Briggs, Mr. Henry B.
Ingalls, Mr. and where so many Belfast people learned considerable expense by the owners and we
Hoi-mc* <\
Niekols, 2 letters, 1 package, their first lessons, lias been despoiled as a ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to
[From Waterville, Maine, Sentinel.]
Nathan W ood iN Sou.
•m-bool-room.
The benches, worn thin by co-operate with us in this matter and make
A Sentinel reporter, learning that J. C.
the
of
standard
Waldo
The Deacon's Daughter.
•he
in
little
folks
now
county hay equal
The above :
grown to manhood and
Horne, a well-known citizen of Waterville,
to that of any section of the
t.iie seemed to arouse the
curiosity of the womanhood and scattered everywhere, have preparation
had been successfully treated for Bright’s
from
which
New
ork public so much so that on the been removed, the building raised a little country
hay is shipped.
disease by Dr. E. Holding Lansing, called
Tlie Dedrick presses will be
opening night the house was parked to the and resided, Miss Frye says she will fit it
managed by
Mr. Horne Tuesday and from him
doors. The success of the play was instan- up for a room suitable to accommodate small Freeman Ellis & Sons, South Brooks; Her- upon
learned tin; following:
taneous, and during the entire New Vork society meetings, but will never desecrate bert Hamlin, South Brooks, and Charles
Mr. Horne said: “I have been a buyer of
Barnes of Waldo. Communications to any ,
engagement the theatre was crowded. The it by any menial use.
fine horses for the New York market for the
of
the above parties will receive
same big success was
prompt at- j
duplicated in all the
Miss
Southworth's
Opemm;
Miss j tenti on.
past eighteen years, and my business relarge cities. The «•< mpany is a powerful and
A’Utliworth, with Miss Soule as milliner,
quires almost constant riding on my team.
F. G. WHITE,
e\cuiy balanced one, ami MNs Liiiiuu Ken- announces her
opening of fall and winter
Four years ago an eminent physician whom
L. T. SHALES & CO.
nedy, as Ruth, presents a characten/.ition, millinery for
I had consulted on account of a lameness in
Wednesday and Thursday,
Belfast, Sept. 24, _SPii.—hw.sq
which for histrionic ability has never been tut. 14th and
15th, when she will give her
my back, told me that I had Bright’s disease.
surpassed on the American stage.
customers the
benefit of the latest styles
Of course 1 was treated for relief but i." reBelfast
of
G<
od Templars had a
Lodge
csterday, Oct. 7th, was b*jgun the weigh- an l bargains in the New York and Boston
lief came and 1
outinued to suffer for the
ing of mails on all the railroads and in the markets. This season’s goods ire unusually very pleasant dime sociable at the ledge j past four years. ,S:\ weeks
ago I consulted
room last Friday
evening.
offices
of
New England to pretty and many novelties are
principal post
Dr. Lansing. He did not agree to cure me,
promised,
make estimates on which to base the
The marriage of our popular County but said he could
which will add interest to this event of so
govafford me some relief. 1
j
ernment contracts with the railroads for car- i nineb
importance to the feminine mind. Miss Attorney, Ellery Bowden, Esq., to Miss : put myseif under his treatment, which conrying the mails for the next four years be- K. A. French will also be-pleased to wel Blanche D. Arey, both of Winterport, is sisted of electric al and medicinal
applicaginning July 1, 1897. The weighing of the come her customers. She lias a
large stock announced elsew here. The Journal extends ; tion, and almost at om e began to experience
mails is done every four years and occasions of the novelties of the
and
best
wishes.
congratulations
season.
relief. After six weeks' treatment I feel like

larger

ganized

mile, last

a

young

Maine

"ad time

1

whose
The

r.glit arm broken
1 »y being thrown

1
wo

in

walk to the

t.»

!'..t

-•

I>hins,

reported

.is

so-

the

The annual meeting of the Belfast W.
C.
T. L. will be
held at their rooms this,
Thursday, afternoon at the usual hour. The
business will include election of oifieers and I
line.
other matters of importance.
Another of the familiar landmarks on Bel-The tire which was seen from this
city fast Bay has
disappeared. Last Tuesday
Monday night in the direction of Oak Ilill |
John <J. Condon tore down the fishwas the
buildings of Eiba Seekins of Swan- I Capt.
house which has stood on the bank near his
viHe. It was a small stand of
buildings, wharf since 1851. It was built
and of little value, but
by his father,
the fire

taken out by the cold wiresnare. Dr.
Fames also performed the operation on patients in Sears port and Stockton
Springs,
and le-’tureu Saturday
evening at Btieksport-.p "Tht Nose and Throat iu Ueiation
to Taking Gold."

of

Miss

breast. The lamps will
lamp pinned
run three hours with one charging of the
on

water colors from bis recent
sketches at
Matinicus.
Several of them are marked
“sold.”

were

cord had

‘\v

OCT. 14 AND 15.

Letter Carriers Eaton and Thompson are
using an electric light for their evening
work. A small battery is carried in the
pocket and wired to a small incandescent

H. L. Woodcock has on
exhibition at the
store of M. P. Woodcock & Son a
number of

Dr. G. F. Fames of Boston came to Belfast last week and performed a difficult surgical operation on two young people. It
consisted in removing the tonsils and anenoid growth from the. throat. The former

inches.

by leaving the

Cniversalist

por-

for 37

12

on

much

owner

ciety are preparing a novel entertainment
for Hallowe’en and the
Ladies’ Circle is
making preparations for a sale at Christmas
tim<\

the. tuber is through the washer on
one side while the
greater part, is ou the
other side.

temperature was
days, and the lowest

of in.:'.2

was

the

No. 7. Court street.
The Waldo County Law
Library Association is
having the docket printed for the
October term of S. J.
Court, which opens
Oct. 20, Judge Foster
presiding.
The young people of the

tion of

st
: 2*

one

oblige

same at

than the other....Swift & Paul have at
their store a potato that grew
against a small
iron washer in such a way that a small

Man h shows

2

peculiar way, hut

a

and buyers
date in style and price.

will

Wednesday and Thursday,,

Thomas Haugh has bought the John Peirce
block on Church street. If the Crosby Inn
is not rebuilt Mr. Haugh thinks of converting the building into a hotel.

plate

■

first snow,

OF....

land and Vinalhaven line touches at North
Haven-Steamer Tremont of the Bangor
and Bar Harbor line, under command of
Capt. Alfred Conners, has been placed on
the route from Rockland to Green’s Landing, touching at North Haven. She makes
round trips daily except Sundays.
Wednesdays and Saturdays she touches at Oceanville-The steamer Hector, Capt. Arey,
which has been running between Lamoiue
and Bar Harbor during the summer, will
run between Winter Harbor and Bar Harbor hereafter, for the fall and winter, in
place of the Ruth-The recently published
rumor that the Maine Central Railroad Co.

j

purchased a controlling interest in the
Boston & fiangor Steamship Co.’s property
is, like all the previous rumors to that effect,
without foundation. In reply to inquires
by the Bangor Daily News, President Win.
II. Hill of the B. & B. S. S. Co. says: “No
overtures have ever been made by
the
Maine Central R. R. Co. to purchase, nor
has this company ever offered its property
for sale. So far as I know, both companies
are satisfied with the existing condition of
tilings and their present amicable relations.
This company paid on October 1st 75 more
of its 0 per cent, bonds, issued at the time of
building the steamer City of Bangor (which
retires one-half of the extra issue), aud also
paid on the same date a dividend of 2 1-2
per cent, to its stockholders from the earnings of the present year.”-The Rockland
Star says: “Captain Curtis, first pilot of the
City of Bangor, took charge of her upon her
arrival Friday morning, and Captain Otis
had

Ingraham stopped ashore to remain with his
family until her return from Bangor Saturday night. Captain Curtis is a very reliable
and competent officer aud the boat is alThe City of
ways safe in his hands.”
Bangor did not leave Boston Monday night
on account of the storm, and the Penobscot,
bound up, laid over in Rockland 24 hours.
The Bangor left Boston Tuesday at 5 p. m.,
arriving here yesterday morning and leaving
in the afternoon on the return trip.

Abba Anuis lias recently discovered a new mail, and had I followed Dr. Lansing’s
some old
goods belonging to her j advice I believe I should now he entirely
mother, a coat of arms and genealogy of the ! well. The doctor forbade my riding, hut I
Bramliall family, which are highly prized as am obliged to do some anyway. My appetite
relics by connections of that family. The is good. 1 feel better than I have for years
Bramhalls were an old and distinguished and the improvement is so
great, in so snort
family in England.
a time, that 1 have faith in
ultimate and
Miss

A Course of Lectures. The committees
ho managed the “People’s Lecture Course”
last winter so successfully have
arranged
for another the coming season. The course
will consist of two musical entertainments
and four lectures by some of the best talent

obtainable.

The dates are as follows: The
Apollo Quartette, Nov. 24th; Jahu De Witt
Miller, Dec. 15tli; Dr. Willitts, Jan. 12th:
Col. C. H. Bain of Kentucky, Jan. 2<>th; I.)r.
P. S. Henson of Chicago, Feb.
18th; and the

my

There was a serious runaway accident at
Mars Hill Monday. As Mrs. i\ T. Blanch-

ard and daughter, Tina, were
taking Miss
Wood of Belfast, a sister of Mrs. Blanchard,
to the depot to take the train V*-»r home, their
horse became unmanageable and ran away,
throwing all out. Mrs. Blanchard sustained
serious injury, three ribs being broken. Miss
Wood was injured quite badly and will be
uuabh* to return home for several weeks.
Miss Blanchard was bruised about the head.
l>r. Kincaid was summoned and rendered
medical aid. [North Star.

Lyceum Stars, one of the best concert
troupes in America, Feb. 23d. Tim dates
are all Tuesday evenings, and the entertainments will be in Belfast Opera House. The
prices will be the same as last season.
New Advertisements. You cannot very
well overlook tlie gun advt. of J. H. & J
W. Jones, 00 Maiu street. They have hit
the mark on price and their gunning for cus-

North Belfast.

The Downs culvert is

completed, after an interruption to travel of
nearly four weeks. It was of necessity an
extensive piece of work. The old wall had
tomers is always successful, as they furnish
a good article for little money_See notice
caved in to such an extent as to require it to
of dissolution of the firm of Storer &
Brown, be entirely rebuilt. Surveyor Mavhew and
Morrill, Me-M. L. Mitchell, 115 High his workmen -.Icuorve credit for the thorough
street, has the Glenwood furnaces, which manner in which they have done their work.
are heaters, fuel savers and
.Mr. Geo. O. Flanders went to the Maine
price shavers.
Call and see one-See advt. of ring found General Hospital last Thursday to have an
in Winterport-Starrett’s fall
opening of operation performed, the result of an injury
jackets aud capes will take place Friday, Oct. received several months ago.Mr. and
15tli, when they will make the largest dis- Mrs. E. L. White returned to their home in
play of garments of the season. Call now Lynn, Mass., last week-Misses Adelaide
and see the fine line in new styles of dress and Louise Gurney went to Boston last
goods fur fall and winter wear_Hon. Fred week, where they are to receive instruction
Atwood, Winterport, handles real estate in special lines of work_Rev. Geo. S. Mills
aud negotiates loans, buys aud sells invest- will preach in the church next Sunday at
ment securities, and is ageut for reliable fire,
2.30 p.m. All are cordially invited_Mrs.
marine and tornado insurance companies.
C. A. Hopkins and daughter Edna returned
-Lewis C. Feruald oftVrs for rent a new home
Thursday from a four weeks’ visit to
house with seven rooms, and stable, at No.
Boston.
(>()| CedarStreet. Terms reasonable. Enquire
at the premises.See advt. of millinery
A Tin Wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H
openings by Miss Smithworth and Mrs. B. F. Quimby sent out cards last week for a reWells-Joseph Roberts, Brooks, publishes
ception at tlieir home, 25 Court street, Mona freedom notice... Carle & Jones, 21 Main
street, offer bargains in glassware this week
day evening, Oct. 5tli, from 8 to 11. It was
Look out for their lamp advertisement next the lOtli anniversary of their
marriage, and
week-G. J. Shaw & Son, Sears Island,
Horal offerings anti more substantial gifts
Searsport, Me., have seven thoroughbred
...

friends and relatives marked the event.
Our society reporter was unfortunately absent from the city the night of the reception
and the yachting reporter was detailed for
the occasion. His report follows: Soon after
8 o’clock last Monday evening scores of people under full sail were headed for 25 Court
street. Arriving at the port of destination,
the officer of the deck, a very polite young
from

Shropshire buck lambs for sale_House for
corner of Northport avenue and Durham street. Inquire uf It. F. Dunton, Belfast-Misses Beverage and Upton, who recently opened dress-making rooms in Johnson’s Block, High street, are having a good
run of business.
They use Livingstone’s
famous French system aud make children’s

sale,

work

a

specialty.

Evil Doers. The police and sheriff have
than the usual amount of business on

more

present. Sunday a man came here
from Rockland with a team belonging to W.
N. Ulmer’s liverv stable, leaving it at the
Pluenix House stable, and g<-ing out himself on the 7 20 train Monday morning.
It I
was soon learned that the team was hired to
hand at

!

Hope, and officers

instructed to !
secure the team and arrest the man.
Sheriff S. G. Norton and Coroner B. O. Norton j
j
went to Waterville by the 1 25 train and
made search for the man, but lie was not
found.Monday special constable R.
go to

were

lady, ordered them aloft—ladies to starboard,
gentlemen to port. After squaring the yards
and setting colors the guests went below to
the captain’s cabin where Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Quiinby gave them a cordial welcome. I)r.
and Mrs. B. B. Foster, the latter a sister of
Mrs. Quimby, assisted in receiving. The deeorations throughout were both tasteful and
beautiful and there was a profusion of tlovvera, in which American Beauty roses were
conspicuous. American beauties, whether
roses or

women,

are

second to none, and both

represented. This is about as the society
Hamm, Jr., of Bangor was in town looking
reporter would have expressed it, but the
for a half-breed Indian known here by the
writer would say that there was running
name of Thompson, who is wanted as a witrigging of sinilax and blocks of roses. Inness in a case in relation to the burning of
the Katahdin ice houses in Bangor. The man stead of piping all hands to grog at a stated
was found living with some Indians on the
hour a huge bowl of fruit punch, a delicious
East Side and went along with the officer, but not an inebriating
beverage, was served
of
his
in
the
made a deposition
testimony
to all who thirsted. The tide now set
strongcase on Tuesday afternoon and returned to
toward
the
mess room, where instead of
y
The Bangor Daily News gives the salt junk and hardtack which nautiBelfast.
as Frank
Robinson
were

entire recovery in

short time.

heartily
endorse Dr. Lansing, recommending him to
all who may suffer as l have for years."
a

1

A Victim of Rheumatism,
[From Waterville, Maine, Sentim-:.'
The

Sentinel

visited

man

another ••! I)r.

Lansing’s patients at her home, fis Silver
street.
This patient was Mrs. Ellen Davis,
who, until about a year ago, resided in Fairfield, and is well and favorably known in
that town.

Her

Fairfield

friends

will

re-

member that about four years ago Mrs. Davis
suffered an attack of rheumatic fever, and

for a long time was confined to her bed.
When she finally recovered strength to leave
her couch it was to find that her health was
completely shattered and she was the object
of pity from her neighbors and friends. A
year after her confinement fro n rheumatism
Mrs. Davis was again taken ill with the grip,
from which she suffered a longtime as might

naturally

expected,

he

on

account

of

her

weakened condition. This last sickness left
her in worse condition than ever. She could
not dress or remove her clothing without assistance, and to use her own words, “l did
not care for anything. I had no ambition
whatever and life was a weary burden to
me.
I could just crawl up stairs; my right
foot T dragged behind me, going up one step
“1 bail the best medical attendat a time.”
ance that could be procured, but I found no
relief. My right arm was so swollen that I
was

obliged

to cut out the arm-size of my
get it on. My right leg was

waist in order to

swollen to twice its natural size and I
in constant
was

from

day

was

to another.

I

a

to give up all kinds of work.
month ago I consulted Dr. Lansing

well you see
all the work of this
like

one

obliged

About
and

pain

—

a

new

preciate

woman,

what

me

to-day.

1

am

been Under lbs treatment
*r since.
L
have improved sir.-.lily from the iirst and at.
a rate which has exceeded my fondest
hopes
or wiidest. expectations.
I am f.-.diug better
tbati I have been any time s:m-c my affliction, live years ago.

perfect control of
with am pain.

my lip
I am

I

not

ami leave
troubled

confident that. Dr.

Lansing’s treatment whi
not say

can use

Am

cure

praise

f

me.

can-

eminent
physician, for he lias really relieved me of a
trouble which other phy-deiuns pr-m mured
incurable, ami which lias for tie- last, live
to mudi

in

of

this

fe.
years brmi the terror ami dread
my
Would that 1 could tell every person m the
world what Dr. Lansing has done i n me.
and 1 would ud\ isc everyone u
sulLns as l
have and who is allii-ted in any way to consult this skilled and learned phys-.---.au,
F
know lie can lndp you.”

big house alone.
1

Aggravated Case

of Catarrh.

Out* of tlu* most
fected in this

phenomena! cures
vicinity is that of the

Mrs. Preo of No.

11

ever

ef-

ease

of

Dunbar

t’oiirt, Watcrville. Mrs. Preo Dad hemi troubled with
nasal
atarrh. Ii began as it usually does,
but it increased in its effect so rapidly that

it eonmumicatt'd with t.hcstomach in a Manner that in six months after taking
severe
cohl the stomach became bloated ai d v* ry
sour. It eaiist*<i almost continuous head iche,
vomiting and a discharge from the nose
which became so badly sw..br
n to present an -ansiglitI*, appearance
Mrs Preo is
•
old
t
4b years
and bad, previous
the attack
of the disease, always enjoyed the best of
health, but the r ipid advam e and the aggravating stage of the trouble made life a
weary burden, as she lost ib sense of t tste
She eon id ll't sleep ti.
Ol' smell.
mse of
the almost eotistaiit discharge lYoin 1 he nose
that during s!. p would go down to the
stomach and tin t, would bring on seven*,
heat lac he and vomiting.
P.eeouiitig \\ eakened by the effect of the d:s-is.parallel
case
known
Mrs. lb
never
was
was
\\
to
the
»rk
in
her
give
obliged
up
family.
Early in February, when Dr. Einsiug :irst
lbvo .vent to s.-e
•anie. to this city, Mrs.
him. The doctor would not. promise t cure,
but was of the opinion be could help the ani fortunate woman. He began To treat ner
ami.
the result is plain to beseem
A | ieee
,
! of bone, that had been eaten away by the.
»f
the
disease
became
det.mhed
progress
from what is generally called the “bridge of
the nose.” and was removed.
A representafive of the press called on Mrs Preo, W*dne.sday, Ajiril 1, and from her learned be
l
following: ”1 am not entirely arc i. b;
am so near well that I believe l si ill be entirely so ii a few weeks. It is something
wonderful. Why 1 have reeovered s.-nse i
I have u> heada.he. m
taste and smell.
j sour stomach ; I sleep weli and have resumed the work of the househ el; 1 fe.-i real
strong again, in fact, is strong as f. nuiierly.
I think. You can see for yourself that wle-re
ost
the piece of hone -am.- out of my
there
is hut the slightest depression .-r distigureI was miserable and desp. ml mi. i
ment.
am now happy and eontented.
\
nnot;
put this too strong, I belie*-.* I >r. l.an-vig s
c.isr
:nu;.-i'.*s
a wonderful physician.
My
that lit* can do what he da;ms tn. 1 cvii
more than he will promise to do.
] an truly
is
very grateful to him for w hat lie
my

case.”

doing
I feel

Twenty Years’ Suffering.

have, ambition, 1 ap-

there is good in life, my ap-

petite is the best for many years, 1 sleep well
where before I was unable to sleep, except
the short naps of exhaustion. 1 am not now
entirely free from the ailment, but the improvement in so short a time has been so
great, and I feel so remarkably well and
strong that I know in a short time I shall i>e
entirely well. I do not regret parting with the
money which 1 have paid Dr. Lansing, ami
should not had I paid him many times over
You may
the sum which I have given him.
use my name ami say I advise any one suffrom these chronic diseases to go to
Dr. Lansing for treatment.”
When the reporter called Mrs. Davis was
busy with her cooking. The reporter was
shown into the pretty parlor, but before the
interview he suggested that he would probably keep her from her work several minutes, if she had left anything in the oven she
best look after it. “Oh yes,” she exclaimed,
“I have,” and the manner in which she left
that parlor would not indicate that she was
troubled in the slightest with rheumatism.

fering

man’s

and cal writers tel! us the chief diet of
name
those
the case was Katahdin Ice Co. who go down to the sea in
ships, there
R.
R.
Co.
The plaintiffs were
Central
delicious
appetizing
salads,
ices,
claim that the fire which destroyed their ice cake, etc., served by most obliging stewardhouse was caused by sparks from a locomo- esses.
During the evening Sanborn’s Or
and
it is chestra furnished most
tive of the defendant corporation,
enchanting music.
said that Robinson was on the premises It was the opinion of all who heard it that
when the locomotive from which the sparks that organization of skilled musicians fairly
are alleged to have come passed the houses.
outdid itself. Here we have dropped the
_Last week Llewellyn Moore of Belmont nautical strain again, and will say in confound a strange horse in the road iu that
clusion that the house was thronged all the
town and took it in. He sent word out that
evening and that the reception in all its feahe had it, and soon two men from Belfast tures was a brilliant success.
Three generclaimed it, Moore refused to give it up and ations of the family were present, Mrs.
the next day the same men came with a Mary J. Noyes, the grandmother, Mr. and
to be an order from a man
Mrs. J. H. Quito by, the father and mother
paper purporting
Moore gave the horse up, of Mr. W. H.
in Frankfort.
Quimby, and among the out
was
order
the
not
but many think
genuine, of town guests were Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
and the case will be investigated.
£u ivan of Portland.

the

says that
vs" Maine

gam New Portland ami L--vi>»on, hut none
of them all'orde i me any permanent, relief
and they called my ease ineurable. Three
weeks ago l consulted Dr. Lansing and have

among

"

1

ami many a sleepless night have I
passed,
suffering extreme agony, and often have 1
that
death
would
thought
be a great rebel.
I have been treated by nine dliferent
phvsieians, from Fairfield, Waterville, Sk.avlie-

Partial Paralysis,
| From Waterville, Maine, Sentinel.|
John Holbrook of Fairfield, while in this
city the other day, said in conversation with
a Sentinel reporter:
“I want to tell you
something and I wish I could tell the whole
I am 75 years old. Five years ago
world.
I had a slight stroke of paralysis which left,
my lip partially paralyzed, so that I had m>
control of it whatever. I could not keep my
food in my mouth and at times my lip was
No one knows
very sore and sensitive.
what a terrible sufferer I have been. Many

Restored to

V

igorous M.inhool after

Twenty Years’ Suffering. The Rem

edy Magic-Like

but Simple.

,1. 1*. Chcrtrtlliall, who

n >

d.-S

■!I

S

,!.!'•

D :s «
Journal reporter.
d«-ui
d
iar.o ems
that his earnest am. cnipli.it.
>1 t wm y
,■ .:
of relief from a pci
'.-1
ing carried convicti m inf tin* n u Is
number of list n.ms
“1 have suffered for t w-mty ye trs," };■
said, “from catarrh and >• x*oi.,■ |;r is, hi l
many times 1 thought I w.nild just hav. t
\
.lie, as it seemed no relief rouid b.- had.
great portion of the tame I was unable
work ami was compelled to sleep in netting
position, as 1 would smother when lying
down.
Hearing of Doctor Lansing, I w.-nt
to see liim, and decided to give him
trial
He began treating me mi January 1 *J11i, last,
ami I’ll tell von, it's Gods truth, I b-perfectly well. I feel like a. new m in, sir.
His
remedies,
though to me seemed
simple, acted like magic; it isn’t much
short of it.
My friends speak of the
change in my voice, and looks, and 1 feel
I hear sonic doctors
as strong as anybody.
I
say that good doctors don’t advert se.
heard of Dr. Lansing through this ad <*rtim*\er
ment, and would positively hav
heard of him if lie had not advertised, as
his office was at the Grand Windsor Hotel,
and what business had I around the Grand
Windsor Hotel?
I hid spent over >l.ooilt
besides loss of time, previous to seeing Dr.
■

dices t,o a

•<

Lansing’s advertisement."
Mr. Chessman is now thirty-live ye.ijrs of
He isaeirage and hails from Arkansas.
peliter by trade, and seems to look upon his
restoration to health and vigorous manhood
sort of new birth, and in fact, his enthusiasm over the result reminds one of the,
touch and earnestness that follow in the.
wake of a great and sudden religious experience. [State Journal, Dallas, Texas.

as a

_1UI0L5 THOUGHT.

Alone with God the confused and distracted mind gathers calmness and the
muddy current becomes clear. Private devotion is the great secret of strength in
the religious life, and the divine life can
not be sustained without it. Jesus sought
it, and the wisest and holiest in every age
have acknowledged
its necessity and
power.
[Kev. W. H. Kershaw, Con-

—

Hcv

ul Sermons

lie

of All

l)j
Uenointnulloiis.

Kmlnent

Clergy

men

:iElAYEH.

Prayer is like love. You can
argue a man into it, nor out of it.
rrev.
E. 11. Hopkins, Cungregationalist,
y ubutyue, Iowa.

gregationalist, Brooklyn.

A Twofold Mission.
The misson of
the C hristian is twofold—to preserve the
in
the
world
and to reveal a
good already
higher good. [Kev. L. H. Harris, Episcopalian. Atlanta.

Personality and Action,
There
two elements that enter into every
man’s inlluence, personality and action.
The one is the man himself, with the peculiar individuality that differentiates
him from other men, the character that
makes him what he is.
It was the man
Paul, the man Napoleon, the man Luther,
that gave to each of these his power and
stamped his influence upon the age in
which he lived.
It was the man Jesus
Christ that revealed his life and by the
force of his own irresistible character commanded the admiration and recognition
of men.
[Kev. J. A. Burnett, Presbyterian, Wilkinsburg, Pa.
are

Baud Times.
It the politicians were
struck dumb for ten years, we would
have prosperity. Shut your mouth and attend to business. [Kev. Sam ,1 ones, Evangelist, ai Emory Grove, Aid.

only

Society. The social life of to-day is
poisoned w ith ail insidious worldliness that
is
destroying tiie character of teio many
-hat have enteied its circle,
[llev. J. \\’.
Goniey. Baptist, St. l’anl.
Wok: I’].jnx>>.
b iut'ul pleasures never
satisiy. The pleasure lasts only as long
as the sin lasts.
The piactice of iniquity
may be pleasant, but its nitim-n is painful.
[llev. C. II. Fitxwiiliam, Baptist,

Pittsbuig.

Povkiity am>
Poverty is a
haul question with which to ileal,
it is a
problem that few solve with much satisfacti. n. but bad as ii is debt is a thing
much worse.
[Rev. J. \'. Beil. Presbyteriau, Imbids, Pa.
A AT:
Diskask.
Nervous strain and
oveiwork are j omicing the disease known
as
Amerieaiiitis. Americans live in a
burry, die in a huny and are carried to
the cemetery on a trot.
[Rev. \Y. bl.
Moorland, Fpiscopalian, ban Francisco.
w

CmsjsTs Mission.
Our Savior came
into this world not alone for the Jewish
nation, but to gather unto himself and
enlist undei the blood-stained banner of
the cross all men of all nations and kindreds and tribes.
[Rev. Francis Hagen.
Moravian, York, Pa.
China.
The destructive and constructive sides of the Gospel are plainly seen
m China,
When China swings into line,
the angels will begin to prepare to sing
the coronation hymn.
China will be
given to Christ as his last inheritance.
[Bishop C. B. Galloway, Methodist,
Jackson, Miss.
Aok h Bow eh.
The greatest power of
our civilization
to-day is the public press.
But that power is not to be compared to
the human voice.
This should be used
not only as apolitical power, but it must
be a power lor advancing God’s cause.
[Bev. B. G. Seymour. Baptist, Lowell,
Mass.

j

j

n

dizziness, faintness, extreme lassitude, “don't care” and “want-to-beare

left-alone

feelings, excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness,
flatulency, melancholy, or the “blues,”
and backache.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound will correct all

this trouble
shines.
That

as

sure

the

as

sun

Bearing=down Feeling,
causing pain, weight, and backache, is
instantly relieved and permanently
cured by its use. I*t is wonderful for
Kidney Complaints in either sex.
Unanswered.

Suffering and Sympathy.
All men
at the bottom of their hearts believe in
vicarious pain.
We are the sons and
daughters of the living God, and in nothis
our
relation so distinctly shown as
ing
in our human sympathy.
We can suffer
for one another.
Our pain is not selfish
A
suffers
for
his rebellious
pain.
king
subjects. Parents’ hearts break not for
aught they have done, but for their wandering. prodigal sons and daughters. God
would not be God if somewhere we could
not find, we could not touch, the point of
sympathy in hini-if he did not suffer with
us and for us in this
anguish and sin and
pain consequent upon it. And we find it
nowhere else but at Calvary, in the sufill mest deed of sacrifice that was ever seen
or could ever be conceived in a
human
mind. [Kev. D. J. Burrell, Presbyterian,
New Pork.

Chakactek.

there are two
and yourself.

•James Creel man, the stall corresponclent of the New York World, writes to that
conflagration,
inct pf.ou, but us loice ber.r.ius greater ]*aper as follows from
Maryland:
as time.- goes
Here in the heart of Mai viand the corpse
on, audit cngauds until it !
'•we* |
t\ei\ thing
into
itembrace, of Bryanism awaits a hi.rial.
d
There can l»c little doubt that the old
gmw until tli# \ an masterful, !
n:< 1 •••'■ 'xt,; iactive.
ik-\. \. Luccoek. Slate has joined the Republican column,
Mi t]iPi: c-burg.
pci haps to stay there for many years. The
>ceptre of powei has passed from the un*" i1 M.\ !-.>■>.
We six uk! have God in steady hands of Senator Gorman.
There
:u. In:dm..'* as well :e in on:
churches: in i■' ‘'lie greater than he and his name is
pU asiu'cs as in our prayer meetings; : Wellington. The new Republican SenaJ-"a ]‘"dtic> most of a!!.
Christianity | tor has followed tip the great victory of
i>
:
e
underlying principle of our life. last >«‘ar by organizing the Maryland Re! lie l'egenciate and
pure in heart will publicans as they never have been organnc'-ei
emancipate it from anything'. Rev. | ized before. Not less than 20,UOO Demlb A. Giant, Airican
Methodist, lielle- i o* rats have joined him in the war against
1'onte, Pa.
j free silver.
I
The Democratic organization is in
Nation a n Gloi;\.
Its leaders are without money and
The true defense ; ruins.
ami gk-ry of our nation
to-day rests not j largely without influence. Most of them
>o much in our
are
half-hearted
and are merely going
our
schools,
judiciary, our j
our armies, our
pc lice, as in the ; through the motions of supporting Bryan
simple faith of the God-fearing men and | for the sake of keeping control of the mawomen scattered
throughout the length I chine in the future, without the slightest
and breadth of our great domain.
[Rev. i idea of success this year. No thoughtful
G. L. Reed,
I man can go through Maryland without
Methodist, Philadelphia.
! discovering the fact that the Democrats
Harvest Time.
For nearly nineteen are completely demoralized.
The party
centuries we have sown tlx* seed of I is a wreck.
Conservative men place McChrists i nil iience upon human morality j Kiuley’s majority at 15.000 or 20,000. The
and civilization; the blood of the
martyr Republican movement this year is avahas watered it; the fires of
persecution lanche-like. The defection of business
have warmed it, and the time lias come to men from Bryan in Baltimore is so
great
look for the results.
We must find them that the Republicans are actually able to
now
or
never.
send
financial
F.
assistance
to
13.
other
States.
[Rev.
Milligan,
Senator Gorman’s political career is virEpiscopalian, Chicago.
tually ended.
( onsfckation.
lie who is happiest is
Standard Oil Going Into Ice.
most Consecrated to his work.
lie lives
with it. In the material life the man who
NT'.w York, Sept. 30, 1896.
The Congives his best attention to the task set before him must succeed if lie has the abil- solidated Ice Company, better known as
the ice trust of New York city, having
ity. tlie power, to understand it.
So overcome all
opposition up to date, is now
men come to be famous and
rich.
[Rev. to have an opponent worthy of its steel.
R. II. liulkeley,
Unitarian, Chicago.
It made mince meat of the butchers last
summer.
What will it do with the
Somkthi.ni; foh Nothing. Man with
Standard Oil Company?
all Lis power can not get
for
something
According to a report, current here, the
nothing. lie deals with unvarying law, Standard
Oil is going into ice.
It is said
even when lie thinks lie deals
with some that the
great organization will do with
wavering fellowmen, whose mind lie can ice
much as 25
ago it did with
manipulate. No man gains any real thing coal.veryThis means years
that it will enter the
by deception, nor woman either. [Rev. field to
undersell, and will undersell, all
IV. G. Todd, Unitarian, Kansas
City.
competitors. The price next summer, it
is said, will be less than $2 a thousand at
Profit-Shaking. The growth of the the
start.
The ice-consuming public will
profit-sharing system is hope for the fu- gain
handsomely by the conflict. After it
ture.
I hope the time will soon come
shall be won by the Standard ©il—but
when the humblest toiler will feel the
that is another story.
sympathy and protection of the greatest
The Standard will, it is said, deal exking of commerce aud the weary soldier
Plants are to
in the ranks look upon the General of the clusively in artificial ice.
be erected in this city and Brooklyn durarmy as an elder brother; when tiesh ami
ing the winter, and are to be ready for
blood shall be dearer and gold
cheaper; business in the spring.
when the honor of the nation shall be
seen in honest men as well as honest dolTired of Bryan.
lars.
[Rev. ,1. II. O. Smith, Christian,
It
is
now
said
that Bryan has practically
Chicago.
given up hope of his election this fall, but
1';IKAkin<, the Law. The moral like I is making a tour of the country with an
the natural world is
governed by iixed I eye upon 1900. Whatever his expectations
laws.
When we violate these laws of may be in connection with the election in
j
nature, which regulate our bodies, we November, if, as now seems very generalmust suffer the
pain of sickness, as the ly conceded, he is snowed under, he will
case
may he, which is sure to follow.
So promptly and permanently disappear from
vheu we live with
disregard to those laws the public view. It is safe to say if the
w hich
regulate our higher beiug we bring Chicago convention was to be held over
upou ourselves sorrow and distress.
As again the mistake of Bryan’s nomination
gravity brings an object to the earth so would be avoided. He has proved a rank
does the violation of moral laws result in disappointment.
He does not possess the
punishment. [Rev. J.A. Koser, Lutheran, ability or the traits of character essential
Sioux City, Io.
to a popular candidacy.
One experience
with Bryanism is all that any party can
Aristocracy. The distress and mis- stand, even the Popocratic party.
He
ery in the world are largely the result of should make the most of his dead-head
social
conditions which have arisen facilities for traveling prior to the coming
through the selfish and grasping efforts verdict of the people, as he will never
of man.
To attain wealth and power the have another opportunity. [Bangor Whig.
difterences among men are exaggerated.
Sloop Spray Reported.
The impossibility of having all people
alike lias been made an excuse for condiSidney, X. S. W., Sept. 30. The fiftions in society which degrade and enslave
teen ton sloop Spray, which sailed from
men.
Class has been arrayed against
Boston in 1895 with Capt. Joshua Slocum
class upon the theory that men necessaras its
arrived at Newcastle,
ily belong to certain classes and it is un- N. S. only occupant,
W., to-day. Capt. Slocum, after
wise to try to lift them out of them. [Rev.
sailing from Boston, proceeded to GibralW. W. Wilson, Episcopalian, Chicago.
tar, from which place he recrossed the
Atlantic and passed
the Straits of
Private Prayer.
Spiritual power Magellan into the through
South Pacific ocean,
elaborates itself in solitude.
It is then thence
to Australia.
Capt. Slocum will
that the soul, freed from imperious ex- visit
this port, Melbourne and Adelaide,
ternal demands, is turned in upon itself.
after which he will return to«America.
t

E. Pinkham’s
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Vegetable Com*
pound. It speedily relieves irregularity, suppressed or painful menstruations, weakness of the stomach,
indigestion,
bloating, leucorrhoea,
womb trouble, flooding, nervous pro»*
tration, headache, general debility,
etc. Symptoms of Womb Troubles
Lydia

Good Will.
We have repugnances
and antipathies to overcome.
There are
we
people
despise for their weakness or
There
are
some
to
whom we are
folly.
indifferent.
These influences deter us
from laying a loving hand on the tramp,
the prisoner, the beggar child, or even
our respectable but
uninteresting neighbor.
But we must overcome this antipathy, contempt and indifference if we
would carry out the work of healing
those around us.
Here lies the solution
of many of our difficulties, social, political and religious.
Auaichy is not tube
conquered by the repression or ill will,
but by the expression of good will.
[Kev.
('. T. Weitzel, Congregationalist, Brook-

In character building
principal workmen—God
And, J say it reverently,
yourself quite as much as Uod. That is a
false and harmful theology which teaches
in this respect man's utter helplessness.
Mental
Gnowrii.
The man who In
ordinary life we are taught to depend
strengthens his mind is the one who wields upon ourselves
In his self-reliance,
power in the world over his fellow men. what wonderful works are
accomplished
There is in each ot us something that dethe
industrious man—how marvelousby
mands more knowledge. We must
grow ly nature is subdued and made the mere
and we need mental food as much us we tool
of man ! Hut in the moral and religineed physical nourishment.
[Bev. A. M. ous world there is in some quarters a feelMacDonald, Congregationalist, Jackson- ing, indeed a doctrine, that in the greatville, Fia.
est work of life, that of character building, .1 mail'becomes at once helpless, utWoman's Bk.iit*.
I believe in woterly unable to accomplish any good
man >
1
want
her
to
have
her
rights.
; thing.
Away with such a doctrine! It is
rights, and 1 believe she ought to be a 1- false. It is unchristian. It is
injurious
iovNeit to vote on the
prohibition question. j and stultifying to human nature. [Rev.
k 1 shame to
a that in the condition
; Horace Porter. Cuiigregatiunalist, Brookt on
modern society ] would be all aid !
lyn.
tiu.-T the
question to them. 'Bev. Dr.
y
Monk. Met ho (n
Macon.
Maryland for McKinley.
1

Literary

*i".
Covetousness is like a
irt .juently insignificant in

■

—

Why is it the tenderest feet
roughest road ?
Why is it the weakest back
heaviest load,

must

tread the

must

carry the

While tlie feet that are surest and firmest
have the smoothest paths to go,
And the back that is straightest and strongest lias never a burden to know ?
it the brightest eyes are the ones
dim with tears?
Why is it the lightest heart must ache and
ache for years,
While the eyes that are hardest and coldest
she.I never a bitter tear,
And the heart that is smallest and meanest
has never an ache to fear?
Why is it that those who are saddest have
always the gayest laugh ?
Why is it those who need not have always
the “biggest half,”
While those who have never a sorrow have
seldom a smile to give,
And those who want just a little must strive
and struggle to live?
Why is it the noblest thoughts are the ones
that are never expressed?
Why is it the grandest deeds are the ones
that are never confessed,
While the thoughts that are like all others
are the ones we always tell,
And the deeds worth little praise are the
ones that are published well?

Why

is

soon

Why
Why

is it the sweetest smile has for its sister—a sigh ?
is it the strongest love is the Jove we

always pass by,
While the smile that is cold and indifferent
is the smile for which we pray,
And the love we kneel to and worship is
only

common

?

clay

the friends we trust are the ones
who always betra\
is
it
the lips we wish to kiss are the
Why
lips so far away.
While close hy our side if we knew it, is a
friend who loyal would be,
Ami the lips we might have kissed are the

Why

is it

lips

Why

is

?

we never see

it

the things

we

can

have

are

the

things we always refuse?
is A none of us live the lives, if we
could, we d choose ?
The tilings that we all can have are the
things we always hate,
And life seems never eomplete, no matter
Why

how h tig

we

wait.

| Newbury port Herald.

Vermont. Maine and Illinois.
ti ne:

Did you hear
A

uknnv

havens,

<>.

soothing sound from New
England’s classic ground,
sweet and gentle echo from the mountains
a

of Vermont ?
hear somebody shout, we’ve elected
| Did you
Governor Grout
!
a
vote
so near
that we didn’t
j By need to countunanimous
?
Chorus.
Did you hear a gentle echo
From the old Green Mountain State;
Did you hear the breezes murmur,
“We gave forty thousand straight."
Did you hear the ocean’s swell, that sounds
the funeral knell
Of Popocratic lunacy and sixteen to one,
As it broke with mighty roar, on the far Atlantic shore,
And foretold the deep damnation of Nebraska’s recreant son ?
Chorus.
Did you hear Maine proudly answer,
“V e admire Vermonters’ pluck,
But we see your forty thousand,
And raise you ten for luck.”
Oh! the music of the pines wafted westward
on the winds,
How it tills each heart with courage, liowr it
thrills each heart with joy ;
And we gird anew our armor, for we know
the loyal farmer
Will make it a hundred thousand, when we
vote in Illinois.
Chorus.
For the State of Grant, and Lincoln
Has many a loyal son :
And she’ll stand for the Nation’s honor,
As she did in sixty-one.

On

a

glau November day, Little Willie
will lay

we

Where his mouth will cease to open, and
still his tongue will be;
And the “Scourge of Illinois’* we will bury
with the Boy,
And will chisel on each tombstone: Please
let him R. I. P.
Chorus.
Dear Gabriel, when your trumpet
Shall set the sleepers free,
Be sure and not disturb them,
But let then R. I. P.
E. B. Sherman.
Chicago, Sept, lit, 18!X>.
Don’t Bodder Me.

My

says lie

papa

s

him,

busy

’u

I mustn’t bodder

’Cause he’s tixin’ up ve door-yard fence to
make it slick and trim.
’N mama’s got a caller ’n she says: “Don’t
bodder me,”
’N what a little boy’s to do, I can’t istzakly
see.

My sister hain’t got home from school, ’n
baby is asleep,
*N if I stay about ve house, I dasn’t hardly

peep
isn’t any place rouu’ here for lonesome
little boys
As want to play ’n have some fun ’n make a
little noise.
\

are

I guess I go to uncle’s ’n see what I can find,
Perhaps vey’ll let me make some noise, ’n
maybe vey won’t mind
If I ax some little questions ’bout lings vat
puzzle me,
I fink I’ll ist go over for a little while ’n see.
O! dearie

vat shall I do? I never see
times
:
“Don’t bodder me,”—he’s busy
makin’ rhymes—
’N auntie, she was busy, ’n she said: “Vare,
me

such
Uncle said

runaway;”
Vare hain’t nobody
to-day.

any vare vat vants

a

boy

No; vare hain’t no one wants a boy, so I
know vat I’ll do.
I’ll slip into our pantry, get a piece ’o pie or
two,
’N get some cake and cookies ’n eat ist all I
So I

can,
can

hurry up

man.

’n grow to

be

a

great big

[Arthur J. Burdick in Chicago Record.
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News and Notes.

dent,

and industrial art worker, as is the
October issue.
A series of papers on
The September number of The New Flower Analysis by J. Marion Shull beMoon comes as the mouth goes out and gins a capital course of object lessons, and
the October issues of other magazines Mr. Knauft't’s article on Measurements of
come iu; but it is
just as intere.-ting as the Human Figure is clear and instructhough dated one or two months ahead. tive; his series of Suggestions for Teachers of
New Moon Pub. Co., Lowell, Mass.
Drawing is carried a stage further.
Articles on Painting Flowers aud Still Life
Albert Lynch, the famous French artist,
and Landscape Painting are full of invaluis said to have giveu us a new and disable working suggestions, giving color
tinctive type of “American girl” iu a picetc.
Practical hints
ture completed after his return from a re- schemes, palettes,
for beginners, hints to young
illustrators,
cent extended visit to this country.
His
and another instalment of Miss Hallowell’s
characterization of
American excellent
young
talks of Elementary Drawing,
womanhood is exceedingly
interesting
with the usual clear and workaud attractive—the conception of a criti- together
able treatments of the color aud other
cal student, aud the creation of a skilled
supplements, represent the more strictly
painter. Mr. Lynch was commissioned educational section of this
issue.
Under
by The Ladies’ Home Journal to portray the
heading of "The Art Schools” will be
the “American girl” as he saw’ her, and
found some piquant notes about The Art
his picture is reproduced in the October
Student’s League—and there is an internumber of that magazine.
esting contrast of the methods of teaching
The Forest & Stream Publishing Com- of Messrs. Blum and Chase.
The China
pany, 346 Broadway, New York, have is- Painting department is unusually rich in
illustration
and
sued in a neat little pamphlet a paper
suggestion for China and
contributed to Forest & Stream by Flor- Glass Decorators, while Needlework. Emand
ence A. Merriam, entitled, “How Birds
broidery
Wood-carving have ample
Affect Farm and Garden.
A series of space allotted to them.
The department
facts determined by investigation of the devoted to the House is rich in suggestion
food habits of our common birds, showing for the treatment of nooks and corners,
their character as insect destroyers and descriptive of new upholsteries, and of
their value as allies of the farmer and the uses of leather (Cuir Bouilli) for interior decoration.
fruit grower.” The pamphlet will be supThe Note Book—that
plied for distribution at cost by the Forest unique feature of the magazine in which
the
editor
A
stream Publishing Company.
gives from month to mouth
Price,
treasures from his inexhaustible storefive cents.
house of art and picture lore—is more
“The Three Strategic Chiefs of the than
usually varied aud attractive. The
Presidential Campaign,'1 i. e., the chairColor Supplements given free are a charmmen of the National committees of the
ing sea piece by 0. 11. Bogert, entitled
three loading parties, are the subjects of
“Waiting for the Tide,” and a Dutch
character sketches in the October Review scene
by Charles Volkmar. There is also
of Reviews. Murat Halstead writes about j a
full-page Charcoal Study by George H.
Mr. Hanna; Willis J. Abbott describes
Boughton. .-So cents a number or *4.00 a
Senator Jones of Arkansas, the hope of
year. (Montague Marks, g:S Union Square,
'.lie “Popocrats;” and Marion Butler, the New
York.)
energetic and able young leader of the
A Sketch of William
Populist forces, is portrayed by Carl SuyMcKinley.
dei.
These sketches are terse and vigorBY 1£E V. FKASK s. FOJiBE-S.
ous, the wi iter in each case being iu full
touch with his subject.
On a recent Sunday
evening l!ev. Frank
Outing for Octobor is n most readable S. Forlies, pastor of the Congregationalist
number, and carries many line illustra- church at Santa
Barbara, California,
tions.
A strong, complete story of the
old South, by the brilliant pen of Sara gave a ten minutes prelude devoted to a
Beaumont Kennedy, will please all read- summary of one of the illustrious men of
ers.
Other notable
features
include the day, William McKinley.
The audi“Football,” by Walter Camp; “Trotting torium was tilled and
Mr. Forbes had the
Koad Teams and Their Drivers,” by K. B.
Abercrombie; “A Day on the Uplands,” close attention of his audience. The
by Ed. W. Sandys; “Racing Schooners,” Santa Barbara Daily News gives the folby R. B. Burehard; “Bear Hunting in lowing notes from the address:
British Columbia,” by W. E. Coffin, and
WILLIAM MCKINLEY.
“American and English Boats and Oars,”
No man in this country is born in the
by Chase Mellen.
purple, no man inherits a coronation of
Many will learn with regret that the political diadems.
publication of The Pansy magazine will
The glory of our institutions is in the
be discontinued after the October number.
fact that the humblest may rise to the
For many years this monthly visitor has
highest position in the gift of the people,
gone into thousands of homes, bearing and after
ministering to his fellow men,
messages of kindliness, fraternity, love quietly take his place
again in the ranks
and truth, and has, indeed, been the meof the plain people.
dium through which the words of Pansy
That which makes our nation great is
herself—dear to so many, many friends— not the
grandeur of its mountains, nor
have been spoken directly, heartily and the vastness
of its plains, nor the fertility
The
affectionately.
publishers have ar- of its valleys, nor the wealth of its unwith
the
Golden
Rule
ranged
Company of limited
not our institutions
Boston for the transfer of all subscrip- with all resources;
their equipments, nor our cities
tions to The Pansy that do not expire with all their
throbbing life. That which
with the October number, sending to all
makes a nation great is its men and wosuch the regular numbers of The .Junior
We
men—strong men—noble women.
Golden Rule until the subscriptions paid cannot boast of
the arts of Egypt, the
for The Pansy shall have been tilled by
literature of Greece, nor tlie millitary
current numbers of The Junior Golden achievements of
Rome.
Our pride is in
Rule.
our men and women.
The nations of the
Minot's Ledge Lighthouse is one of the ! earth in all their histories have produced
most famous lighthouses in the
world, the no such characters as have been developLddystone Light alone, perhaps, vying ed on American soil in the century since
our Independence.
with it in general public interest. It is
Wm. McKinley is no ordinary type of
deservedly famous, for its building was a
His greatness is
remarkable undertaking. The story of it is American character.
told by Mr. (
A. Lawrence in the Oeto- j due partly to inheritance, partly to natural
her number of the New England Magaendowment, and partly to the instituzine, and his article will be read with tions of a Republican government.
Mr. McKinley is of Scotch-Irish descent
eager interest by all who “go down to
the sea in ships,” as most of us at some on his father’s side, that sturdy, solid
time or other are apt to do.
The article race which has added so much to the
character of our people. From his mother
is enriched by a score of illustrations
showing the lighthouse as it appears to- he is said to inherit many good qualities
day, and taking us back to the busy and of mind and heart. He is also favored by
venturesome days of its building.
nature, a magnificent body, a sound mind,
Warren F.
Kellogg, b Park .Square, Boston, a sympathetic heart.
Not: as brilliant as was Elaine, not as
Mass.
witty as Reed, not as eloquent as Garfield
The October Century contains
"A
in his day, hut withal a sound, logical,
Study of Mental Epidemics,” by Mr. conservative mind which impresses its
Boris Sid is, which has a close bearing on candor and its
solidity upon all who come
American affairs past and contemporane- ; within the circle of its influence.
When
ous.
He gives an analysis of the social
McKinley speaks every word is weighty,
disorders of the period of the Crusades and
you l'eel the sincerity of the man.
and the nervous epidemics of Europe,
No one can question Mr. McKinley's
and explains the theory of mental sugloyalty to his country. When a young
gestion or hypnotism, by which the sus- man in his teens he heard the call of paceptible portion of a tribe or a people or a triotism, and entered the army of the
group of peoples, give themselves up to a
Union.
Ilis war record is honorable.
popular delusion. In the same number His public record is clean. His private
the veteran Free-toiler, the lion. George life is above
reproach. Ilis country has
W. Julian, writes on John P. Hale, “A
done much to develop him, and lie has
Presidential Candidate of lSbii;”
and done much to aid his
country. At the
“Topics of the Time” contains editorials age of
he was elected to represent his
on
“Government by Hysteria,” “The district in
Congress, and was a candidate
Workingman’s Interest in the Gold Stan- for seven successive terms, lu Congress
“Silver’s
Worst
and
dard,”
Mr. McKinley’s record was made on the
Victims,”
“An American Statesman,” the late extariff* question.
He did not push himself
Gov. W. E. Russell.
to the front at first, but waited, watched
and
studied.
When the occasion came he
Thomas Wentworth Higginson, in the
October Ladies’ Home Journal, names the arose to meet it, and thus made his first
on
the
tariff in 1878, two years
best one hundred books (by American au- speech
after he entered Congress.
He made anthors) for boys of from fifteen to twenty other
great speech in 1888 on the “Mills
The first ten of the list, after
years.
Bill.”
But the act which has crowned
naming Bulfinch’s “Age of Fable.” he
selects in these words:
“Of the classic his name with fame was the presentation,
in April 1800, of the tariff hill which
authors, Aldrich’s ‘Story of a Bad Boy’ is
his name, and he defended it by the
already a child’s classic as well, and so bear*
most profound and logical speech ever
are Dana’s ‘Two Years Before the Mast’
made in the American Congress in deand Hawthorne’s ‘(Grandfather’s Chair.'
Longfellow’s ‘Hiawatha' is easy reading fense of a protective tariff.
The reaction of public sentiment, from
and full of life.
Parkman’s
‘Oregon
Trail’ is the journal of a young man’s the high tariff of this bill caused McKintrip across the continent fifty years ago, ley’s defeat in the next election. And
not ouly his personal defeat, but the loss
when everything was wild.
Thoreau’s
‘Maine Woods’ has the real flavor of the of the House of Representatives to the
forest.
by the largest majority
Cooper’s ‘Spy’ is a tale of the Republican party
Here we have another exAmerican Revolution, in which Washing- in its history.
of McKinley's greatness—his paton appears as a hero.
Irving’s ‘Brace- ample
tient confidence in the final triumph of
bridge Hall’ is a delightful picture of his
principles. Quietly he waited in his
country life, which I remember to have
home at Canton—assured within himself
read with delight at twelve.
Lowell’s
that
the people would in time repudiate
‘Biglow Papers’ is full of humor, and
hasty judgment. Within two years
though many of its allusions will pass their
he saw the change come which gave the
over a boy’s
head, yet there are plenty Lower House
again to the party of his
which he will understand.”
principles; which made him Governor
Fifty years ago, in 184b, the American of Ohio, and which has this year made
Missionary Association was founded, and him the inevitable choice of his party for
in October of the present year the semithe highest trust within the gift of his
centennial is to be celebrated by a great country men.
series of jubilee meetings in Boston. The
In debate Mr. McKinley is adroit, canwork of these fifty years has certainly did, logical.
been remarkable.
The negroes and poor
In personality lie is genial, warm and
whites of the South, the Indians and the sympathetic.
Chinese have all profited by it, and the
in religion he is a believer Jin the line
work was never so broad and vigorous as practical faith of the
Xazarene, and a regnow.
It is most opportune that there ular worshipper at church.
should appear in the October number of
This is a campaign of education. Pat riotthe Yew England Magazine* just as the ism is
rising above partyism. The voter
friends of the Association are about, to who will not endeavor to inform himself
to
their jubilee, a thorough illus- on the issues of the day is unworthy the
gather
trated article upon its history and present
citizenship of this free country. It is the
activities.
The article is by Rev. Charles hour to study men and
principles, and
J. Ryder, well known through his official
vote according to the voice of conscience.
connection with the Association, and his
article, greatly enriched by the pictures
illustrating every phase of the work, will
be read and valued by every friend of the
Association and by every American who
has at heart the great educational interests to which it is devoted.
Warren F.
DTARRHfEA, DYSENTERY,
Kellogg, 5 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
and all BOWEL, COMPLAINTS.
A Sure, Safe, Quick Cure for these
of
Conscious of the value
the exceptroubles is
tionally rich and important contents of
the October number of The Art Amateur,
the publisher makes the generous offer .of
sending to any of our readers, who quote
this notice, a specimen copy of the maga(PERRY DAVIS’.)
zine, together with a copy of a valuable
Used Internally and Externally.
little
entitled “Practical Hints

Pain Killer.

manual,

for

Beginners in Painting,” post free on
receipt of 25 cents, the usual price of the
cents a number, or
$4.00 a year. Such a chance should be
seized upon at once, for we certainly do
not remember to have seen a number of
The Art Amateur packed so full of papers
of practical value to the artist, art stu-

magazine being

Two

Sizes, 25c. and 50c. bottles.
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Not Narcotic.

WRAPS
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Abner Coburn, J PButuaiu.at HiogoAug
•>1 for New York,
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco .July 21 from New York.
A «J Fuller, T P Colcord, cleared from
Halifax, N S, Sej't. 2d for Pliiladelpliia.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Hong

Kong Sent 2 from Singapore.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
tevideo May 2d, from New York for
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Mr.
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Henry Roth,

Street, St. Louis,
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Great Admiral, Rowell, at Hobart Town,
\ DL, Aug d fo Marseilles.
Henry B 11 v de. Phineas Pendleton, sailed from New Yolk Jm
27 fur San Frai
Jost phus, P K Giikev ,saih d from Shanghae

i

j
!
;
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e«..
See

July 24 for New Y >rk via Il«*ng Kong,
Mary F Cushing, -I N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept IT Pu- Sydney. N S W.
May Pi ra. F 1 > PNu hois, sake.! tr- m New
York July 21 1 : San Fran
ten Sept
S, hit 22 S, Ion il W.
A
N
Blam
arrived
at
11 ago
hard,
Puritan,
Aug 7 from Phihub ipiua.
Reaper, O l Young, sai led f:' an New York
Juiv 2 for Anier : sp-ken J nlv 2
at
N.
ion -.7 W.
C
(!
R R Thom s.
N
lu ds, sa.iled from New
York J line 22 for H mg K< y.
Sa -hem. 1! L' Lam aster, at Hong Kong
Aug d from Samara- g.
SD Carletoii, Am*<burv, arrived at I i ay
Kong Aug jo from N'.-w \ -rk (v ia [ ,'o-y
Reef, where slit- was ashore
St Nicholas, C
F Carver,
lean d h
Philadelplua Jui.v to f r San Franc."
State ,.f Maine, If G Curtis, sai'iee from
New York Sepr 4 for Shanghae.
Tillie E Starbuek, Eden Curtis, sailed
from Honoiuo.i Juh 21 b
New York.
W m J1 M
Sau Fram iseo.
Wm 11 Conner, F'ank i Pei o «-t.
s,i ;--d
from Shanghae Aug 2d 'or New 1 rk vi-
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W J Butch, Sew a
C
from Yokohama Aug 2d f
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Spies,

C N Meiers, .it
from -\.-w York via A
about Get 8 for Singapore.

Alice

Reed, Alansoii

S

Ford, arrived
Bridgewater, N

J

Could not Slee
Down
Nervous
male
Troubles
Weakness. AH
Ailments succ
Buker’s &idne

at

Lolani, McClure, sailed from H-mobih:
Aug J<> for New York.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sa.ied from
Hong Kong June J for New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, NN'ui Meyers, sailed from

Boston Sept I for Montevideo.
Matauzas, cleared from New York Sept 11
for Havana.
Penobscot, F G Parker, at Newcastle Sept

Hong Kong.

Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Rio Janeiro July J1 from Hamburg.
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, arrived at
Carteret, N J, Sept J1 from Port Tampa.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
So lira hay a June d for Garontolo
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from. New York

Sept

work.

g\
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Buenos Ayres Aug •» from
S
Carrie
L Tyler, Lam aster, arrived at
S
jo
from
New
York.
Charleston, C, Sep!
C 1‘ Dixon, N F Gilke\. ,-ai.ed from Montevidco Aug J1 for Rio Janeiro.
Edward May, sailed from Boston Jul\ b
I for IB 11 t iu.
I
E\ ie Ke«-<i. A T "Whittier, sail' d from B* stoll Aug 4 for Montevideo,
j
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Astoria
Sept 7 for Santa Losili i.
Herbert Black, NY ii R aimhaiu, sai ed
j from New York March l for San Jo.-. Gnat
I spoken April 18, lat Jo S, b n :;8 \Y.
Henry A I.itchlieul, sailed from Brans; wick, Ga, Sept Id for Berth Amboi.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, s.u :• a from
I New York June Jd for Brunswick, Ga.
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Daniel Barnes, 0 C Arpe, cleared from
New \ ork June 27 for Zanzibar.
FI Capitan, A L Carver, at Shanghae
Aug
12 for Nagasaki. Hong K uigand Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Shaughae.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong June 21 for New York: passed St
Helena prior to Aug 22

J1 for Port Natal.

Thomas A Goddard, NY S Griliin, cleared
from Parrsboro, N S, July J lor Buei:
--
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Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord. sailed j In the matter of the estate of
Buenos Avres Sept 1 tor Algoa Ba'-. |
Wi
l late of l nit> in the v.
CGH.
S( IlUONKKS.
now
pending in the Probate
Georgia Gilkey, AN' K Gilkey, at Buem s
Counts
Ayres Aug Hi for New York or Boston.
>. "1 ii.i: :n.1 ter
Hattie MeG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
—i.-ii
interested in the
at New York Sept 2b 1'r mi Bang. ;
I
U.
on
ol said deeeasrd
arrived
at
Clausen,
Jr,
App
-by,
li.enry
< )> ...hei
ii !■ m
!•
i;i.\!
of
day
Iron Bain lie .re.
Galveston Sepl
noon, at 11 i- I i-.bate four: lb
Horace GMor-ie, Harnuian, cimiml from
I’-■ |
said founty. ia-ari11l: wi
Portland Sept 20 f>>r Philadelphia.
of determine all y -‘*1 ions mla: in.
Join C Smith, Klleelail.l, neared I'll,!
•..ilateral mine name
amounts o!
l»v the estate o| <.ud deceased, !•>
11
for
Hav
ana.
New York Sept
•;
s
; b ee
at tested
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
in Tlie Kepunite.,n .b urn.!’.. ,i ne s
York Sept 24 from Bangor.
in
lie it -f in '.ii.; • Mhi), b.i;
NYw
at
lamia Porter, Farrow, arrived
and there appi ai tml he lira d 11"
York Sept 12 from Bn.igep. t.
Wit ness jus hand and I In
1
( oiii-t, t his i'.'t il 0,; V ot S.
I..S.
Mary A Hall.M Vea/ie, arrived at Jaek<} i :< v
t him
Honville Sept 28 from Boston.
.Indue
K F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Norfolk
test
A
11 lie
A
oj.\
Aug 27 for Bluetiehls.
t 11 As. 1*. II A It
MsviUf
K \V Hopkins, Hieliborn, sailed from New
York Sept. 10 for Brunswick.
Sallie l'Ou, \V 11 West, sailed from SearsTAUGHT TO DO I5\ Do
port Sept 8 for Annapolis, N S.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
1

from

»

OKI>KKK1
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■
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Sept

24 for Heinerara.

Willie L Newton, E Cot .mbs, arrived at
Boston Aug JO from Port Johnson.
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The current number "of the American
Kitchen Magazine has an attractive table
of contents.
The leading articles include
“Cooking and Housework in the Schools,”
Maria l’arloa; “Form and Color in the
Household;” “The Chemistry of Cooking
and Cleaning;” “The Domestic Kconomy
Conference;” “Food for a Typical American Family,” Anna Barrows; and “Food
and Health.”
HOOD'S

PILLS

Clver

Biliousness, Indigestion,

Ills,
Headache.

All

Druggists.

A pleasant laxative.

cure
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GRANDEST OF TESTIMONIALS

in
Rev. H. T. Hack
i an address on “The
Relative to the Eu;e Prohibitory Law."

[

l

Prohibition.

national Conference
w

I

on

Silver’s Worst Victims.
How

Marcus A. Hanna.

Savings-Banks Depositors, Insured Persons;
aud Pensioners Would Suffer.

Serene in the midst of the
confidence
that all is well, Mr. Hanna in his
smiliu<r
clean shaven, and
clear-eyed composure
mute apprehensive of an
overdrawn sense
|
! of security than of alarms, vibrates l.utween tire city of commerce and the
j ol
city
conventions, collected and vigilant as
tiic engineer who
manages the engines of
a
twin-screw steamer, confident that if
I time is no relaxation in well-doiuo no
tempest can come out of tire skies south
Oi east or west to
stay the course of the
ship safely to the port that the chart and
compass tell is right ahead.
Mr. Hanna
is the new man in politics, the man of affairs of liis own, finding time for unofficial
business. This is not of evil; there is not
a better sign
of better things. The element of which Mr. Hanna is a
type is
needed to stand firmly for the balances of
power with which tlie fathers conserved
the Republic—and tiiis representation of
the ancient civic and national
pride in our
government under the Constitution as it
is, has not come to us without cause, or
appeared too soon: aud when the contest
is over and won, Mr. Hanna will deserve
■n ell of his
country that he is serving for
the sake of principle, witli motives and for
considerations that contemplate only his
fair share, as a laborious and faithful citizen, of the general welfare.
[From “The
Three Strategic Chiefs of the Presidential
Campaign. [I. Marcus A. Hanna,” by
Murat Halstead, in October Review of

Let us see what the extent of the loss iu
these three last-named directions would
be.
There are in the l uited States about
aim that they or their
<
obnoxious if they
5.000. 000 depositors in savings-banks.
Their aggregate deposits are estimated by
the prohibitory law
the best authorities ac $1,800,000,000, a
will lose the insum fully equal to the entire stock of
of Christians in
;i
These deposits
money in the country.
attitude of a large
are not made payable only in gold.
If
it membership conwe were to pass to a silver standard, to a
thechurchiutheencents
53
dollar
which
worth only
would
:>*hibitory law.
be legal tender for ail debts, these $1,the saloon business
in
shrink
a
000
would
800.000.
night to
It is a huge devil
$954,000,000. Who would lose the other
web iu all directions.
884'i, IKK),(mu? Would they be capitalists,
I know was petitioned
money-lenders, rich bankers, and millionto put down the
iicii
aires? Not a bit of it.
They would be
'If you so wish
>aid.
the hard-working heads of
families,
before the next noou
devoted fathers and mothers saving for
my letters from these
their children and their old age, widows
signed the petition.
and orphans, and deserving and ambinforce the law.
They
tious youths seeking to lay the foundation
iml told him that it
for active and useful lives.
There would
enforce the law.
It
be no escape for them from this depribusiness.
And the
vation, which in many instances would
shuffles and evades the
turn a life of simple comfort into one
of want and misery. We have here a
cue enureu are 111single class of 5,000,000 persons who
■.vM'un element to a surhave the best of reasons for looking upon
;
ministers then often
gold as the true money of the people.
."■pel, leaving any “unVet these do not greatly exceed the
Xu
...mi for** talk unsaid.
holders and beneficiaries of life-insurance
tiled a crank or to be
policies. There are in this country no
But the church
red.
less than 3,382,000 holders of life-insur- Reviews.
testion before it loses
ance policies and certificates,
amounting
mleed there are those
Out for Big Game.
in gross to $9,403,000,000, a sum nearly
we
are already iu the
six times the entire amount of money in
The Maine woods are full of them—full
m iu the Chinese fable
the country.
These holders have been
of sportsmen, alleged and actual.
j»art iiesli and blood,
their premiums for years iu gold,
Every
paying
train
the power of speech;
brings new accessions to the eageror its
equivalent,
expecting to have it uaid
aand hence incapable
back to their families after tlieir death, or eyed army, every member whereof conto bring back as trophies
on their policies becoming claims.
The fidently expects
of his skill and daring one moose, one
Christianity regards
policies are not payable in gold alone.
a means, not an end.
The companies and associations did not caribou and two deer.
All reports indicate that big game is
»d. not only to speak,
agree to pay them iu that coin only. The
more plentiful this season than for
amis, to minister, to
many
average annual payment for claims is
an
in the past—a fact largely due,
lead the blind.
It
>120,000,000, so that if we pass to a 53- of autumn to
stricter enforcement of the
of the church both
course,
cent dollar this will be cut down to >03,close season laws.
But even if the averil, educational ami
000,000, and the annual loss to the widows j
and orphans of the land through this j age city visitor to the deer region fails to
help the individual
realize
fond
a high ideal.
It is
every
hope—even if he misses
source will be $50,400,u00.
In this case, j
.ms and ethical life,
also, the loss will not fall upon the rich, j moose instead ot hitting them, and finds
deer
as
elusive
as
his own visions—he
i-ward.
Bin this is
It will fall upon the most helpless, and
j cannot fail to find pleasure and
is to lead man menwill be robbery of the most
profit by
of
deserving
>v.
all our citizens, for the man who insures his October sojourn in the forests of
thy neighboi as I
bis life for the benefit of those who are Maine—that is. if he has good company
id be To S0Ciet\ what
dependent upon him must be a worthy and takes a good, reliable guide with him
[Boston Globe.
citizen.
This is another class who have into the wilderness.
;"idy. Its function
|
excellent reason t'oi looking upon gold as !
umpire, control. In
the true money of the people.
urea old a multitude
1 many, tliere is oar
iegated to the Statearmy of '.>70,000
n; I ", of hospitals.
pensioners, drawing annually from the!
national treasury >1-10,000,000.
one-* ...liter as
Their
many
Great RESTORER
.'.me
mankind now
pen-ions are not payable in gold alone,
Restores perfect
and
would
i
a> lasted with it
be paid in silver.
Their anhealth, vigor and
nual receip s would drop from >140,000,- I
esi i> in the hands
z'3 manhood and reOoO to -7 1.>.0bQ, and the other sOO.suO, |
>ia■.
rids is right,
moves all obstaJUDGE EDWIN C WHITE.
"00 would not come out of the pockets of j
cles to marriage.
*i progress,
for when j
,/*¥» Restores the
in ;<i nini/.ed a comi the rich, but ot the poor veterans of the j
/n^ entire
The greatest and best known of our \ t., who is ooo of
nervous
: list any of its
Vermont.*.-' most eiui- war, who have been given this aid be- !
system and stops all
people use, praise and recommend I)r. mmt and widly known statesmen and cause they are supposed to have deserved !
a- uives. it can al
j Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remvital losses.
Re1
a I i eld.
But !
•Badge of the Pro bale C.,u.t.
Judge well of the nation and are not able to supmoves effects of the
Women in every walk of life en- Waite
1
As a great* r part of the
•: t:
Uae iliscliarge >i edy.
*1 iiav« used Dr. Greene’s: port themselves.
sins of youth and exsay.»,
the w-mderful pow••• ;!■•!: it has relieved ! thusiastically proclaim
Nervura blood an., nerve remedy in my persons atlVcted in this case are voters, it
cesses of later years.
tamiiv and am piea^-ed to say, with
Removes all effects
•I intaet with the er.'. of this truly grand medicine to cure,
good : is interesting to see how they an- dislriuj to make the sick well, t > give back health l’CMibs.
of dissipation and reu'ed
in
the
and
how%
wife
had
tlie
h>sS
i
11
been troubled with
.My
countiy,
pairs all waste pkn -.
In Ohio
woild to save the and strength1 to weak, tired, nervous ami inuigi-stion, which produced nervousness fall upon the different Mates.
Cures Insomnia and
which might have been serious and at tliere are 107,100 of them, and their total j
u"hi can never c one ; debilitated people.
r e s t o r e s refresh i u g
Hun. Henry Pobiuson, Mayor of Con- limes troubled htt
»’! promise with evil, j
greatly. \V< iiad tried 1 loss would be over s7.77o,000. In Illisleep. Cures Im•uditional surrender ! cord, X. II.. says, “I have found health, many things lot her Vgf, but without1 nois there are 0>J*7> of them, ami their
potence and restores
ami
loss vv. aid bo nearly >7,000,000.
courage by the success.
In In- j
full vital power.
>as Christ.
But we | strength, buoyancy
Cures all wasting
“I saw the wonderful cures claimed for diana there are <>0, >- 0 of them and their |
I'd said to the w* old : use of Dr. Greene's Nervura."
Frank
of
Senator
diseases
and restores
toss
would
b«•
over
Plumley
Xorthlield, Dr. Greene's Neio ira and resolved to give
>>*>,000,000. ,>urely this !
mugs; we \\ ill look
to all parts of the body.
“I
used
Dr.
ceve-opn-'i-rit
Vt.,
Greene’s
Nervura
an
of
it
tree
a
says,
and
i’
which
aspect
coinage
rises
if see alar: these arc
trial,
gives me pleasure to say,
is
NERVE-LIFE
the only purely
1 am glad I did if.
has followed.
The for exhaustion with entire success.’’
My wife now sleeps above partisanship; for, as the late Con- j
scientr
treatment and affords relief from
State Attorney of Vermont, W. II. Tay- well aud is
benefited lrom indi- gressman Harter of Ohio said of it, the j
make her inspiring,
the first day's m e. It removes the cause
greatly
felt iii certain depart- lor of Hardwick, Vt., says, “My wife gestion, having had onl\ one slight return nation*' good faith to its living soldiers is I
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
profited by the use of Dr. Greene's Xer- (where they had been daily) since taking not only called in question by it. but if it : guaranteed. Speceil discount to physicians.
is lost leadership and
vura for neuralgia, and extreme nervous
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases
the ZServura.
1 give permission to print 1 becomes a law the widows and orphans of
on society.
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
I have no this unqualified testimonial.’1
the nation’s dead will be robbed by the
the church did splen- condition and sleeplessness.
in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
free
hesitation
in
its
use.”
laws
jf the land they died to save.
recommending
Gan anyone hesitate to use this great
This
society as to the waste
Stamps. Mention this paper
Senator Geo. W. Kandall of Waterbary, cure, Dr. Greene’s Nervura blood and is a third class, then, who have excellent
mee. Laws were passSend 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
Vt.. says. “Dr. Greene’s Nervura cured nerve remedy, when so
reasons for looking upon gold as the true
rain the vicious and
many eminent ;
KERVE-UFE MEDICAL CO.,
After much agitation me. It is a good thing, yes, a grand thing,
statesmen, public officials and prominent money of the people. [The Century for
KALAMAZOO. MlCH?
for
1
have
it
so in my case.”
found
October.
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an'
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your hands.” Maid:
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An Old and Well-Thied Remedy.—Mrs.
Is a Local Affection
That
Catarrh
threatened now with a
securities would set in like a flood.
H.A Howard,Rockland.Maine.
The
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
passages, is a fact established by over
hibitory law; our lib- of the nasal and
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carry
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authority
physicians,
men are purchased in
while teething, with perfect vide remittances against their realizations,
than assertions of incompetent, their children
eid debauchery are more weight
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success.
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parties, that catarrh is a blood affection. gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
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free
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take no other kind.
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is in the same condition.”
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But it seems useless to consider “wliat j found where tlo*re was any hope of life left
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The Yeswould be the logical outcome of the sys- that this water would not ■•ure
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do they say
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ving. and the cause of Sweet Young Tiling, “why
eration, when, from the nature of the anyone desiring it.
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:iot far to seek.
For Infants and Children.
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Doleful Bachelor, “to show that the brains
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birth.”
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simile
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wrapper.
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or Calloused Lumps and BlemSoft
Hard,
measure of the consequences to be appremen recognize that the
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
hended from it.
But this protection
ng ground every day.
King-Bone, Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney,
A Suggestion: Old Richfellow (desperwould be obtained by the experience of
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preservation of Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
: “If you refuse me, what is there left
ately)
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national
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on
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other
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his will in favor <>f the woman who refused
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him, and then went out and hung himself.” system would not be fully realized.
York Weekly.
Though the calamities caused by an atOld People.
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We had a most beautilie I ltd In $1* Hours.
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'- "' trie Bitters.
Distressing Kidney and
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[Boston Herald.
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You make no mistake when you buy dAl- remedy is a great surprise on aecouui of its
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ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
“Look at that Old Centipede with his
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"I'gana. thereby aiding
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by
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Prove Dr. Greene's Nervura the Best
Medicine in tire World.

Jo

j

Vermont’s Eminent Judge
White Advises
*°
Dr- Greene’s Nervura.
Usi
It Will Cure Them,

£e°pl.®

Cures

It

Every

Form

]

of Inflammation.

originated in 1S10, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned, noble hearted Family
Physician, to cure all .ailments that are the result of irritation and inflammation; such as
asthma, abscesses, bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
croup, catarrh c!'ns
chilblains, colic, cramps, cholera-morbus, diphtheria and all forms of sore tin.-at
fractures, gout, headache, influenza, la grippe, lame back, side, neck, mumps
soreness, nervous headache, pimples, pain anywhere, rheumatism,
stings, sprains 'stiff joints
toothache, tousihtis, wind colic and whooping cough. The great vital and muscle nervine.
TTAS

earaciie’
’muscular

Liver Pill Made.”

P“Best
arsons’

I have used your
Johnson’s Anodyne I.iuifor more than fifty years in my family.
Have used it for colds, coughs, sore throat,
stings, cramps, sore stomach, rheumatic:
lameness, colic, toothache, neuralgia, etc.,
and found it always good in every way.
Thomas Clelanii, South Robbiustou, Maine.
Our Bonk “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free.
Ail Druggists. I. £>. JellUSUU A Co., Boston, Mass,
ment

Pills

Positively cure Biliousness and Sick Headache, liver
and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 25c; five £1* Sold everywhere.
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BUY YOUR WINTERS COAL
o-F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s &

Plymouth
Stove ami ('bestir.'

Delivered and
in

put in, (in barrels).fHi.'.t
It.fiO
Dump Carts,.

Vein
i;-_: ami

‘irate.

jtW/JO

Prices at Wharf,.~t.lt>

CUMBERLAND COAL

WOOD OF ALL KINDS,

All Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery.
fkJT"Special attention given to delivery outside eit.\ limits.
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SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

A buckboard party, driven by F. N. Savery
of East Belfast, eighteen in number, drove
into town Sunday, Sept. 17th, to attend a

Fred J. Biather spent Sunday in town.
C’apt. F. I*. Nichols and wife were in town
this week.
Nickeison & Bailey
small orders lor spools.

are

tilling

a

Monday

fur

a

few

short

COUNTY

John B. Wiswell and daughter of Ellsworth are visiting his sisters in town.

Batch and wife of South Fram-

visiting

Dr.

E. H. Dur-

giu.

M. R. Black left for Everett Monday
spend The winter with her son, H. B.
BiacK.
Mrs.

ti

Devtrcaux and wife of Ellsworth
guests recently ol E. Dunbar and

A. R.
were the

wife.

1». S

C
:.
turned io
>1

Gcodell, Jr., and wife have reBoston alter spend in g the summer

m v* v\ n.

C idi'. Nichols, who is attending the
>i. ( Stniinury. Buekspoit, snent Sunday
m tow n.
E

spondent

Sch. M«» reel his, Capt. A. A. Larrabee, arwith grain and freight tor A.

rived b r;da\
.). Nlekerson.

Ship Centennial, Capt. B.

med

San

ai

Montevideo.

F.

Colcord,

Swanville.
Mr. Ed. Cunningham left
for Boston Saturday where he expects to
find employment for the winter_Henry

Grant and w ife
the winter with

son

ar-

in

Massachusetts

M;ss Avia Bidley left by train
Saturday
morning lor Malden, Mass., to be absent
several months.
b rec. E. \\ hitcoinb, agent
Express Co., left Monday

trip

io

of the American
for his annual

Massachusetts.

'he

hildrec

<

Miss Frances E. Smith left Monday for
to attend the
wedding of
ousin, Annie M,, daughter of Kev. EdSmith.

her
win

take command.
A. A.

Auspland lias bought the old
B r
Colcord store m the east village and
intends constructing a
dwelling from the
material at the navy yard.
hile placing the Soldier’s monument in
position Monday one of the large granite
caps tell from the derrick
the marble slabs and
'1 he next
vent

breaking

knocking

the granite base.

a

one

corner

of
off

j

of the Waldo
County Adwill be held in
Searsport
peuing Thursday, Oct. loth, at 7 p. ni., and
oiitinuing over the following Sunday. A
cordial invitation to all.

.Conference

are

in
of

receipt from Gen.

Stephenson
invitations to the
marriage of his daughter, Susan Gill, to our
former « itizeu,
George Ashley Mitchell on
luesdav evening, Oct. 20th, at the National
Home, Togus, Me.
Tinner

api. Samuel Curtis, Geo. E.
Chapin and
rernaid ret trued from their
lishing
n ; 1 iie>d;i\.
They report very stormy and
isagreeahie weather, hut returned with a
catch of a thousand
pounds.
1

la-nj

i

'tiring the last days of the fishing season
Swan Take this tall,
forty-live trout were
ah. n weighing 1 ;r>
pounds, an average of

n
■

pounds. The largest, weighing six
iK'i three-;,uirths
pounds, was caught In H.
-Via.,.i. ck>. ind the si
lailest, weighing mc‘;‘a-s
'aught by Trailk E. WhiL1

a1'

1

lil(-

;j

Three I-'i lends and Coinrailway at Jacksonville
o! the T. S. T

E' otwc.i,

-venue

having recently Teen on
uttering expeditions* to Cuba,
an interest is taken
here as I >. ]J.
Jh-\eicaux, a former citizen, is engineer of
the J>auntless.
ho

iuts.

Curtis and
Elnatlia Kol bins ar
,iax !1;kr
ifiM-.l run of business at their cider
111 ar tin ( liiircb ol
God Camp Ground.
}'■
1,1 "llr s<'a
eaptains wa nt up recently
stu: ling out with a
tandem team and a line
!nnI'-he return was made with a
"*ing.c hn. h and a Imrse in tow.
They evi.(■M.; experienced heavy weather as the
■Tam ling
rigging on ik. leader was in a
■■

1"a'1,

dilapidated condition.
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Small isou the sick Lst-,

Mrs. B. S.
i

II. Cleaves
vi1le, Mass.

has returned from Saxon-

Sehlen Bowen of East
friends iu towii last Sunday.

Belfast visited

oik I’erkius of Belfast is
Tlie gm-i
Mrs. E. (1 Smart.
L

Mrs.

Th- y »ui,g '•■the «»f Mr. and Mrs.
t ;s very
at tins writing.

Snia

’’"'•
at

next

v

town.1

Fred W.

Iren. \\ hiteomb of Monroe is iu
^‘hiig her son, Mi. Oliver Whitcomb.

11

•!ay

in

I'i- Breen of this place died last SunAn obituary will be printed
p. m.

week.

Mms Eiiliau
ie ill tor the

Scribner, who has been
past three weeks, is improvE.

rapidly.
Joseph Massure

ing

ter port were in
James Massure.
Mi.-s
was in

and son Welden
town last week,

Mass.,

visiting Mrs. Simpson’s parents,
West. ...Capt. Clarence
Sprague and wife, accompanied by Mrs.
Kissing and daughter Lula and Miss Annie
Fowler, left Saturday for Itocklaud to join
his vessel, sch Julia 8. Bailey,loading paving
for Philadelphia... .Mrs. Evaiena Griffin
went to Belfast Sunday for a week's visit to

visiting

East Belfast

visiting her sister,

Benjamin Merithew has returned from
Fort Point., where lie has been
employed for
the past three months.
Mrs. Harriet P. Whittum of Searsport
village was in town last week, the guest of
Mrs. Marion Mathews.

Capt. and Mrs. Fred Clifford of Stockton
Springs were in town lastSunday, the guests
of Mrs. Florence Cleaves.
Mr. and
in
Mr. and

W. A. Dorr of Prospect
last week visiting his parents,
Mrs. Thomas Dorr.
Mrs.

town

AVe wish to express our sympathy to Mr.
and Mrs. George Tower in the loss of their
child, who died Friday, Oct. 1M.
Mr. Thomas Dorr of this town has raised
this season from one-half acre, oO bushels of
potatoes, ."><) bushels of corn on the ear, three
bushels of beans and TOO pumpkins and

squash.
AVm. Ames and Fred Scribner of this town,
while threshing grain in the vicinity of East
Belfast, threshed 1,100 bushels of oats in Jive
and one-half days and in that time moved
and set up in ten different barns.

noon, lle.v. C. II. Wells
Sandyi'uint.

Bond,

who

officiating.

Tin* remains of Mr. William

died Sept. L'htli in Needham,

•Mass., aged _’.S years, arrived the following
luesday and were huried in the cemetery
here. Mrs. Bond and her father, L)r. F. E.
\V ailing, accompanied the remains.
Mr.
Bond leaves a wife and three small children,
one brother and one sister.
He has spent
several summers here and left here
only six
weeks ago.
Last winter he had a severe
sore throat which went to the
lungs and

a

Monroe. Mr Lewis Ritchie, who fell from
building last week by a staging giving

very comfortable but is confined to
his bed and it is feared that lie will be for
some time.
No bones were broken, but lie
struck on bis hip and has not much use of
the I. O. O. F. of
Monroe.Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Chase
visited Dr. Whitcomb in Liberty last week.
_Miss Nellie Staples, who tends the post
office, is (piite sick. Dr. Atwood was called
and pronounced it inflammation of stomach
and bowels-Mrs. Billings had another
very ill turn last week-Mrs. Allen, wile
of the late Elder Allen, who resided in Monroe many years, died recently at the home
of her daughter in Massachusetts. She was
80 years old.
Her remains was brought
here ami laid in the village cemetery beside
those of her husband, lier daughter and husband.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Patterson and
that

leg.

He

belongs

to

another daughter accompanied the remains
here.... Bennie Mudgett, E. H. Nealley’s
clerk, and Bert Littlefield have joined John
Twombly’s party up-river hunting... .Mrs.
Fred Putman has just returned from Aroostook, where she has been visiting her father,
who is very feeble-Nelson Curtis ami
Frank Barden bought the merry-go-round
that was run here during the Monroe fair.
Mrs. Bailey of Bangor lias been visiting at
R. W. Mayo’s-Apples in this section are
not half gathered on account of the rainy
weather.
People hardly know what can he
done with so many apples.
Potatoes ave
rotting badly and some are not worth dig-

ging-

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

GLENWOOD
RANGE
Will be bothered to know whether the oven
is hot enough or too hot. The THERMOMETER on the oven door tells the
exact heat, and when the oven is just right
Cakes and Pies
to cook Meat, Bread,
Sold in aW

OUR FALL OPENING
.OF.

JACKETS m CAPES

things
1

too

numerous

to mention.

The Methodist Society, afmaking extensive improvements on their
church edifice, held their reopening services
Wintkkport.

ter

Fred Gay has gone
Massachusetts, where he has work_
Messrs. Addison Sprowl and Edward Rowell are at work on the High Bridge, which is
to be temporarily repaired-Bert, Gay, who
has been spending a short vacation at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Gay, has returned to his work in Camden.
....Work on the new mill has progressed
quite rapidly the last week-Clifton Morse
is building a blacksmith shop near
his

prominent cities and towns
throughout New England.
MADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

vice, and Sunday Quarterly meeting services
were held by Presiding Elder Norton.
The
house was well filled ; a number of friends

coming
town-Sept.
weddings occurred in town. The first was
that of Mr. Percy C. Rich to Miss Tena Midfrom out of

JOth two

dleton of Boston. The ceremony, which
took place at 10.30 a. m., was performed by
Rev. J. P. Simonton in the presence of the
immediate relatives of the groom. Among
those who came from out of town were Mr.
and Mrs. H. C. Chapman, Miss Clara Chapman and Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Chapman. The
bride and groom after

a

wedding

dinner left

for Ivineo, where they will pass the honeyMr. Rich is one of our smart young
moon.
business men and has thebest wishes of his
friends.
The second wedding took
many
place at the Methodist Parsonage at 4 30 p.
in., when Mr. Geo. Blake and Miss Ida Baker
were united. Many kind wishes areexpressed for the happy couple... .Judge and Mrs.
Hobbs of North Berwick were the guests of
Mrs.N. H. Hubbard recently.. .A large whist
party from Bucksport was entertained by
A. Milliken Sept. 29th.Mr.
Mrs. R.
Samuel Atwood has gone on a hunting trip.
-Raymond Dunton returned to New York
last week-Mrs. R. F. Moody and son Fred
have gone to New York for the winter_
Miss Lizzie Grant has returned from her
visit to Boston... .Miss M. E. Chase left on
Monday’s boat for Boston. She wrill visit
her sister in Billerica-Miss Rose Eaton
has gone to Boston for the winter-Mr.
and Mrs. H. I>. Simpson are visiting friends
in Waterville-A. L. Blaisdell, who has
been visiting his old home, left for Bradford,
Pa., Monday, accompanied by his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Blaisdell. ..Rev. E. VV. S.
Hammond, a colored man from the South,
gave a very good lecture in the M. E. church
Monday evening in the interests of the Southern Educational Society.

Having

a very thorough examination of all
the NEW and DESIRABLE STYLES in
millinery, we feel confident we can please
our

Can Cure Asthma and
A

Noted

Hay

persons

will convince you that her taste is
excelled by any in the city.

package

by

mers.

H. A. STARRETT, Main St.. Belfas

Will be sold

at a

bargain.

Belfast, Sept. 16, 1896.—lw41*

DRESSMAKING.

THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE IN MAINE HAVE TRIED

We wish to inform the ladies of Belfast that
will do dressmaking at reasonable rates and

we

give
good satisfaction. We use Livingstone’s Famous
French System and make children's work a
specialty.
ln.39*
MISSES BEVERAGE

&

UPTON,

Johnson’s Block, High St.

Z- Nerve Tonic

House for Sale.
The lot and buildings at the corner of
Nortliport
Avenue and Durham street, in the city of
Belfast,
P. E. Luce, will be sold
formerly occupied by D
at a bargain.
For terms, inquire of

mail

R, F. DUNTON,
Belfast, Oct. 6,1896.—tf

Belfast,

AND been CURED.

Me.

BOKJM.

Oct. 1. Sell. Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Bangor.
Oct. 5. Sells H. M. Stanley, Flower, St. John,
N. B.; Julia Baker, Hunter, Boston; Maria Webster, Turner, Sandypoint.
Oet. 7. Sell. Annie L. Henderson, Henderson,
Camden.
sailed.

Oct. 1. Sells. Lavinia M.Snow, Hinckley, Rockland; Miantonomah, Ryan, Boston.
Oet. 2. Sells. Volant, Pendleton. Rockland; 1*.
M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaveii; Maria Webster,
Turner, Sandypoint.
Oct. r>. Sells. Wm. E. Downes. .Marshall, Charles!
ton ; (Jeo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, New York Julia
I
Baker, Hunter, Bangor.

HENRY KNEELAND OF SEARSPORT,

Barbocr. In Deer Isle, to the willow of the
laie Capt. Kentley Harbour, a son.
<Ilidde.v. In Waldoboro, Sept. 11, to .\lr, and
Mrs. Ernest A. (Hidden, a son, Carl Maddocks.
(.ray.
in Koekport,
Sept, 2ti, to Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Gray, a son.
Gross, in Deer Isle, Sept. 25, to Mr. and Mrs
Edwin (i. Gross, a son.
Litti,kfiRi.i». In Penobscot, Sept. 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Littlefield, a
daughter.
Scorr. In Deer Isle, Sept. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
W illiam D. Scott, a son.
Tii.oen. lu Koekport, Sept. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Tilden, a son.
Watson. In orland, Sept. 17. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis \ W at son, a son.

MRS. REUBEN BRAINARD
in its worst form; or

MR. S.

FOREIGN

Belfast, I., Aug. 2G.

York.
Port

k

OKI'S.

Ar, brig Havilali, New

Spain, Sept. 11. Ar, sell. James A. Garfield, Emery, Fernandlna.
St. Helena, Aug. 19.
Passed, bark Adolph
Obrig, Singapore lor New York.
10.
sell. S. G. Haskell,
Sid,
Barbadoes, Sept.
Richardson, Orchilla; 29, ar, bark Rebecca Crowell, Rio Janeiro.
St. Thomas, W

I., Sept. 18. Ar, sell. Susan N.
Pickering, Haskell, Rockport, .Me.
Newcastle, Oct. 3. Sid, bark Fred P. Litchfield,
for Hong Kong.
Ponce, P. R., Oct. 2. Ar, sell. Jennie A. Stubbs,
Dorr, New York.
Rio Janeiro, Sept. 5. Sid, bark Josephine, McClean, Baltimore; ar, bark C P. Dixon, .Montevid-

Allen. In Bircli Harbor, Sept. IS, Hannah .)..
wife of Capt John Allen.
Crockett. In Brooklyn, X. V., Aug. 19, Lizzie
B., wife of Capt. Frank 1*. Crockett, aged 41 vears
and 6 months.
Ci imis. In Belfast, Sept. 30, Mrs. Hannah I).
Curtis, aged 82 years, 10 months and 7 davs.
Ci’RTIs. In Bluehill, Sept. 23, Mrs. Maria F.
Curtis, aged 20 years and 9 months.
Dickey. In orland, Sept. 25, Aliuon Dickev,
aged 81 years, 1 month aim 11 days.
Dow. In Deer Isle, Sept. 16, Sumner E. Dow,
aged 2 months and 4 days.
Kells, in Camden, Sept. 28, Araline A.
Kells,
aged 83 years and 2 months.
French
In Warren, Sept, 24, Lawrence c.
French, aged 74 years, 1 month and 3 days.
Derry. In Lineolnville, Sept. 29, Marv K.Derry,
aged 61 years and 6 months.
Dross.
In Sunset, Sept. 28, infant son of, Mr.
and Mrs. Euward Dross.
Keene. In Rockland, Sept. 27, William Henry
Keene, a native of Bremen, aged71 vears.4month’s
and z7 days.
Know lion. In Rockland, Sept. 26.
Kverlyne
T., wife of Frank L. Knowlton, a native of ’i’re
moot, aged 37 years, 6 months and 6 davs.
Lamb. In Camden. Sept. 25, Delia B., wife of
Capt. Trial M. Lamb, aged 60 years.
Mi mice. In Lineolnville Beach,Sept. 29, Henry
Munroe, aged about 60 years.
Fay son. In Warren', Sept. 30. Martha J.
Fayson. aged 59 years.
Fillsbi kv. In Thomaston, Sept, 24. Margaret,
daughter of Oliver B. Pillsburv, aged 7 vears. 9
months and 11 days.
Simmons.
In Appleton, Sept. 26, Hattie Simmons. widow <d the late Stephen Simmons,
aged
55 years and 7 months.
Stables. In Brooklin, Sept.
28,Corydon Staples,
aged 62 years, 2 months ami 8 days.

Belfast

York.

MARINE MISCELLANY

Bark \V. B. Flint, Parsons, which sailed from
New Volk Aug. 15 for East Loudon, has put into
Bahia and reports having been in collision at sea
with an unknown vessel. The fate ol the latter is
not known.
The Flint sustained no damage.
Brig Harry Smith, Craig, at South Amboy from
Cano Colorado, reports Sept. *28 encountered a
hurricane and had main boom carried away. Two
seamen were swept overboard and lost.
Captain
Craig was injured by a falling spar. Another gale
off the Jersey coast carried away head sails.
Boston, Oct. 2. Steamer Roman, (Br ) Roberts,
which sailed to-day for Liverpool, went ashore on
George’s Island in the harbor. She lies on a mud
bottom and is making no water. The cause of the
accident is said to have been a scow attached to a
rock breaker in the Narrows, which forced the
vessel out of her course. [The Roman was pulled
olf Oct. 4th after discharging part of her cargo,
and found to be uninjured. She has proceeded.]
Brunswick, Ga., dot. 1. Tuesday’s hurricane
from the southeast blew from 9 to 12, and did
considerable damage to shipping. The brig Jennie Hulbert of Richmond, Me loaded with lumber for Philadelphia, drifted up St. Simonds
sound, but was apparently not damaged. She has
been surveyed and ordered to discharge part of
her cargo of lumber. The sch. Lizzie E. Dennison
of Portland, Me., which was at Quarantine, drifted ashore, high in the marsh. Sell. Henry Crosby
will be discharged for examination. Sell. Sarah
A. Fuller was floated without damage.
Charters. Bark Adam W. Spies, Singapore to
New York or Boston, general cargo, p. t. Bark
Vilora 11. Hopkins, New York to Port Elizabeth,
general cargo, basis about 20s. Bark Rose Innis,
New York to Santos, general cargo, p. t. Sell.
Tofa, Deinerara to New York, sugar, 8 a.9 cents.
Sch. Ize;ta, Elizabetliport to Bncksport, coal, 60
cents. Sch. Mary Ann McCann Perth Amboy to
Camden, coal, 70 cents.

Price

CAPT. F. H. MEADER OF
11EATKST

O
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Market.
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or
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it who have used

DALTONS REMEDIES

PEOPLES NATIONAL BAM,
L. A. KNOWLFON, President.

FRANK R. WiGGIN, Ca,

Deposits Solicited

INDIVIDUAL

Feb.

2$, ISUI.

July *24. I*»|.
$5!MS0.2»

DEPOSITS;

Dee

f\<>4.

Hareh A, ivr,

STD,ISO.-Mi

SiV{t:*ivy{

JULY

July i 1,1 S95.

»er.l3,tS9S.

SUJ.US5.5S

9190.SJS.t7.

14, 189t
8172,093.16

These figures are taken from our sworn statements to th
of the Currency, IVashinyton, on the above date*.

Com:

DEPOSITS in the IN PEREST DEPARTMENT payable <r.i in n- i. dr.i-.v ■<
.....
ary 1st and duly 1st. Deposits duriiur the lirst three days >;
of that month. This department. ••fTers tun
?, d,-; .>it os ih.ni s
much as every deposit is a loan to the hank, ami a!! deposits 'in •»:» r it ok
amount -d our Capital Stock.
This Bank beim; the latest established Bank in Wald < ..unrv,
!.-•»- all rn.
1.
moots in Pi re and Burglar Proot work, thereby od-ria^ .•/•■
bank in this county.
a
A'!
We still have a few $.">.00 S\KK DKPOSIT BOKKS
;
locks, so they may be taken to and from t he Bank if desired.

p.,

u

■'

Fred Atwood,

•.

Winter port,

X>

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Over

Millions

Thirteen

SOI I

($13,000,000)

Tire

1 nsuranve

KI I:! I N
ATIO.N OF 1*1111. A DLLI’IUA, CAPITOL FlKl I\>1
National Kill Insi kam k C<»., Hartford,

SPKlNtil-TKI.l) Ft!:!

AND

MARINE,

(»

K A

NITK M'.VIl,

VT

CUBRKNI

TRAVEL ERS LIFE AND

ACCIDENT

LOANS NEOOTIATRD.
REAL ESTATE BOTOIIT AND SOLD.

It you wish for nice milk

li. O.
One cow’s flilk

tor

drop

a

card

a

I

<

t

..vn,

RATI

INSURANCE C<
>

on

buildings amptabl.

ASSIGNEES’ SA

to

DRESS GOODS

MATCH, Belfast.
Babies

>: A N
KAN.

Co rrcvs pontlc nor Solhlr.ol.

Pure jersey Milk.

oo

Boston, Oct. 5, 1890. The following are today’s quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 17® 17 1 2c;
dairy, north, best, 13® 14c.
Cheese—New, northern, choice, 8 l-2®9c.
Eggs—Hennery, choice, 25c; Eastern, 18c.
Beans—Yelloweyes, $1 20 «1 25; red kidney,
$1 20® 1 30.
Hay—New York and Canada, choice, $18.a 19;
fair to gi-od, $16@17 ; lower grades, $12« 15.
Rye straw7, $16; oat straw7, $9.00.
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons, choice,
-p bush, 30®33c.
Apples—New, $> bbl, 75c®2.25,

of m

yripe, cure c nisrii
tire best pills in the

People sav

••

a 1
Lime, p bbl,
Oat Meal, p lb, 3 1-2 «4
2„3
Onions, p lb.
Oil,kerosene, gal. 12 a. 14
Pollock, p lt>, 8 1-2 a4
dw.7
Pork, p lb,
1 12
Plaster, p bbl,
o3
Rye Meal, p lb,
Shorts, p cwt,
7<>,a75
ad
5
1-2
Sugar, p lb,
40
Salt, T. I., p bu,
2.a.8
Sweet Potatoes,
21-2a3
Wheat Meal,

ruro

reached b» letter.

INVESTMENT SKClRITIKS BOIRIIT AND SOLD.

Beef, corned, p lb,
Butter, salt, 14 lb bag, IS
38
Corn, p hu,
Cracked Corn, p hu, 88
Corn Meal, p bu,
38
12 a 14
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 20
5ad
Codfish, dry, p lb
Cranberries, p qt,08^10
Clover Seed, p lb, 11 .a 12
Flour, p bbl, 4 O0(ffi5 00
H.G.Seed, lm, 2 15\a2 25
7«4*
Lard, p it.

was

,

••

00

a

mo

*•

detail Market.

ma

BOOTH BAY,

TORNADO INS TRANCE WRITTEN FOR Z l KARS, at low rah
CORRESPONDENT OF M HI' II ANT MARINE IN Si RANI K CO

7«. 8

i.iu

iaitnm-i»,.

ataiuih:

do not
and are

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOCK S AL.

detail Price.

of

CUE.

t

DESIKAKLK RISKS WRITTEN

Product Market.
Prin Paid Producer,
L’< > a 80 I lav, p toll.lOOO*/ 12 00
Al'ples. (:> bu,
4« 5| Hides, 1‘ It..
dried, P lb.
8 1 2 a 4
I 4o« l Ca ILaiub, |> lb.
Beans, pea,
s
medium, I 8",/| 4e(Lanil) Skins,
20o80
4 a5
yelweyesl 25 a 1 85!.\iutton, |» lb,
Butter, j1 li,
1«W/L'ojoats, p lm, 32 lb, 25 a 80
4 a Ci 2|Potatoes,
25 a 80
Beet, I* lt>.
40 u 45! Round Hug,
Barle\, p bu,
4 a 4 1-2
s alolsrraw, p ton, 5 00« <; oo
Cliec-i;, p lb,
1 2 a 1 4; Turkey, p lb.
Cliiokeu, |* it i.
o.ao
5o a 75 'fallow,
Calfskins,
1 l-2«3
o
d */7
Duck, p lb,
oK'eal, p lb,
i8 Wool, unwashed. 12*/ 13
Eggs. | ton/.
1<'.« 12 Wood, hard, 8 5o„5 OO
Fowl, p lb.
o«0 Wood, soft,
8 00a3 50
Geese, p lb,

crm i,

of

or

Or thousands who have tried DALTON’S and
cured. If you know people who hav e tried DAL TO
ask them what their experience has been,

Kalpli

DIED.

eo.

Halifax, N. S., Oct. 2. Sid, snip A. J. Fuller
Philadelphia.
Hobart, (Tatmania'), Aug. 3d. In port, ship
Great Admiral, Rowell, for .Marseilles.
Sourabaya, Oct. 3. Sid, bark Adam \V. Spies,
.Meyers. New York.
Havana, Sept, 27. Sid, bark Matanzas, New

i".'.

l-m:

mai

iuiffmatism

NORTHPORT,

N. L. SinriONS OF YY’ALDO,

MR

Brewer, Sept.

BELMONT,

HR. CHARLES F. BESSEY OF
deuanoemext; or

MAKEIED

in

of

LITTLEFIELD OF YVINTERPORT,

A.

A. J. DONNELL OF

Bowdk.v Akkv. In Winterport,, Oct. 0. by Kev.
li. \\
Norton, Ellery Bowden, Esq., mid .Miss
Blanche li. Arey, both oi Winterport.
Baulky I'io>i;,\i.iivi;. in ('emre
Lincolnville,
Bepl. 1J, Joseph H. Baaiey and Lottie Thorndike,
both id Hope.
tiia.NDLiH
.NMM.1IAM. in Ellsworth, Sept.
Utj,
Leon E. Orindle of Orland and Miss Eiilian B.
Cunningham of Ellsworth.
bKAV-UuinaiisnN. in orland, (Jeor&c V. Cray
of Orland and Miss Martha A. Bobertsim ol Bluehill.
In Harwich,
(Ikin.nki.l-Doam:.
Mass., Sept.
30, Win. E. (Jrinnell of Searsport ami Jen ie B.
I inane of JIarw ich.
11 ,viv'll-koiUNsuN. In Isleslioro, Oct. 3, by Kev.
('Co. L. Tufts, E. 1>. Hatch of lslesboro and Miss
Blanche Kobinsoii of Searsport.
kiMHAl.i. i’A I'TKUSI-N. In Belfast. Sept. 30, by
Kev. (leo. E. Tufts, W illuun H. Kimball, Jr., and
MissTheiesa B. i’atteioon, both of Belfast.
MKi{Uii.i.-H«mik.

OF

HRS. JULIA C. COPP OF LIBERTY

-—_

W. Merrill and Miss Josephine C. il< ok, both of
Brewer.
Stom: Makku. In North
Haven,Sept. lit,, Hiram
K. Stone and Emma A. Maker, both of North
Haven.
Wai.kkk-Kkndlkton.
In Lincolnville, Sept.
-•*. Lloyd L. Walker of Luvvell, .Mass., and Kosa
J. reiHlleton of Lincolnville.

mn:i

of

MISS M. A. PATTERSON OF BELFAST, ,.i m f\
(This case lias attracted great attention as Miss Patterson
and speechless for two years,) or

AMERICAN PORTS.

Cottrell, Haskell,

cubed

JOHN M. SIMMONS OF BELFAST, clkfo

ARRIVED.

San Francisco, Oct. 2.
Ar, snip Centennial,
New York, via. Montevideo.
Galveston, Oet. 3. Cld, sch. Henry Clausen,
Jr.. Apalachicola.
Port Tampa, Oct. 1. Ar, sch. Talofa, Fletcher,
St. Lucia.
Port Reading, Oet. 2. Ar, sch. Abbie E. Willard,
Atwood, New York; 5, ar, sch. Emma S. Briggs,
Osborne, New York, and cleared for Augusta.

For instance do you kn

DR. J. YV. CLOUGH OF LIBERTY,

BELFAST.

New York. Sept. 2D. Ar, sells. Henry R. Tilton,
Boston; Carrie E. lv
Providence: .Mary Ann
McCann. Bangor; B<>, ar, brig Harrv Smith,
Craig, Cano Colorado; Oct. 1, ar, hark Adolph
ohng. Anisbury, Singapore; 2, ar. sell. E. L. Warren, Bangor; eld. sell. Carrie E. Look. Stevens,
Jaeksom ille ; 3, eld, sell. Lizzie B. Willev. Georgetown ; 4. ar, sells. Annie P. Chase, Ellis',
Bangor;
July Fourth, do.; 5, ar, sells. Edward Stewart and*
Melissa Trask, Bangor; Anna Pendleton, Providence.
Boston, Oct. 1. Cld. sells. Viola Reppanl,
Brunswick, Ga.; Levi Hart, Bangor ami New
York; David Torrey, Portland: Almeda Willev,
Dodge, sr. Simons. Ga.; 3, ar, sell. Augustus

of tl

season.

on

NEWS.

toll UP

the: largest

H. L. BUClvLlN.

by writing to Dr. R. Scliiffmann, 330 Rosabel
street, St. Paul, Minn., providing their letter
is received before Oct. 16th, as no free samples can V»e obtained after that date.

PORT OF

of (jarme

display

It will be

of ill health I oiler for sale my
Main street, opposite the
Post Office. Has a good run of cash cus-

may never
a view to

free

*

account

restaurant

and all who are suffering from any of the
above complaints should remember the date
place where the distribution will be
made, and avail themselves of the same.
Persons living out of this city who desire to
test the efficacy of this most wonderful
a

not

our

see

next week.

Restaurant for Sale.

and

will receive

Don't fail to

>1 R S.
B
F.
WELLS.
Belfast, Oct. 8, 181)6.-41tf

On

fine line of

a

FOR FALL AND WINTER WEAR.

Tuesday & Wednesday ,0ct, 13 & 14,
we

offering

we are

Nil SIS IN DftfSS MS

Boston, where she has been at work with
first-class milliners,she is prepared to give
you all the new ideas, and if you will call

reaching these that he makes this offer. This
is certainly a most generous and fair offer,

remedy

Meantime

will have charge of the trimming department, and as she is direct from one of the
largest and most stylish work-rooms in

Fever.

sidered incurable. These were just as skeptical as some of our readers now are. Dr.
Schiffmann’s remedy no doubt possesses the
merit which is claimed for it or he would
not authorize this paper to announce that he
is not only willing to give free to each person suffering from Asthma, Hay
Fever, or
Bronchitis in this city one liberal “free trial
box” of his Cure, but urgently requests all
sufferers to call at A. A. Howes & Co.'s Drug
Store, Belfast, within the next three days and
receive a package absolutely free of charge,
knowing that in making the claim he does
for his Cure, a strong doubt may arise in the
minds of many, and that a personal test, as
he offers to all, will be more convincing, and
prove its merits, than the publishing of thousands of testimonials from persons who have
been permanently cured by the use of his
Asthama Care. “Dr. Schiffmann's Asthma
Cure,” as it is called, has been sold by Druggists of this city ever since it was first intromany

DON'T MISTAKE THE DAY OR DATE.

goods and taste in

Miss Florence Wells

The majority of sufferers from Asthma
ami kindred complaints, after trying Doctors anil numberless Remedies advertised as
positive cures without avail, have come to
the conclusion that there is no cure for this
most distressing disease, and these same
persons will be the more in doubt and skeptical when they learn through the columns
of the press that Dr. Rudolph Scliiffmann, the
recognized authority who has treated more
cases of these diseases than any
living Doctor, has achieved success by perfecting a
remedy which not only gives immediate relief in the worst cases but has positively
cured thousands of sufferers who were con-

have heard of it, and it is with

our

trimming.

I’liydelun Offers to Prove this to All
Sufferers In Belfast.

duced, although

customers with

NEXT Wl;''

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16,

visited New York and Boston and

made

house... .Charles Erskine has gone to Colorado-Bert Aborn of Knox and Thomas
Erskine started out with their threshing
machines last week-Simon Erskine is
building a silo.

last

Bowdoinham. The dedication service was
read by Rev. H. W. Norton and a statement
of the expenditures by the pastor, Rev. J.
P. Simonton.
The other ministers who
participated in the exercises were Revs.
J. E. Lombard of Orrington, J. McGravv
of South Orrington, A. J. Lockhart of
Hampden and J. T. Richardson of BucksSeveral others would have been
port.
present had the weather been fine. Letters were received from Revs. A. A. Lewis
and M. J. Prescot",. In the evening, notwithstanding the very unfavorable weather,
a large audience
assembled to hear Miss
Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast deliver her
popular lecture on Palestine. Saturday
evening there was a praise and prayer ser-

WILL TAKE PLACE ON

Centre Montville.

to

Haskell, Louisburg; eld, brig Telos,
week, beginning Thursday evening. The NPalmer,
eazie, Bangor; 4-, ar, sell. James Holmes. Ryan,
building has been thoroughly renovated and Belfast 5, ar, sells. Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier,
<;. B.; Lizzie Lee, Wall, Prospect.
refurnished at a cost «.»f nearly $1,200, and Louisburg,
terminated in consumption. He had a pleasPhiladelphia. Sept. 2.». Ar, sell. Arthur V. S.
has now one <«f the prettiest audience rooms
Woodrull, Heagan. Mayaguez ami Aguadilla;
ant, genial disposition that made friends
Oet. 2. chi, sell. Alina E. Holmes, New Haven; 5,
of any church in this vicinity. Steel ceilings
cld, sell. Joel«F. Sheppard, Carter, (Quincy Point;
wherever he went. The esteem lie was held
have been put up, the vestibule enlarged, | ar, sells. W. Wallace Ward, Bangor; Horace G.
in the vicinity in which he lived was shown j
Morse, Portland.
stained glass windows put in, and the build- j
Portland, Sent. 30. Ar, sell. S. M. Bird, Merrill
by the beautiful floral tributes. Some fifoutside
Louisburg, C. B.; Oet. 2, eld, soli. Tims. W. Hvde,
and
in.
A
iug
newly
painted,
very
teen pieces were
brought here and as many
Carvel, Jacksonville.
handsome pulpit suit of black walnut and
Bangor, Oct. 1. Cld, sells. Maggie Mulvey. New
left at his home. They were beautiful becardinal plush was presented by Col. A. K. York; Willard Saulslmry. Sound port; Edward
yond description.
The family have the
Stewart, -; Odell, Boston ; Sarah I). J. RawBolan of New York. Gallery chairs to match son, Nassau; 2. eld, sells. Scotia, Philbrook, New
sympathy of their many friends in this viYork ; Geo. B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Staten Island ;
were given by other friends, and drapery by
o. ar, sell. Isaiah K. Stetson,
cinity. Mrs. William P. Bond and Dr. F. E.
Trask, New York;
the Epworth League. Mrs. John Rogers of cld, sell. Lizzie Lane, Closson, New York.
Waning left by boat Thursday for their
Perth Amboy, Sept. 2D, Sld, scl.. Fawn, Sliute,
Boston gave an elegant Bible for tlie pulpit
home in Needham, Mass-Miss Ethel MaxPortland ; 3, sld, sells. Mary Ann McCann, Gates,
and a nice hymnal was given by another Camden; Charles E. Raymond, Pendleton, Portsfield lias gone to Sherman Mills to teach
N. H.
mouth,
The windows were bought with
school-Mr. F. R. Daggett is in Plymouth, friend.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 2D. Sld, sell. Young
left for the purpose by the late Mrs. Brothers, Snow, Washington and Kennebec; J.
money
his
Mass., visiting
son, Mr. John Daggett,
Emma Curtis and the carpet and chandelier Holmes Birdsall, Philadelphia.
and his daughter, Mrs. O. H. Plummer_
Washington, JL>. C., Oct. 1. Ar, sell. Jose Olathe contributions of many friends. Thursvarri, Arey, Kennebec.
by
Mrs. Lucinda Harriman leaves this week
Brunswick. Ga., Oct. 1.
Sld, sell. Abbie C.
there
was
Rev.
I.
day evening
preaching by
for a visit to friends in Boston and
Haskell. Satilla River; 5, ar, sells. Susan N. Pickvicinity. H. W. WliarlY of
Ellsworth, and Friday ering, Haskell, St, Thomas; Melissa A. Willey,
-The Christian Endeavor meeting will be
Catherine, Providence.
held Saturday evenings during the fall, in- morning a praise service at 9, preaching by
Bath, Oet. 2. Ar, soli. Young Brothers, Snow,
to load for Washington, D. ('.
stead of Tuesday evenings as heretofore.... Rev. 1. T. Crosby of Brewer. In the after- Portsmouth,
Oet. 4. Ar, sch. Flora Rogers,
Fernandina,
Sell. Celia F., Capt. Kaudell, lias lately dis- noon tlie dedicatory sermon was preached Bunker, Boston.
a former pastor, Rev. C. E. Springer of
Jacksonville, <)ct. 1, Sld, from Fort George, sell.
by
charged coal here for Ross & Co.
H.J.
Boston.

__

perfectly.

purpose-Mrs. Breese fell from her wheel
one day last week and sprained her ankle
badly. She is obliged to use crutches_
Miss Agnes Thompson of Auburn, who has
been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Thompson, returned to her home
Sept. 28th.Mrs. Ed Harding and Mr.
H. C. Chandler are still on the sick list.
-The I O. O. F. are still having new
members come in.
The W. R. C. is
also doing good work-Helen (J. Thomas,
Leta Taylor, Mae Kelley and Vivian Tabor
came from Waterville Friday to spend Sunday with their parents.... Dr. Thomas went
to Waterville Monday.... Fred Fuller has a
nice stock of stoves, tin ware, and other

Mr. and Mrs. Wood Ellis....The funeral
services of Mrs. It. B. Ellingwood were held
at her late residence last Thursday after-

Win-

Elden Karriman and Bert Scribner are at
work at stone cutting on E. L. Warren’s
quarry in Prospect.

were

are

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel

way, is

Minnie Nickerson of
town last week

Mrs. II. P. Towle.

oi

Unity. There is to be a musical convention at the church Oct. 21st and 22nd_Mr.
Byron Pilsbury of Charlestown, Mass., and
his bride, have been visiting his father, Mr.
George Pilsbury-Mr. William Biather,
who has been very ill, is now able to ride
out-Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Taylor and
two children of China were
the guests
of Mrs. Eleanor Perkins last week_The
Ladies’ Circle met with Mrs. Mary Whitney
at the Grange Hall Oct. 10t.h. A goodly
number were present and quite a little sum
was taken, which will go to help repair the
church. The ladies are talking of having a
little entertainment once a week for this

rived Saturday from New York_Mr. and
and Mrs. Clifton Simpson of Saxonville,

J‘.

I Gen*

Ed.]

acre.

1

1

(

an

are

Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
met with Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Trevett last
Thursday afternoon and evening. A goodly
number were present and were royally entertained by Mr. T. and his worthy wife
and daughter. They will meet with Alice
Haley October 15th_Mr. Moses Ricker
of Waterloo, Iowa, Mr. Henry Ricker of
Longwood, Mass., Mr. Wilfred Davis of
W interport and Miss Lizzie Norton and
father of Bangor visited Mr. James A. Haley
and family recently-Mr. Fred Wagner of
Graniteville, Mass., and Misses Georgia anti
Nell Wagner of Bangor were called home
last week to attend their father's funeral....
Miss Florence Curtis of Boston, Mass., is
visiting her relatives and many friends here.
She intends to spend the winter here_
Mrs. Emery Marden lias returned with her
son from Castine, where she has been to care
for him through his recent sickness.Mr.
Horace Gould will return to his school in
Castine this week and if able will remain
through the term-Mr. I. F. Gould is in
Brooks on business_Mr. Geo. A. Hatch of
Portland and Mr. Frank L. Hatch of Morrill
made their brother, Mr. Charles O. Hatch, a
llying visit last Saturday.

town-The Current Events Club
days
will meet witli Mrs. Elvin Staples to-day,
Thursday-Miss Laura Marden returned
from Kingman Sunday.Mr. Leonard
Clifford of Boston has spent a few days
with his mother, Mrs. George Clifford, at
Fort Point-Mr. Horace Staples, Jr., ar-

•■•onii‘, dr.
:

1-2

in town....Mr.

past year,
Mrs. J. S. Davis of Pittsfield were in
town the first of the week, the guests of
Mrs. Margaret Greeley.. .Mrs. W. E. Damrn
has returned from a visit to Hampden_
Sunday school next Sunday at 1 o’clock
Nickerson and daughter
p. in-J. W.
Laura went to Bangor Monday.

in

session

Several here

man.

for the

and

Stockton Springs. Mrs. James Treat
anil Mrs. Edward Lafoliey arrived home
last Thursday from St. Paul, Minn., after a
very pleasant visit of several months to
their son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Brainaril Griffin... .Mrs. Horace Noyes and little
daughter Mary visited friends in town the
past week....Mr. Joseph Lam aster was in
town over Sunday... Mr. Simeon Ellis and
wife of Quincy, Mass., are spending a few

Capt. I>. C. Nichols has bought an interest in ship
Emily Heed, recently arrived at
New York from the East, and left this
week
Capt.

working

man

How’s that?_There will
be a meeting at Hall’s Corner schoolhouse
this (Thursday) evening by Mr. and Mrs J.O.
Johnson, the Evangelists. All are invited
to attend.

of varicella is raging among
in town. Several of the little
quite ill from that disease.

Maynard, Mass.,

to

ous, haiil

on

rpuiemic

ones are now

youngest

says there are six children, the
12 years old.
He was an industri-

for the winter. Their families will
follow after the schools close-Mr. and
Mrs. G. L. Morrill, who have been in Parktions

quite recently by falling down stairs, is now
improving.. .Hermon Greer holds the pumpkin record in this vicinity. He raised tiOO

Kivd C. Morrow, who lias a
position in the
U
l
Telegraph department in Union Station, Boston, is at home for a visit.
An

Cunningham, who has been in Montague for
weeks, was at home last week, but
has returned-Cunningham Bros, have
gone to Lowell to conduct lumbering operaseveral

J. O. Johnson of Liberty was
iu town Sept. 2‘Jth and called on Mr. and
Mrs. N. B. Allenwood.... Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Merriam of Morrill were in town Sunday visiting Mrs. M's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Morrill-Mr. and Mrs. Moses Morse
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse ami
daughter Georgia visited relatives in South Thornaston last week....Mrs. Hester Morse and
soil Willard are in Lowed
visiting relatives.
-J. M. Cunningham has moved to Belfast.
....Mrs. FI. P. Farrow, who was injured

left Thurshis

CORRESPONDENCE.

Belmont.

Francisco Oct. 2d, 127 days from

Kay mend ]{.
day ie spend

Millinery
Opening
-FO K_

Prospect. The rainy weather begins to
tell on the beans in stack and the long continued wet is moulding some of the ears of
corn in shock.
The plowing is not done and
the work is falling behind_N. L. Littleheld got a good share of the prizes at the
State and County fairs with his Jersey herd
this fall....I. F. Gould has made a general
fixing up; painting, shingling and clapboarding his half of his dwelling inside and out,
and now the house is half red and half
white-[An account of the suicide of
Thomas Wagner is published ou the 3d page.
It is there stated that he had mne children,
all grown up, but our Prospect village corre-

Mrs. 1). S Beals and Miss L. W. Edwards
left l-y train Monday morning for Boston.
are

Report

reavement.

C. l‘ike returned by train Monday from
business trip to Massachusetts.

Dr. F. \Y.

U. S. Gov’t

Mrs. J. E. Maiden received news last week
the death of her brother, Mr. Frank Nickerson, in Jersey City, N. J. Mr. Nickerson
leaves a wife, two sisters and one brother,
father and mother, to mourn his death. The
entire community extend their sympathy to
the afflicted ones in their hour of sad be-

E.

ingham, Mass.,

Leavening Power.—Latest

of

1). Y. Mitchell, who has been ill for several
weeks, is convalescing rapidly.
a

in

Whitcomb’s hall.
Spiritualist meeting
There was a large delegation present and a
very interesting meeting held. There will
be another meeting in the same hall the last
Sunday in this month.

Margaret Sargent left Monday to buy her
fall stock of millinery.
John M. Stevens left
business trip to Boston.

Highest of all

in

Specialt\

Direct from the Manufacture!

September 30, 189(5.—3m40“

Tin-

SHROPSHIRE BUCK LAMBS
FOR

SALE.

thoroughbred Shropshire buck lambs for
Sears' Island, Searsport, Me.

Seven
sale

at

<i. J. SHAW & SON.
October

5, 1896— Jw41
~

FOUND.
At the

corner

of Main ami Deane streets, a
same by call

RING. The owner can have the
ing at the residence of
1). H. SMITH,
October

7, 1896.—Iw41

assignees of the Nonaninn V*
Company will sell lireet from
lot ot dress patterns and rem...
plain and fancy dress goods, ii
to suit the purchaser.
Tliese goods have many heautil
novelty elfeets of the latest
style, ami eolor, in Worsted. >
and Silk Mixtures, equal to
foreign makes, and are to he ch
in dress lengths regardless >t c -:
The high standard so long man
by this celebrated company i- s
guarantee of the quality.
Samples will he mailed on reque*
a

loods forwarded C

Assignees

O.

1».

of

THE NONANTUM WORSTtl

Winterport.

NEWTON, MASS.

